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Sentences Reconsidered 

As discussed in Chapter 2, many institutions and individuals have input into the 

sentences imposed on convicted offenders. We often think of this input as culminating in 

the decision of a sentencing judge. Many different players, however, have the opportunity 

to reconsider sentencing choices made by others. 

Some of the legal structures through which sentences are reconsidered involve the 

judiciary, as detailed in the first half of this chapter; others involve executive branch 

officials, as discussed in the second half. Some review structures are unique to death 

sentences, while others apply to all sentences. In all settings, the officials may reconsider 

not only specific sentencing outcomes but also some of the theoretical, policy-based, and 

legal arguments that influenced initial sentencing decisions. 

A. JUDICIAL RECONSIDERATION OF SENTENCES 

Judges are commonly viewed as central figures in sentencing. Yet we have seen that 

other institutions often divert or impose sanctions that either sidestep or substitute for 

conviction and formal sentencing. We have also seen throughout the book that even 

where judges do impose a sentence after conviction—the archetype of what it means to 

sentence—many other institutions and individuals, including legislatures, sentencing 

commissions, prosecutors, and probation officers, influence the types of sentences that 

judges can impose. Indeed, when a legislature enacts a mandatory sentencing provision, 

or when a sentencing commission establishes strict sentencing guidelines, the judiciary’s 

role in determining initial sentences can seem more ministerial than substantive. 

Many structured sentencing reforms have allowed institutions other than courts to play 

a larger part in initial sentencing decisions, and one of the explicit purposes of structured 

reform is to constrain or guide the discretion of judges. But other legal developments 

have increased the judiciary’s role in the reconsideration of initial sentencing decisions. 

The judicial role in sentence reconsideration, especially through appeals and collateral 
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review, is relatively new. Review of convictions and sentences were historically part of 

an appeal made to the sovereign—the governor or president. But no longer is such an 

appeal to the sovereign an offender’s only avenue for relief. There are now elaborate 

legal structures and rules that give offenders a way to obtain judicial review of their 

convictions and sentences. Indeed, there are now far greater opportunities for judicial 

than for executive review. 

1. Sentencing Judge 

The sentencing choices of legislatures, sentencing commissions, and prosecutors are 

inevitably reexamined and reassessed by a sentencing judge when she decides what 

specific sentence to impose on a particular offender. As the following case highlights, 

modern systems with defined sentencing rules present sentencing judges with 

opportunities to reconsider the appropriateness and the application of general sentencing 

rules in individual cases. 

California v. Superior Court of San Diego County (Jesus Romero, Real Party in 

Interest) 

917 P.2d 628 (Cal. 1996) 

WERDEGAR, J. 

Penal Code section 1385, subdivision (a), authorizes a trial court to dismiss a criminal 

action “in furtherance of justice” on its own motion.…This case raises the question 

whether a court may, on its own motion, strike prior felony conviction allegations in 

cases arising under the law known as “Three Strikes and You’re Out.”… 

I. BACKGROUND 

A. The Three Strikes Law 

The Three Strikes law consists of two, nearly identical statutory schemes designed to 

increase the prison terms of repeat felons.…In summary, both statutes have this effect: 

When a defendant is convicted of a felony, and it is pleaded and proved that he has 

committed one or more prior felonies defined as “violent” or “serious,” sentencing 
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proceeds under the Three Strikes law. Prior felonies qualifying as “serious” or “violent” 

are taken into account regardless of their age. The current felony need not be “violent” or 

“serious.” If the defendant has only one qualifying prior felony conviction, the prescribed 

term of imprisonment…is twice the term otherwise provided as punishment for the 

current felony conviction. If the defendant has two or more prior qualifying felonies, the 

prescribed sentence is an indeterminate term of life imprisonment [with a minimum term 

before parole eligibility of] the greater of: (a) three times the term otherwise provided for 

the current conviction; (b) twenty-five years; or (c) the term required [under other 

statutes]. In sentencing, the court may not grant probation, suspend execution or 

imposition of sentence, divert the defendant, or commit the defendant to any facility other 

than state prison. 

B. Facts 

On June 3, 1994, the District Attorney of San Diego County filed an information in the 

superior court charging defendant Jesus Romero with possession of a controlled 

substance, namely 0.13 grams of cocaine base. The information also alleged defendant 

had previously been convicted of the following felonies on the dates indicated: second 

degree burglary on June 25, 1980; attempted burglary of an inhabited dwelling on 

November 16, 1984; first degree burglary of an inhabited dwelling on September 2, 1986; 

and possession of a controlled substance on April 6, 1992, and June 8, 1993. 

Defendant’s two prior serious felonies, namely burglary and attempted burglary of 

inhabited dwellings, made him eligible for a life sentence under the Three Strikes law. 

Without the prior felony conviction allegations, defendant’s sentence would fall between 

one and six years.…Defendant pled not guilty. At a subsequent hearing, the court 

indicated its willingness to consider striking the prior felony conviction allegations if 

defendant changed his plea to guilty as charged on all counts. The prosecutor objected to 

that procedure, arguing the court had no power to dismiss prior felony allegations in a 

Three Strikes case unless the prosecutor asked the court to do so. The court disagreed 

[and] permitted defendant to change his plea and struck the prior felony conviction 

allegations. [The court] imposed a sentence of six years in state prison.… 
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II. DISCUSSION 

The ultimate question before us is whether a trial court may dismiss prior felony 

conviction allegations in furtherance of justice on its own motion in a case brought under 

the Three Strikes law. In answering this question, two statutes are of central importance. 

The first is section 1385. It provides as follows: 

(a) The judge or magistrate may, either of his or her own motion or upon the application of 

the prosecuting attorney, and in the furtherance of justice, order an action to be dismissed. The 

reasons for the dismissal must be set forth in an order entered upon the minutes.… 

(b) This section does not authorize a judge to strike any prior conviction of a serious felony 

for purposes of enhancement of a sentence under Section 667. 

[We] have construed section 1385(a) as permitting a judge to dismiss not only an 

entire case, but also a part thereof, including the allegation that a defendant has 

previously been convicted of a felony. When a court strikes prior felony conviction 

allegations in this way, it does not wipe out such prior convictions or prevent them from 

being considered in connection with later convictions. Instead, the order striking such 

allegations simply embodies the court’s determination that, in the interest of justice, 

defendant should not be required to undergo a statutorily increased penalty which would 

follow from judicial determination of the alleged fact. 

The other statute of central importance to this case is section 667, subdivision (f). A 

part of the Three Strikes law, the statute provides as follows: 

(f) (1) Notwithstanding any other law, subdivisions (b) to (i), inclusive, shall be applied in 

every case in which a defendant has a prior felony conviction as defined in subdivision (d). The 

prosecuting attorney shall plead and prove each prior felony conviction except as provided in 

paragraph (2). 

(2) The prosecuting attorney may move to dismiss or strike a prior felony conviction 

allegation in the furtherance of justice pursuant to Section 1385, or if there is insufficient 

evidence to prove the prior conviction. If upon the satisfaction of the court that there is 

insufficient evidence to prove the prior felony conviction, the court may dismiss or strike the 

allegation. 
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Defendant argues that the Three Strikes law, if interpreted to permit a court to strike a 

prior felony conviction allegation only on the prosecutor’s motion, violates the doctrine 

of separation of powers. [In People v. Tenorio, we held] unconstitutional a statute 

purporting to empower a prosecutor to veto a court’s decision to dismiss a prior 

conviction allegation.…One may fairly summarize the court’s reasoning in this way: 

[Conceding] the Legislature’s power to bar a court from dismissing certain charges 

altogether, when the Legislature does permit a charge to be dismissed the ultimate 

decision whether to dismiss is a judicial, rather than a prosecutorial or executive, 

function; to require the prosecutor’s consent to the disposition of a criminal charge 

pending before the court unacceptably compromises judicial independence. In subsequent 

cases, the court relied on People v. Tenorio to hold unconstitutional other statutes 

purporting to give prosecutors the power to veto similar judicial decisions related to the 

sentencing or other disposition of criminal charges.… 

The Attorney General suggests the Three Strikes law serves the purpose of the 

separation of powers doctrine by making the decision to dismiss under section 1385 a 

“joint” decision, in the sense that the court and the prosecutor each may veto the other’s 

preferred disposition. [But] interference with the traditional prerogatives of the executive 

cannot justify interference with the independence of the judiciary.…That the Legislature 

and the electorate may eliminate the courts’ power to make certain sentencing choices 

may be conceded. Subject to the constitutional prohibition against cruel and unusual 

punishment, the power to define crimes and fix penalties is vested exclusively in the 

legislative branch. It does not follow, however, that having given the court the power to 

dismiss, the Legislature may therefore condition its exercise upon the approval of the 

district attorney. This court has not upheld any law purporting to subject to prosecutorial 

approval the court’s discretion to dispose of a criminal charge. Instead, we have 

consistently held such laws unconstitutional.… 

We thus arrive at this question: Does the Three Strikes law contain a “clear legislative 

direction” that courts may not strike sentencing allegations in furtherance of justice under 

section 1385 without the prosecutor’s approval? [It is] self-evident that the Legislature 

assumed a court would at least have the power to grant the prosecutor’s motion to strike a 
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prior felony allegation in the furtherance of justice. The question then becomes: Does the 

court also have the power to strike such an allegation on its own motion? 

[Defendant] contends, the Three Strikes law confirms that the court retains its powers 

under section 1385: Because section 667(f)(2) permits the prosecuting attorney to “move 

to dismiss or strike a prior felony conviction allegation in the furtherance of justice 

pursuant to Section 1385”(italics added), a fortiori the court must have power to grant the 

motion pursuant to section 1385.… 

[There] is a long history of dispute among the various branches of state government 

over the application of section 1385 to sentencing allegations [, and] the lesson of section 

1385’s controversial history is that references to the section in sentencing statutes are not 

lightly or thoughtlessly made. The drafter’s express invocation of section 1385 in the 

Three Strikes law, together with the absence of any language purporting to bar courts 

from acting pursuant to it, virtually compels the conclusion no such prohibition was 

intended.… 

The district attorney…argues that section 1385(b) independently bars a court from 

striking prior felony allegations in Three Strikes cases [because it] qualifies the general 

power to dismiss granted to courts in section 1385(a), in these words: “This section does 

not authorize a judge to strike any prior conviction of a serious felony for purposes of 

enhancement of a sentence under Section 667.” The Three Strikes law, the district 

attorney contends, was codified as part of section 667 and articulates a sentence 

“enhancement” within the meaning of section 1385(b).…Defendant’s [main response is] 

that section 1385(b) cannot fairly be read as referring to the Three Strikes law [because it 

was enacted first and because it is not an “enhancement” under the terms of section 

1385(b). Legislative] intent is the governing consideration. [The] Legislature’s decision 

to place the Three Strikes law within section 667 falls short of a “clear legislative 

direction” to eliminate courts’ power to strike prior felony allegations sua sponte.… 

The district attorney [further argues that the] Three Strikes initiative was motivated by 

the voters’ desire for longer sentences and by a mistrust of judges. The proponents of the 

initiative argued in its favor that “soft-on-crime judges, politicians, defense lawyers and 
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probation officers care more about violent felons than they do victims. They spend all of 

their time looking for loopholes to get rapists, child molesters and murderers out on 

probation, early parole, or off the hook altogether.” 

Plainly the Three Strikes initiative, as well as the legislative act embodying its terms, 

was intended to restrict courts’ discretion in sentencing repeat offenders.…Both versions 

of the Three Strikes law expressly declare that a court, in sentencing, may not grant 

probation, suspend execution or imposition of sentence, divert the defendant, or commit 

the defendant to any facility other than state prison. But to say the intent of a law was to 

restrict judicial discretion begs the question of how judicial discretion was to be 

restricted. The answer to that question can be found only by examining the language of 

the act. In it, one finds the express restrictions on the courts’ power mentioned above, but 

no others.… 

For these reasons, we conclude that section 1385(a) does permit a court acting on its 

own motion to strike prior felony conviction allegations in cases brought under the Three 

Strikes law. Our holding respects the principle that legislative acts are construed, if at all 

possible, to be constitutional. Our holding also avoids conflict with the principle that 

ambiguous penal statutes are construed to favor the defendant. 

To guide the lower courts in the exercise of their discretion under section 1385(a), 

whether acting on their own motion or on motion of the prosecuting attorney, we 

emphasize the following: A court’s discretion to strike prior felony conviction allegations 

in furtherance of justice is limited…and is subject to review for abuse. We reviewed the 

applicable principles in People v. Orin, 533 P.2d 193 (Cal. 1975): 

The trial court’s power to dismiss an action under section 1385…is limited by the amorphous 

concept which requires that the dismissal be “in furtherance of justice.”…From the case law, 

several general principles emerge. Paramount among them is the rule that the language of 

[section 1385], “in furtherance of justice,” requires consideration “both of the constitutional 

rights of the defendant, and the interests of society represented by the People, in determining 

whether there should be a dismissal.” At the very least, the reason for dismissal must be “that 

which would motivate a reasonable judge.”… 
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From these general principles it follows that a court abuses its discretion if it dismisses a 

case, or strikes a sentencing allegation, solely to accommodate judicial convenience or 

because of court congestion. A court also abuses its discretion by dismissing a case, or a 

sentencing allegation, simply because a defendant pleads guilty. Nor would a court act 

properly if guided solely by a personal antipathy for the effect that the Three Strikes law 

would have on a defendant, while ignoring defendant’s background, the nature of his 

present offenses, and other individualized considerations. 

…Section 1385 anticipates, and facilitates, appellate review with the requirement that 

“[t]he reasons for the dismissal must be set forth in an order entered upon the minutes.” 

The statement of reasons is not merely directory, and neither trial nor appellate courts 

have authority to disregard the requirement. It is not enough that on review the reporter’s 

transcript may show the trial court’s motivation; the minutes must reflect the reason so 

that all may know why this great power was exercised. 

Having decided that section 1385(a) applies to this case, we must determine the 

appropriate disposition. [Here] the record does not contain all of the material a reviewing 

court should consider…because the trial court did not set forth its reasons for striking the 

prior felony conviction allegations in the relevant minute order, as required by section 

1385(a).…Under these circumstances, the appropriate remedy is to vacate the judgment, 

to permit defendant to withdraw his plea, and otherwise to proceed in conformity with 

this opinion.… 

NOTES 

1. Means for judicial sentencing reconsideration: constitutional review. Though the 

decision in Romero is based ultimately on an interpretation of a California statute, the 

court’s discussion reveals that judges always have an opportunity—indeed, an 

obligation—to reexamine sentencing decisions made by legislatures and others in light of 

prevailing state and federal constitutional rules. The federal Constitution’s mandates of 

due process and separation of powers, and its prohibition of cruel and unusual 

punishments create procedural and substantive limits on sentencing structures and 

outcomes that judges can and do enforce. Many states also have additional constitutional 
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provisions and precedents that enable judges to reconsider the sentencing decisions of 

legislatures, sentencing commissions, and others. 

Because constitutional provisions are usually vague and subject to interpretation, there 

has been a robust debate concerning how judges should review sentencing determinations 

in light of constitutional norms. See Ewing v. California, 538 U.S. 11 (2003) (explaining 

that the Supreme Court has a long-standing tradition of deferring to state legislatures in 

making and implementing important policy decisions regarding sentencing); Harmelin v. 

Michigan, 501 U.S. 957 (1991) (developing arguments for why the Supreme Court 

should not rigorously review state sentencing choices on constitutional grounds). Do you 

think the standards for constitutional review ought to differ depending on the nature and 

severity of the sentence at issue—that is, should constitutional review of death sentences 

or lengthy prison terms be more exhaustive than review of shorter terms of imprisonment 

or alternative sanctions? See Gregory Schneider, Sentencing Proportionality in the States, 

54 Ariz. L. Rev. 241 (2012); Richard S. Frase, Limiting Excessive Prison Sentences 

Under Federal and State Constitutions, 11 U. Pa.. J. Const. L. 39 (2008). 

2. Means for judicial sentencing reconsideration: statutory authority. Though 

influenced by constitutional concerns, the decision in Romero makes clear that statutes 

give sentencing judges in California the power to strike prior felony allegations (and 

thereby avoid application of the three-strikes law). The decision details inappropriate 

grounds for striking prior felony allegations, but it does not indicate what grounds may be 

appropriate. What types of reasons for striking prior felony allegations would be “in the 

furtherance of justice”? 

Though relatively few jurisdictions give sentencing judges direct means to avoid the 

application of mandatory sentencing statutes, nearly all jurisdictions that employ 

guideline sentencing systems have granted sentencing judges some express statutory 

authority to depart from these guidelines. In the state of Washington, a sentencing judge 

may depart from the presumptive guideline sentence and impose a more or less severe 

sentence only when the case presents “substantial and compelling reasons justifying an 

exceptional sentence.” Wash. Rev. Code Ann. §9.94A.535. Departures from the 

presumptive sentences established in the guidelines are authorized when the sentencing 
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judges find “substantial and compelling circumstances.” Like the provisions at issue in 

Romero, departure statutes generally require judges to explain the basis for any departure, 

and an inadequate explanation can lead to reversal on appeal. 

3. Means for judicial sentencing reconsideration: circumvention. In any 

taxonomy of the ways sentences get reconsidered, one should not overlook the extralegal 

“authority” judges possess to circumvent the application of sentencing rules established 

by legislatures and sentencing commissions. A sentencing judge who is disconcerted by 

the application of a mandatory sentencing provision in a particular case might condone 

(and even encourage) a plea bargain in which the offender pleads to a lesser offense. See 

U.S. Sentencing Commission, Special Report to Congress: Mandatory Minimum 

Penalties in the Federal Criminal Justice System 56-58 (August 1991). In a series of 

articles based on empirical research into the operation of the federal sentencing 

guidelines, Professors Stephen Schulhofer and Ilene Nagel concluded that the guidelines 

were circumvented in up to one-third of all federal cases during the period studied. See 

Schulhofer & Nagel, Plea Negotiations Under the Federal Sentencing Guidelines: 

Guideline Circumvention and Its Dynamics in the Post-Mistretta Period, 91 Nw. U. L. 

Rev. 1284, 1305 (1997); Schulhofer & Nagel, Negotiated Pleas Under the Federal 

Sentencing Guidelines: The First Fifteen Months, 27 Am. Crim. L. Rev. 232, 272-278 

(1989). 

4. Judicial override in death sentencing systems. Most of the 38 states that authorize 

capital punishment rely on juries to decide whether an offender should be sentenced to 

die and give the trial judge authority to reconsider a jury’s capital sentencing decision. In 

many states, a judge has the authority to override a jury’s recommendation only by 

imposing a life sentence after the jury has recommended death. See, e.g., Ohio Rev. Code 

§2727.16. But four states—Alabama, Delaware, Florida, and Indiana—use “advisory” 

juries in their capital sentencing process, which means that the trial judge has the 

authority to override a jury’s recommendation in either direction: The judge might 

impose a life sentence when the jury voted for death or might impose a death sentence 

even when a jury has recommended life. See Ala. Stat. §13A-5-46; Del. Code tit. 11, 

§4209; Fla. Stat. §921.141; Ind. Code Ann. §35-50-2-9. The constitutionality of 
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permitting judges to impose a death sentence has been thrown into question by the 

Supreme Court’s decision in Ring v. Arizona, 536 U.S. 584 (2002), which held that a jury 

must make any factual findings that allow a sentence of death under the applicable state 

statute. The ruling in Blakely v. Washington, 542 U.S. 296 (2004), deepened the 

questions about these advisory jury jurisdictions. Most courts, however, have upheld the 

review of jury capital decision making by trial judges after Ring and Blakely so long as 

juries play a central role in finding the facts on which a death sentence is based. See 

Stephanos Bibas, Apprendi in the States, 94 J. Crim. L. & Criminology 1 (2003). 

How would you expect judges and juries to view aggravating and mitigating 

circumstances differently? William J. Bowers et al., The Decision Maker Matters: An 

Empirical Examination of the Way the Role of the Judge and the Jury Influence Death 

Penalty Decision-Making, 63 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 931 (2006). 

2. Direct Appeal of Sentences 

The modern history of appellate review of criminal convictions extends nearly a century, 

with a rich set of doctrines governing when and how trial error can be corrected. The 

important doctrine does not come from constitutional law; the Supreme Court held in 

McKane v. Durston, 153 U.S. 684 (1894), that there is no federal constitutional right to 

appeal, and most state constitutions lack express provisions guaranteeing appeals in 

criminal cases. Nevertheless, all American jurisdictions have long provided for appellate 

review of convictions, and statutes and rules of appellate procedure establish who can file 

an appeal and what issues the parties can raise. 

The modern history of appellate review of criminal sentences is far more abbreviated 

and much less evolved. Frequent appellate review of the outcome of capital cases did not 

begin until the 1970s, following the Supreme Court’s decision in Furman v. Georgia, 408 

U.S. 238 (1972), which struck down existing capital sentencing schemes. And, as 

Professor Kevin Reitz notes, serious appellate review of noncapital sentencing did not 

begin until a decade later, when jurisdictions started adopting guideline systems and other 

structured sentencing reforms: 

Prior to the guideline innovations of the 1980s, little meaningful appellate review of sentencing 
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decisions had ever occurred in the United States, in federal or state courts. Those few appellate 

decisions that existed did not, for the most part, focus on substantive issues of the appropriate 

principles for punishment decisions, or the application of those principles to particular factual 

scenarios. Instead, the cases dealt primarily with constitutional issues.…Even in those states 

where a power of sentence review existed, it was used sparingly. Appellate courts refrained 

from interference with a sentence below unless it could be characterized as clearly excessive or 

as a clear abuse of discretion.… 

The absence, or near absence, of appellate input into the law of criminal punishment was 

due in part to the embarrassment that there was no substantive law of sentencing to be applied 

at the trial level. [There] were effectively no legal principles against which a sentence could be 

tested on review. Another disablement of appellate review was the widespread rule that trial 

courts were not obliged to explain the reasons for their sentencing decisions on the record, 

[which provided] little practical way for an appeals court to discover what thought process a 

trial judge had followed in a given case. 

Kevin R. Reitz, Sentencing Guideline Systems and Sentence Appeals: A Comparison of 

Federal and State Experiences, 91 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1441, 1443-1446 (1997). 

As this excerpt suggests, modern sentencing reforms radically changed the dynamics 

surrounding appellate review of noncapital sentencing. By creating defined sentencing 

law through mandatory sentencing provisions and guideline sentencing rules, structured 

sentencing reforms established a corpus of legal rules that sentencing judges had to apply 

and appellate judges could review. The following statute establishes the authority and the 

role of appellate courts in reviewing sentences in a typical guideline state. 

42 Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes §9781 

(a) Right to appeal. The defendant or the Commonwealth may appeal as of right the 

legality of the sentence. 

(b) Allowance of appeal. The defendant or the Commonwealth may file a petition for 

allowance of appeal of the discretionary aspects of a sentence for a felony or a 

misdemeanor to the appellate court that has initial jurisdiction for such appeals. 

Allowance of appeal may be granted at the discretion of the appellate court where it 

appears that there is a substantial question that the sentence imposed is not appropriate 
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under this chapter. 

(c) Determination on appeal. The appellate court shall vacate the sentence and remand 

the case to the sentencing court with instructions if it finds: 

(1) the sentencing court purported to sentence within the sentencing guidelines but applied 

the guidelines erroneously; 

(2) the sentencing court sentenced within the sentencing guidelines but the case involves 

circumstances where the application of the guidelines would be clearly unreasonable; or 

(3) the sentencing court sentenced outside the sentencing guidelines and the sentence is 

unreasonable. 

In all other cases the appellate court shall affirm the sentence imposed by the sentencing 

court. 

(d) Review of record. In reviewing the record the appellate court shall have regard for: 

(1) The nature and circumstances of the offense and the history and characteristics of the 

defendant. 

(2) The opportunity of the sentencing court to observe the defendant, including any 

presentence investigation. 

(3) The findings upon which the sentence was based. 

(4) The guidelines promulgated by the commission.… 

(f) Limitation on additional appellate review.—No appeal of the discretionary aspects 

of the sentence shall be permitted beyond the appellate court that has initial jurisdiction 

for such appeals. 

PROBLEM 11-1. HOW APPEALING? 

Corrine Marie Denardi was convicted on an indictment charging conspiracy to 

distribute cocaine. At the time of sentencing, her attorney argued for a departure from the 

sentencing guidelines, citing mitigating factors such as the defendant’s cooperation with 

the government, the absence of a prior criminal record, an exemplary work history, and a 
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lifetime of love and devotion to friends and family. Ms. Denardi’s attorney stressed that 

the imposition of a sentence within the recommended guideline range would cause 

extreme hardship on Ms. Denardi’s family because she was the sole caretaker of three 

young children, one of whom was developmentally disabled. The relevant provision of 

the Pennsylvania Sentencing Guidelines states that nonguideline sentences may be 

imposed if the trial court determines that an aggravating or mitigating factor “is present.” 

Such factors should be “sufficiently important to warrant a sentence” above or below the 

standard range.” 

The trial court refused to depart from the guidelines, and sentenced Ms. Denardi to 24 

months’ imprisonment. In so doing, the judge stated: 

I find nothing here that permits me to depart from the guidelines, and I am very much guided 

by them. I recognize all of the favorable points that the defendant has produced, and the best 

that I can do with those is to apply them to my choice of where within the guidelines the 

sentence would fall. I have been asking and trying to get some factor that would justify a 

deviation, and I haven’t found any. 

Based on the appellate review provisions of the Pennsylvania code, reprinted above, 

does Ms. Denardi have the right to appeal the trial court’s decision not to depart from the 

sentencing guidelines? Does the answer to this question depend on whether the trial court 

believed it lacked the legal authority to depart or instead simply made a discretionary 

decision not to exercise its departure authority? Cf. United States v. Denardi, 892 F.2d 

269 (3d Cir. 1989); see also David Yellen, Appellate Review of Refusals to Depart, 1 

Fed. Sent’g Rep. 264 (1988). 

PROBLEM 11-2. WAIVING GOOD-BYE TO AN APPEAL? 

In December 2001, Walter Grange’s house was burglarized. During the course of the 

investigation, police seized from Grange’s home a microwave oven, which contained 

6.44 grams of crack cocaine residue coated on the inside, and a bag containing nearly 

$12,000 in cash. Pursuant to a plea agreement, Grange pleaded guilty to possessing crack 

cocaine in violation of 21 U.S.C. §844(a). The plea agreement stated that the government 

and the defendant agreed that the total amount of drugs possessed was just over six grams 
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of crack cocaine. The agreement also included the following statement: 

Defendant knowingly waives the right to appeal any sentence within the guideline range 

applicable to the statute of conviction as determined by the Court after resolution of any 

objections by either party to the presentence report to be prepared in this case, and defendant 

specifically agrees not to appeal the determination of the Court in resolving any contested 

sentencing factor. In other words, Defendant waives the right to appeal the sentence imposed in 

this case except to the extent, if any, that the Court may depart upwards from the applicable 

sentencing guideline range as determined by the Court. The defendant also waives his right to 

challenge his sentence or the manner in which it was determined in any collateral attack. 

The probation officer investigating the offense and writing the presentence report for 

the sentencing court concluded that the $12,000 in cash should be converted into crack 

cocaine when computing the base offense level under the federal sentencing guidelines. 

At the sentencing hearing the prosecutor, when asked about the probation officer’s 

computation, stated: 

On the $12,000, your Honor, I have nothing to add. I think the Probation Department set out 

the facts. Also, I’m in a little bit of a difficult position because I signed a plea agreement 

agreeing to the 6.44 grams. To be honest with the Court, it doesn’t take a genius to know if you 

have that much residue in the facility that was cooking it, there’s a little bit more involved 

there; but on the other hand, that was the extent of our evidence at that point. 

The trial judge accepted the probation office’s determination and sentenced Grange to 78 

months in prison. 

Under the terms of the plea agreement, can Grange appeal directly or file for a writ of 

habeas corpus? Can he attack the validity of the plea agreement, arguing that the 

government failed to live up to its promise? Can Grange assert that he received 

ineffective assistance of counsel as a means to try to void the plea agreement? See United 

States v. Brown, 328 F.3d 767 (5th Cir. 2003). 

PROBLEM 11-3. BEGGING FOR PRESUMPTIONS 

On October 12, 2011, the Chair of the U.S. Sentencing Commission, Judge Patti Saris, 

gave detailed testimony before the House Subcommittee on Crime, Terrorism, and 
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Homeland Security—part of the Committee on the Judiciary. Judge Saris reviewed trends 

in guideline application, particularly the impact of “blockbuster” decisions, such as Koon, 

Apprendi, and Booker. Recognizing that post-Booker sentencing was popular with district 

judges and defense attorneys, but less so with prosecutors, Judge Saris testified as 

follows: 

While sentencing data and case law demonstrate that the federal sentencing guidelines continue 

to provide gravitational pull in federal sentencing, the Commission has observed an increase in 

the numbers of variances from the guidelines in the wake of the Supreme Court’s recent 

jurisprudence. There are troubling trends in sentencing, including growing disparities among 

circuits and districts and demographic disparities which the Commission has been evaluating. 

The Commission believes that a strong and effective guidelines system is an essential 

component of the flexible, certain, and fair sentencing scheme envisioned by Congress when it 

passed the SRA. To improve sentencing in light of Booker and its progeny, the Commission 

has the following statutory suggestions: First, Congress should enact a more robust appellate 

review standard that requires appellate courts to apply a presumption of reasonableness to 

sentences within the properly calculated guidelines range. The Commission also believes that 

Congress should require that the greater the variance from a guideline, the greater should be the 

sentencing court’s justification for the variance. Congress also should create a heightened 

standard of review for sentences imposed as a result of a “policy disagreement” with the 

guidelines. Second, the Commission recommends that Congress clarify statutory directives to 

the sentencing courts and Commission that are currently in tension. Section 994 of title 28, 

United States Code, instructs the Commission to assure the guidelines reflect the general 

inappropriateness of considering certain offender characteristics (for example “family ties and 

responsibilities”) in the guidelines, but 18 U.S.C. §3553(a) can be read to direct the sentencing 

courts to consider those same characteristics. Accordingly, judges often determine that the 

guidelines have not sufficiently addressed offender characteristics and impose a sentence 

outside the guidelines. 

Would the Commission’s proposals for more “robust” appellate review be wise? 

Would they be constitutional under Rita and Gall? Judge Saris’ detailed testimony is 

worth reading for those interested in trends in guideline application and the 

Commission’s perspective on those trends. See 

http://www.ussc.gov/Legislative_and_Public_Affairs/Congressional_Testimony_and_Re
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ports/Testimony/20111012_Saris_Testimony.pdf. 

NOTES 

1. Whose right to appeal? Under U.S. law in every jurisdiction, the prosecution 

cannot appeal from an acquittal, while in civil law countries such an appeal is possible. In 

the United States, such appeals are considered a violation of double jeopardy 

prohibitions; civil law countries consider the trial and appeal to be part of one 

proceeding, and therefore a direct appeal does not constitute double jeopardy. 

As revealed by the Pennsylvania appeals provision reprinted above, this American 

imbalance in appellate rights has generally not carried over to sentencing; in nearly all 

jurisdictions, prosecutors as well as defendants may appeal after a guilty verdict and the 

sentence. Why should the prosecution have the right to appeal from a sentence, especially 

since it controls charging and has unique power during plea negotiations? Should it 

matter whether the case is adjudicated in a guideline or a nonguideline jurisdiction? 

2. Dual functions of error correction and lawmaking. Appellate courts are often 

said to have the dual functions of correcting trial errors and expounding legal rules that 

control future cases through the force of precedent. Is one role more important than the 

other when it comes to sentencing? 

Many early advocates of modern sentencing reforms urged the more active role for 

appellate courts, hoping that appellate review would foster an “evolutionary and 

principled development of a common law of sentencing.” Norval Morris, Towards 

Principled Sentencing, 37 Md. L. Rev. 267, 284 (1977); see also Marvin E. Frankel, 

Sentencing Guidelines: A Need for Creative Collaboration, 101 Yale L.J. 2043, 2050 

(1992). But in a thorough assessment of appellate review in three guideline jurisdictions, 

Professor Kevin Reitz documented that in practice, reviewing courts have favored the 

task of error correction over substantive lawmaking. In “hundreds of appellate decisions 

across different guideline jurisdictions,” he notes, “one seldom encounters thoughtful 

opinions that advance our understanding of the substantive problems of punishment. 

Instead, guideline appeals lean toward technical, even technocratic, analyses.” Kevin R. 

Reitz, Sentencing Guideline Systems and Sentence Appeals: A Comparison of Federal 
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and State Experiences, 91 Nw. U. L. Rev. 1441, 1450 (1997). Can you imagine why the 

reformist vision of developing a “common law of sentencing” has proven hard to achieve 

in practice? 

3. Standards for review in federal sentencing. The influence and impact of 

appellate review will often hinge on the standard of review employed by the court. In 

most appellate review settings, factual findings are reviewed for clear error, legal rulings 

are reviewed de novo, and discretionary judgments are reviewed for an abuse of 

discretion. Would you describe sentencing decisions made under guideline systems as 

factual findings, legal rulings, or discretionary judgments? 

The original version of the appellate review portion of the federal Sentencing Reform 

Act stated simply in 18 U.S.C. §3742(e) that circuit courts should “give due deference to 

the district court’s application of the guidelines to the facts.” This somewhat oblique 

instruction led the circuit courts to develop a range of approaches to reviewing certain 

guideline determinations, particularly decisions to depart from the guidelines. In Koon v. 

United States, 518 U.S. 81, 97 (1996), the U.S. Supreme Court, interpreting section 

3742(e), stated that the deference to be given on appeal depends on the nature of the 

guideline question presented, and that a departure decision will in most cases be “due 

substantial deference” because “it embodies the sentencing court’s traditional exercise of 

discretion.” The Court thus concluded that circuit courts should apply an abuse of 

discretion standard when reviewing departures. See Douglas A. Berman, Balanced and 

Purposeful Departures: Fixing a Jurisprudence that Undermines the Federal Sentencing 

Guidelines, 76 Notre Dame L. Rev. 21 (2000); Ian Weinstein, The Discontinuous 

Tradition of Sentencing Discretion: Koon’s Failure to Recognize the Reshaping of 

Judicial Discretion Under the Guidelines, 79 B.U. L. Rev. 493 (1999); Barry L. Johnson, 

Discretion and the Rule of Law in Federal Guidelines Sentencing: Developing Departure 

Jurisprudence in the Wake of Koon v. United States, 58 Ohio St. L.J. 1697 (1998). 

Data from the U.S. Sentencing Commission show that the number of downward 

departures granted by district courts increased steadily between 1996 and 2003. The total 

number of downward departures granted for reasons other than a defendant’s assistance 

to prosecutors nearly doubled. Concerns about the number of departures ultimately led 
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Congress in 2003, as part of a package of reforms designed to decrease the number of 

downward departures, to modify the language of 18 U.S.C. §3742(e) to provide that 

when considering “determinations [to depart from the guidelines], the court of appeals 

shall review de novo the district court’s application of the guidelines to the facts.” 

Through this alteration of the appellate review standard from “abuse of discretion” to “de 

novo,” Congress apparently intended not only that circuit judges more rigorously review 

questionable downward departures on appeal, but also that district judges feel more 

restrained in granting departures in the first instance. 

As we saw in Chapter 3, the Supreme Court held in Booker v. United States, 543 U.S. 

220 (2005), that the “presumptive” federal sentencing guidelines violated the Sixth 

Amendment because they authorized judges to impose higher sentences only after finding 

certain facts that had not been found by a jury. Nonetheless, the Court retained the 

guidelines on a voluntary basis, while instructing appellate courts to review the sentences 

imposed in the district court for “reasonableness.” In the aftermath of Booker, federal 

appellate courts started to embrace two devices that the Department of Justice urged on 

them: (a) the “presumption” on appeal that a guideline sentence was “reasonable” and (b) 

the “proportionality” principle, stating that larger variances from the guidelines require 

stronger justifications on appeal. The Supreme Court upheld a presumption by appellate 

courts that the district court sentence was reasonable in Rita v. United States, 551 U.S. 

338 (2007), reprinted in chapter 3. However, the presumption was at best a weak one. 

The Court noted that “the presumption is not binding,” did not place the burden of 

persuasion or proof on either party, and did not allow appellate courts to favor the 

Commission’s fact-finding over that of trial judges. In Gall v. United States, 552 U.S. 38 

(2007), the Court rejected the proposition that a sentence falling outside the guideline 

range was presumptively unreasonable. 

4. Waivers of the right to appeal. Prosecutors in some federal districts routinely seek 

waivers of defendants’ appeal rights in plea agreements. In 1995 the Department of 

Justice issued a memorandum to all U.S. Attorneys’ offices (discussed in Chapter 6) 

providing guidance on the drafting and use of appeal waivers. That memo recognized that 

the use of appeal waivers is “helpful in reducing the burden of appellate and collateral 
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litigation involving sentencing issues” but also cautioned that it “could result in 

guideline-free sentencing of defendants in guilty plea cases, and it could encourage a 

lawless district court to impose sentences in violation of the guidelines.” In July 1996 the 

Judicial Conference of the United States, in a memorandum to aid district judges and 

probation officers in their consideration of appeal waiver provisions, noted “that waivers 

have been consistently upheld as legal…as long as the waiver is knowing and voluntary.” 

It also suggested that courts provide all defendants with a “qualified, yet informative, 

advisement of the right to appeal at sentencing,” followed by a specific oral colloquy 

about the terms of any appeal waiver provision to which a defendant has agreed. 

The federal courts have endorsed the validity of appeal waivers, while adopting a few 

exemptions for certain sorts of claims. Some courts exempt from the waivers any claims 

that a sentence is based on race discrimination, United States v. Baramdyka, 95 F.3d 840, 

843 (9th Cir. 1996), is the product of ineffective assistance of counsel, United States v. 

Attar, 38 F.3d 727, 732-733 (4th Cir. 1994), or amounts to a “miscarriage of justice,” 

United States v. Khattak, 273 F.3d 557, 563 (3d Cir. 2001). 

A 2005 empirical analysis of appeal waivers found that defendants entered such 

waiver agreements in almost two-thirds of the cases settled by plea agreement. The 

government provides some sentencing concessions more frequently to defendants who 

sign waivers, such as downward departures, safety valve credits, and factual stipulations. 

The waivers are used more frequently in some circuits than in others. Nancy J. King & 

Michael E. O’Neill, Appeal Waivers and the Future of Sentencing Policy, 55 Duke L.J. 

209 (2005). See also Jesse Davis, Texas Law Rides to the Rescue: A Lone Star Solution 

for Dubious Federal Presentence Appeal Waivers, 63 Baylor L. Rev. 250 (2011); Kristine 

Karnezis, Validity and Effect of Criminal Defendant’s Express Waiver of Right to 

Appeal as Part of Negotiated Plea Agreement, 89 A.L.R.3d 864. 

5. Appeal rights under international law. Article 14(5) of the International Covenant 

on Civil and Political Rights, which the United States has ratified, grants every defendant 

the right to have the conviction and sentence reviewed by a higher tribunal. Similar rights 

are granted in the American and European Human Rights Conventions. Exceptions apply 

to minor offenses and cases tried in front of the nations’ highest tribunals. Notably, there 
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was no appeal from the decisions of the two post–World War II tribunals in Nuremberg 

and Tokyo. Because of the evolution of international human rights law as a part of the 

due process norm, however, appeals are explicitly mentioned in the procedural rules for 

the ad hoc tribunals trying offenders for atrocities committed in the former Yugoslavia 

and in Rwanda as well as for the International Criminal Court. The ad hoc tribunals have 

allowed for sentence appeals, even in the case of guilty pleas. 

In contrast to noncapital sentencing, in which appellate review is relatively new and 

still somewhat novel, death sentences have been subject to appellate scrutiny since the 

early 1900s. The severity and finality of the penalty not only have prompted capital 

defendants to appeal in greater numbers and with greater urgency, but also have led 

appellate courts to examine more closely the legality and appropriateness of death 

sentences in individual cases. As the case below highlights, when states enacted new 

death penalty statutes after the Supreme Court struck down existing capital sentencing 

schemes in Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972), appellate review became a central 

tool in efforts to ensure that the death penalty was administered in a more consistent and 

reasoned way. 

Reginald Pulley v. Robert Alton Harris 

465 U.S. 37 (1984) 

WHITE, J. 

[Robert Alton] Harris was convicted of a capital crime in a California court and was 

sentenced to death. Along with many other challenges to the conviction and sentence, 

Harris claimed on appeal that the California capital punishment statute was invalid under 

the United States Constitution because it failed to require the California Supreme Court 

to compare Harris’ sentence with the sentences imposed in similar capital cases and 

thereby to determine whether they were proportionate.… 

The proportionality review sought by Harris…and provided for in numerous state 

statutes1 [inquires whether a death sentence is] unacceptable in a particular case because 

                                                 
1 Under the much-copied Georgia scheme, for example, the Supreme Court is required in every case to 
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disproportionate to the punishment imposed on others convicted of the same crime. The 

issue in this case, therefore, is whether the Eighth Amendment, applicable to the States 

through the Fourteenth Amendment, requires a state appellate court, before it affirms a 

death sentence, to compare the sentence in the case before it with the penalties imposed 

in similar cases if requested to do so by the prisoner. Harris insists that it does and that 

this is the invariable rule in every case.…We do not agree. 

Harris’ submission is rooted in Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972). In Furman, 

the Court concluded that capital punishment, as then administered under statutes vesting 

unguided sentencing discretion in juries and trial judges, had become unconstitutionally 

cruel and unusual punishment. The death penalty was being imposed so discriminatorily, 

so wantonly and freakishly, and so infrequently that any given death sentence was cruel 

and unusual. In response to that decision, roughly two-thirds of the States promptly 

redrafted their capital sentencing statutes in an effort to limit jury discretion and avoid 

arbitrary and inconsistent results. All of the new statutes provide for automatic appeal of 

death sentences. Most, such as Georgia’s, require the reviewing court, to some extent at 

least, to determine whether, considering both the crime and the defendant, the sentence is 

disproportionate to that imposed in similar cases. Not every State has adopted such a 

procedure. In some States, such as Florida, the appellate court performs proportionality 

review despite the absence of a statutory requirement; in others, such as California and 

Texas, it does not. 

Four years after Furman, this Court examined several of the new state statutes. We 

upheld one of each of the three sorts mentioned above. See Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 

153 (1976); Proffitt v. Florida, 428 U.S. 242 (1976); Jurek v. Texas, 428 U.S. 262 (1976). 

Needless to say, that some schemes providing proportionality review are constitutional 

does not mean that such review is indispensable.… 

Assuming that there could be a capital sentencing system so lacking in other checks on 

                                                                                                                                                 
determine “[whether] the sentence of death is excessive or disproportionate to the penalty imposed in 

similar cases, considering both the crime and the defendant.” Ga. Code Ann. §17-10-35(c)(3)(1982). If the 

court affirms the death sentence, it is to include in its decision reference to similar cases that it has taken 

into consideration. The court is required to maintain records of all capital felony cases in which the death 

penalty was imposed since 1970. 
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arbitrariness that it would not pass constitutional muster without comparative 

proportionality review, the 1977 California statute is not of that sort. Under this scheme, 

a person convicted of first-degree murder is sentenced to life imprisonment unless one or 

more “special circumstances” are found, in which case the punishment is either death or 

life imprisonment without parole. Special circumstances are alleged in the charging paper 

and tried with the issue of guilt at the initial phase of the trial [and] must be proved 

beyond a reasonable doubt. If the jury finds the defendant guilty of first-degree murder 

and finds at least one special circumstance, the trial proceeds to a second phase to 

determine the appropriate penalty. Additional evidence may be offered and the jury is 

given a list of relevant factors [and,] guided by the aggravating and mitigating 

circumstances referred to in this section, [determines] whether the penalty shall be death 

or life imprisonment without the possibility of parole. If the jury returns a verdict of 

death, the…trial judge then reviews the evidence and, in light of the statutory factors, 

makes an independent determination as to whether the weight of the evidence supports 

the jury’s findings and verdicts. The judge is required to state on the record the reasons 

for his findings. If the trial judge denies the motion for modification, there is an 

automatic appeal. The statute does not require comparative proportionality review or 

otherwise describe the nature of the appeal. It does state that the trial judge’s refusal to 

modify the sentence “shall be reviewed.”…As the California Supreme Court has said, 

“the statutory requirements that the jury specify the special circumstances which permit 

imposition of the death penalty, and that the trial judge specify his reasons for denying 

modification of the death penalty, serve to assure thoughtful and effective appellate 

review, focusing upon the circumstances present in each particular case.” 

By requiring the jury to find at least one special circumstance beyond a reasonable 

doubt, the statute limits the death sentence to a small subclass of capital-eligible cases. 

The statutory list of relevant factors, applied to defendants within this subclass, provides 

jury guidance and lessens the chance of arbitrary application of the death penalty, 

guaranteeing that the jury’s discretion will be guided and its consideration deliberate. The 

jury’s “discretion must be suitably directed and limited so as to minimize the risk of 

wholly arbitrary and capricious action.” Gregg, 428 U.S., at 189. Its decision is reviewed 

by the trial judge and the State Supreme Court. On its face, this system, without any 
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requirement or practice of comparative proportionality review, cannot be successfully 

challenged under Furman and our subsequent cases.… 

STEVENS, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment. 

…The systemic arbitrariness and capriciousness in the imposition of capital 

punishment under statutory schemes invalidated by Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 

(1972), resulted from two basic defects in those schemes. First, the systems were 

permitting the imposition of capital punishment in broad classes of offenses for which the 

penalty would always constitute cruel and unusual punishment. Second, even among 

those types of homicides for which the death penalty could be constitutionally imposed as 

punishment, the schemes vested essentially unfettered discretion in juries and trial judges 

to impose the death sentence. Given these defects, arbitrariness and capriciousness in the 

imposition of the punishment were inevitable, and given the extreme nature of the 

punishment, constitutionally intolerable. The statutes we have approved in Gregg, 

Proffitt, and Jurek were designed to eliminate each of these defects. Each scheme 

provided an effective mechanism for categorically narrowing the class of offenses for 

which the death penalty could be imposed and provided special procedural safeguards 

including appellate review of the sentencing authority’s decision to impose the death 

penalty. 

In Gregg, the [plurality opinion] indicated that some form of meaningful appellate 

review is required, and…focused on the proportionality review component of the Georgia 

statute because it was a prominent, innovative, and noteworthy feature that had been 

specifically designed to combat effectively the systemic problems in capital sentencing 

which had invalidated the prior Georgia capital sentencing scheme. But observations that 

this innovation is an effective safeguard do not mean that it is the only method of 

ensuring that death sentences are not imposed capriciously or that it is the only acceptable 

form of appellate review. [I]n each of the statutory schemes approved in our prior cases, 

as in the scheme we review today, meaningful appellate review is an indispensable 

component of the Court’s determination that the State’s capital sentencing procedure is 

valid. Like the Court, however, I am not persuaded that the particular form of review 

prescribed by statute in Georgia—comparative proportionality review—is the only 
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method by which an appellate court can avoid the danger that the imposition of the death 

sentence in a particular case, or a particular class of cases, will be so extraordinary as to 

violate the Eighth Amendment. 

BRENNAN, J., dissenting. 

[In 1976, when considering challenges to] new death penalty statutes enacted by the 

States of Georgia, Florida, and Texas, a majority of the Court concluded that the 

procedural mechanisms included in those statutes provided sufficient protection to ensure 

their constitutional application. Thus began a series of decisions from this Court in 

which, with some exceptions, it has been assumed that the death penalty is being imposed 

by the various States in a rational and non-discriminatory way. Upon the available 

evidence, however, I am convinced that the Court is simply deluding itself, and also the 

American public, when it insists that those defendants who have already been executed or 

are today condemned to death have been selected on a basis that is neither arbitrary nor 

capricious, under any meaningful definition of those terms.… 

Disproportionality among sentences given different defendants can only be eliminated 

after sentencing disparities are identified. And the most logical way to identify such 

sentencing disparities is for a court of statewide jurisdiction to conduct comparisons 

between death sentences imposed by different judges or juries within the State. This is 

what the Court labels comparative proportionality review. Although clearly no panacea, 

such review often serves to identify the most extreme examples of disproportionality 

among similarly situated defendants. At least to this extent, this form of appellate review 

serves to eliminate some of the irrationality that currently surrounds imposition of a death 

sentence. If only to further this limited purpose, therefore, I believe that the 

Constitution’s prohibition on the irrational imposition of the death penalty requires that 

this procedural safeguard be provided. 

Indeed, despite the Court’s insistence that such review is not compelled by the Federal 

Constitution, over 30 States now require, either by statute or judicial decision, some form 

of comparative proportionality review before any death sentence may be carried out. By 

itself, this should weigh heavily on the side of requiring such appellate review. In 
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addition, these current practices establish beyond dispute that such review can be 

administered without much difficulty by a court of statewide jurisdiction in each State. 

Perhaps the best evidence of the value of proportionality review can be gathered by 

examining the actual results obtained in those States which now require such review. For 

example, since 1973,…the Georgia Supreme Court has vacated at least seven death 

sentences because it was convinced that they were comparatively disproportionate.… 

What these cases clearly demonstrate, in my view, is that comparative proportionality 

review serves to eliminate some, if only a small part, of the irrationality that currently 

infects imposition of the death penalty by the various States. Before any execution is 

carried out, therefore, a State should be required under the Eighth and Fourteenth 

Amendments to conduct such appellate review. 

NOTES 

1. Proportionality review of death sentences. As suggested in Pulley v. Harris, 

most states with the death penalty require their appellate courts to review the 

proportionality of any death sentence. In a few states, notably Florida, many death 

sentences have been reversed on the basis of a finding of disproportionality. See Cooper 

v. State, 739 So. 2d 82 (Fla. 1999). Commentators have noticed, however, that the rigor 

and significance of proportionality review of death sentences seems to have waned after 

the Supreme Court held in Pulley that such review was not constitutionally mandated. 

Professor Penny White explains the trend: 

Rather than conducting a meaningful comparison between similar cases, courts all too often 

simply state that a particular death sentence is proportionate and cite previous decisions without 

analyzing their similarities and differences, or the appropriateness of the death sentence.… 

Examples of cases in which codefendants are treated disproportionately with the least 

culpable receiving the death sentence are not rare. Similarly, there are many cases in which 

almost identical defendants commit almost identical crimes, but are sentenced differently.…On 

occasion before Pulley, the appellate courts in most states (when their statutes mandated) 

would step in and correct what would otherwise have been a tragic injustice by reducing a 

disproportionate death sentence to life imprisonment. However, Pulley’s removal of what was 

believed to be proportionality’s constitutional underpinning, coupled with the politically 
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charged climate that surrounds most capital cases are undermining Furman’s mandate for 

nonarbitrary, nondiscriminatory death penalty schemes. 

Penny J. White, Can Lightning Strike Twice? Obligations of State Courts after Pulley v. 

Harris, 70 U. Colo. L. Rev. 813, 816-817, 841-842 (1999). Since the decision in Pulley, 

eight states have repealed statutory provisions calling for proportionality review while 

three other states have established proportionality review. (Tennessee repealed and then 

reenacted its proportionality requirement after Pulley.) See Barry Latzer, The Failure of 

Comparative Proportionality Review of Capital Cases (with Lessons from New Jersey), 

64 Alb. L. Rev. 1161, 1168 n.31 (2001); Kristen Nugent, Proportionality and 

Prosecutorial Discretion: Challenges to the Constitutionality of Georgia’s Death Penalty 

Laws and Procedures Amidst The Deficiencies in of the State’s Mandatory Appellate 

Review Structure, 64 U. Miami L. Rev. 175 (2009). What is it about death penalty cases 

that justifies proportionality review, a procedure that seems to entitle a defendant to a 

reduced sentence because of a failure to impose the same harsh sentence on other, 

similarly situated defendants? Should all sentences, or at least all serious sentences (such 

as sentences of 25 or more years of imprisonment), be subject to proportionality review, 

or is the entire concept of substantive sentencing review unsound? Compare Latzer, 64 

Alb. L. Rev. 1161 (suggesting that proportionality review in death penalty cases has been 

largely a waste of time and money) with Evan J. Mandery, In Defense of Specific 

Proportionality Review, 65 Alb. L. Rev. 883 (2002) (arguing that proportionality review 

with the right focus could be valuable). 

2. Automatic appellate review of death sentences.Another unique feature of appellate 

review in capital cases is its automatic nature. Most states with the death penalty provide 

for automatic review of every death sentence, and some jurisdictions provide for 

expedited review by the state’s highest court. See, e.g., Ala. Code §12-22-150; Del. Code 

tit. 11, §4209(g); Neb. Const. art. 1, §23 (“In all capital cases, appeal directly to the 

Supreme Court shall be as a matter of right.”). 

Suggesting that automatic appellate review provisions are in some ways akin to trial 

courts’ review of negotiated plea agreements, Professor Richard Bonnie has explained 

that such procedures are fundamentally based in society’s interest “in the integrity of its 
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institutions of criminal punishment and in the dignity of the processes through which 

these punishments are carried out.” Richard J. Bonnie, The Dignity of the Condemned, 

74 Va. L. Rev. 1363, 1369 (1988). But Professor Bonnie has also noted that these 

interests have been given particularly broad application in the appellate review of death 

sentences: 

The practice of requiring automatic appeal of death sentences…would not represent a 

significant expansion of integrity-protecting procedures if it were limited to a review of the 

sufficiency of the substantive predicates for the sentence under state and federal law. The actual 

scope of appellate review, however, appears to be seldom so restricted. The prevailing practice 

appears to be to review all claims of error in automatic appeals in the same manner as they 

would have been reviewed had the appeal been brought at the defendant’s own request.…In 

death cases—and only in death cases—state appellate courts have assumed the responsibility of 

assuring that the death sentence is not tainted by any legal error. 

Id. at 1372-1373. 

PROBLEM 11-4. VOLUNTEERING TO DIE 

On October 7, 1976, Gary Mark Gilmore was convicted of murder and sentenced to 

death in a Utah court for killing a motel clerk and a gas station attendant. Gilmore’s death 

sentence was imposed before any court had conclusively ruled on the constitutionality of 

Utah’s capital sentencing procedures. Gilmore admitted to the murders throughout his 

trial and demanded that his attorneys not file an appeal or seek a stay of execution on his 

behalf, even though he was informed about possible grounds for challenging the 

constitutionality of Utah’s death penalty statute. 

The state court in Utah, relying on psychiatric reports and other evidence, held that 

Gilmore was competent and legally entitled to waive his rights of appeal. Gilmore’s 

efforts to accelerate his execution troubled his family as well as prosecutors, though 

Gilmore seemed to enjoy the frenzy and attention he had created. Gilmore’s mother 

petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court for “next friend” standing to claim that her son was 

incompetent to waive his right to state appellate review. Her petition also raised the claim 

that given the importance of settling the constitutional validity of Gilmore’s sentence, her 
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son should be unable as a matter of law to waive the right to state appellate review. 

Should the U.S. Supreme Court examine the state court’s conclusion that Gilmore was 

competent to waive his appeals? Do the principles underlying automatic appellate review 

of all death sentences also support a claim that such review cannot be waived by the 

defendant? Would your answer to these questions change if the procedures through which 

Utah sentenced Gilmore to death were clearly constitutionally flawed? See Gilmore v. 

Utah, 429 U.S. 1012 (1978); see also Franklin ex rel. Berry v. Francis, 144 F.3d 429 (6th 

Cir. 1998) (considering efforts by family members to intervene on behalf of a death row 

defendant with a history of mental illness who sought to waive appeal rights). 

3. Habeas Corpus and Other Collateral Review of Sentences 

A conviction and direct appeal are not the end of the line for the criminal defendant. Even 

after the direct appeal is complete, the offender can still challenge the validity of the 

conviction and sentence in court. These postconviction review procedures take a variety 

of names and have somewhat different historical roots: the best-known form, mentioned 

in both federal and state constitutions, is the writ of habeas corpus, though some states 

structure postconviction processes around the writ of error coram nobis. 

Other jurisdictions have supplanted the traditional (and often quite limited) 

postconviction remedies with broader statutes, typically labeled postconviction review 

acts. These various postconviction review procedures are known as “collateral review” 

because they are nominally civil proceedings, distinct from the direct appeal in criminal 

proceedings. Convicted offenders file a petition in trial court against a state official, 

alleging that their convictions or sentences are illegal or unconstitutional in some way. A 

judge typically has the power to grant relief by overturning the conviction or sentence. 

In this section, we briefly review the doctrines and dynamics surrounding collateral 

review of sentences. The following case involves a direct appeal, but it provides 

considerable background about the nature of collateral review and its relationship to 

direct review of convictions and sentences. In so doing, the case provides some 

preliminary insights into the two central questions that arise in this arena: What 

distinguishes collateral review procedures from direct appeals, and to what extent are 
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such procedures necessary at all? 

Commonwealth v. Robert Freeman 

827 A.2d 385 (Pa. 2003) 

CASTILLE, J. 

On June 18, 1998, a jury sitting in the Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia County 

convicted appellant of two counts of first-degree murder.…At the penalty hearing, the 

jury found one aggravating circumstance—that appellant had been convicted of another 

murder at the time of the current offense—and no mitigating circumstances; accordingly, 

the jury imposed a sentence of death. Trial counsel subsequently withdrew from the 

matter and present counsel entered the case. This direct appeal followed. 

Before turning to…substantive issues…, we note this Court’s recent decision in 

Commonwealth v. Grant, 813 A.2d 726 (Pa. 2002). Grant overruled the procedural rule 

announced in Commonwealth v. Hubbard, 372 A.2d 687 (Pa. 1977), which required new 

counsel to raise claims of previous counsel’s ineffectiveness at the first opportunity, even 

if that first opportunity is on direct appeal and the claims of ineffectiveness were not 

raised in the trial court. The new general rule announced in Grant is that a defendant 

“should wait to raise claims of ineffective assistance of trial counsel until collateral 

review.”… 

Grant affects the appeal sub judice in two ways. First, it affects the case directly 

because appellant is represented by new counsel on appeal and appellant raises numerous 

claims sounding in the ineffective assistance of trial counsel which were not raised 

below. Second, Grant affects this case indirectly because there are a number of additional 

claims raised in this appeal which, though they do not sound in the alleged ineffective 

assistance of trial counsel, nevertheless were not raised below. These waived claims of 

trial court error are reviewable here, if at all, only under this Court’s direct capital appeal 

relaxed waiver doctrine. For reasons explicated below, we believe that many of the same 

considerations powering our decision in Grant require a similar reevaluation of the 

viability of the capital case relaxed waiver doctrine.… 
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I. INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF TRIAL COUNSEL 

Appellant raises eight primary claims of ineffective assistance of trial counsel 

involving both the guilt and penalty phases of trial. None of these claims were raised 

below. Consistently with Grant, we dismiss the claims without prejudice to appellant’s 

right to pursue these claims, and any other available claims, via a petition for relief under 

the Post Conviction Relief Act (PCRA), 42 Pa. C.S. §9541 et seq. 

II. RELAXED WAIVER 

Appellant also raises nine claims of trial court error. Many of these claims are waived 

because appellant failed to raise them in the trial court. Pa. R. A. P. 302 (“Issues not 

raised in the lower court are waived and cannot be raised for the first time on appeal.”). 

However, since this is a direct appeal in a capital case, consistently with this Court’s 

long-standing precedent, we have the discretion to reach claims of trial court error which, 

though waived, are resolvable from the record.…Nevertheless, [we find in this case] 

many of the same difficulties that prompted this Court…in Grant[to hold] that new 

claims of trial counsel ineffectiveness are generally better suited for review on collateral 

attack. We think a similar general rule should govern consideration of claims of trial 

court error in capital cases that were not raised before the trial court. 

Grant noted that, as reflected in Appellate Rule 302(a), appellate courts generally will 

not entertain claims raised for the first time on appeal. We explained that: 

[Such] a prohibition is preferred because the absence of a trial court opinion can pose a 

substantial impediment to meaningful and effective appellate review. Further,…appellate 

courts do not act as fact finders, since to do so would require an assessment of the credibility of 

the testimony and that is clearly not our function. 

[Also in Grant,] we noted that the general preference in the overwhelming majority of 

jurisdictions was to defer review of counsel ineffectiveness claims until collateral review. 

We also noted the difficult task facing appellate counsel…in attempting to uncover and 

develop extra-record claims of counsel ineffectiveness in the truncated time frame 

available on direct appeal review, a task further complicated by the fact that counsel’s 
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duty in this regard is not entirely clear, at least as a constitutional matter.… 

Some of the same difficulties…also arise when this Court employs relaxed waiver in 

capital cases to address issues of trial error not raised below. This Court often is required 

to decide such issues without the benefit of a trial court opinion or other indication of the 

trial judge’s view. We observed in Grant that “the trial court is in the best position to 

review claims related to trial counsel’s error in the first instance as that is the court that 

observed first hand counsel’s allegedly deficient performance.” This is no less true for 

claims of alleged trial court error—and particularly where discretionary decisions, such 

as the admission or exclusion of evidence, which often depend upon trial context, are 

involved.… 

Similarly, the uncabined availability of relaxed waiver to resurrect unpreserved claims 

degrades the importance of the trial itself by providing an incentive not to raise 

contemporaneous objections so as to build in claims for appeal. [There] are multiple, 

salutary reasons for this Court to encourage practices by which trial judges are given the 

initial opportunity to timely address claims of error, thereby ensuring prompt resolution 

at the most important stage of a case, and forestalling the necessity for appellate review 

and after-the-fact relief.… 

In light of these difficulties with the relaxed waiver doctrine, it is worth reexamining 

its history, purpose, and contours to see whether there is a compelling reason to retain 

this broad and unique exception to the basic requirement of contemporaneous objection 

and issue preservation. As this Court noted in Commonwealth v. Albrecht, 720 A.2d 693 

(Pa. 1998), the operating principle behind the relaxed waiver doctrine, as originally 

formulated, was to prevent this court from being instrumental in an unconstitutional 

execution. The doctrine has its genesis in [a time of uncertainty about the structure of 

appellate review in death penalty cases] after the United States Supreme Court issued its 

landmark decision in Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972). [This Court] provided the 

following rationale for the Court’s determination not to adhere strictly to its normal rules 

of waiver in capital appeals: 

[Because] this Court has an independent, statutory obligation to determine whether a sentence 
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of death was the product of passion, prejudice or some other arbitrary factor, whether the 

sentence is excessive or disproportionate to that imposed in similar cases, and to review the 

record for sufficiency of the evidence to support aggravating circumstances, we will not adhere 

strictly to our normal rules of waiver. The primary reason for this limited relaxation of waiver 

rules is that, due to the final and irrevocable nature of the death penalty, the appellant will have 

no opportunity for post-conviction relief wherein he could raise, say, an assertion of 

ineffectiveness of counsel for failure to preserve an issue or some other reason that might 

qualify as an extraordinary circumstance for failure to raise an issue. 19 P.S. §1180-4(2). 

Accordingly, significant issues perceived sua sponte by this Court, or raised by the parties, will 

be addressed and, if possible from the record, resolved.… 

Commonwealth v. Zettlemoyer, 454 A.2d 937, 955 n.19 (Pa. 1982). 

[Since these early cases], this Court has had extensive experience with state post-

conviction review in capital cases. This experience has proven with absolute certainty 

that [a] fear of an absence of collateral review, the primary basis for the [expanded] 

relaxed waiver doctrine, is erroneous. Death-sentenced prisoners in Pennsylvania have an 

opportunity for full post-conviction review, via the PCRA, where they can, and do, 

pursue waived claims through assertions of ineffective assistance of trial counsel.… 

In addition to deriving from a faulty “primary” rationale, the [expanded] relaxed 

waiver rule has evolved in a way [that sets it] adrift from its unconstitutional execution 

moorings, [which] envisioned only a “limited” relaxation of waiver rules to address 

“significant issues.” In practice, the rule has become such a matter of routine that it is 

invoked to capture a myriad of claims, no matter how comparatively minor or routine, 

[and has] been routinely employed to reach claims that were not merely “technically” 

waived, but which in fact were not raised at all in the trial court. 

It is notable that, even when applying the rule, this Court in recent years has expressed 

its increasing unease and concern that the doctrine [is being] employed by counsel as a 

litigation tool.… 

In Commonwealth v. Brown, 711 A.2d 444, 455 (Pa. 1998), we further noted that we 

shared the concerns advanced by the Commonwealth in that case that the doctrine 

“‘sabotages’ the trial court’s efforts to correct errors” and “encourages defense attorneys 
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to withhold objections during trial for tactical reasons, and by that create an error upon 

which this Court may later grant relief.” 

We are also troubled by the potential equal protection implications arising from the 

near-indiscriminate availability of relaxed waiver to invigorate claims never pursued 

below. Assume a joint capital trial of two defendants, each convicted of first-degree 

murder, but one receives a sentence of life imprisonment while the other receives the 

death penalty. Upon their appeals, these appellants perceive an identical claim, which 

both failed to raise below. If it is a claim premised upon a new constitutional rule that 

came into existence after the trial, the life-sentenced appellant will not be able to pursue it 

at all in the Superior Court, while the capital appellant will receive review in this Court 

and, possibly, relief. Even if it is not a claim based upon a new rule, the capital appellant 

will have the much easier road of having his claim reviewed as if it were a preserved 

claim of trial error (even though it was not), subject to a mere showing of error and 

harmfulness, while the otherwise identically-situated life-sentenced appellant will be 

required to make the more difficult showing required under the three-part standard 

applicable to ineffective assistance of counsel. Commonwealth v. Howard, 645 A.2d 

1300, 1307 (Pa. 1994). Since the claims subject to capital case relaxed waiver are not 

limited to the penalty phase, the fact of the death sentence cannot rationally justify such a 

preferential, substantive treatment of a claim available to otherwise identically-situated 

defendants. 

In light of these multiple concerns, and the unquestionable availability of the PCRA as 

a vehicle to consider waived claims of trial court error through the guise of claims of trial 

counsel ineffectiveness, we are convinced that the time has come to return the relaxed 

waiver doctrine to its roots.…Having created the rule, this Court is certainly empowered 

to modify or eliminate the doctrine if jurisprudential concerns warrant a change from our 

current practice. 

We hold that, as a general rule on capital direct appeals, claims that were not properly 

raised and preserved in the trial court are waived and unreviewable. Such claims may be 

pursued under the PCRA, as claims sounding in trial counsel’s ineffectiveness or, if 

applicable, a statutory exception to the PCRA’s waiver provision. This general rule, like 
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the rule announced in Commonwealth v. Grant, reaffirms this Court’s general approach 

to the requirements of issue preservation. Since [our early cases] an assumption has 

arisen that all waived claims are available for review in the first instance on direct appeal. 

The general rule shall now be that they are not. In adopting the new rule, we do not 

foreclose the possibility that a capital appellant may be able to describe why a particular 

waived claim is of such primary constitutional magnitude that it should be reached on 

appeal. Indeed, nothing we say today shall be construed as calling into question the 

bedrock principles…concerning the necessity of reaching fundamental and plainly 

meritorious constitutional issues irrespective, even, of the litigation preferences of the 

parties.… 

In reformulating this Court’s approach to claims not raised below, we have not lost 

sight of the undeniable fact that a death penalty appeal is different in quality and kind 

because of the final and irrevocable nature of the penalty. But our abrogation of relaxed 

waiver does not eliminate or diminish other substantial safeguards…which already serve 

to prevent this Court from being instrumental in an unconstitutional execution. These 

protections, not available in other criminal matters, serve a function similar to the relaxed 

waiver rule. First, this Court performs a self-imposed duty to review the sufficiency of 

the evidence underlying the first-degree murder conviction in all capital direct appeals, 

regardless of whether the appellant has raised the issue. The Court is also required to 

conduct a statutory review of the death sentence itself to determine whether it was the 

product of passion, prejudice or any other arbitrary factor, and to determine whether the 

evidence adduced at trial was sufficient to support the aggravating circumstance(s) found 

by the jury.…In addition to these special protections afforded capital appellants, the 

PCRA exists for them, as for other criminal defendants, as a vehicle for a full and fair, 

counseled proceeding through which they may challenge the stewardship of trial counsel 

and pursue other appropriate collateral claims. 

This new general rule will be applied prospectively, beginning with those capital 

direct appeals in which the appellant’s brief has not yet been filed in this Court, and is not 

due for thirty days or more after today’s decision. It will then apply to all future capital 

appeals.…Prospective application of our new approach will avoid upsetting the 
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expectations of capital appellants and their direct appeal counsel who have already 

briefed, or are in the process of briefing, their appeals in reliance upon the prospect that 

this Court, in its discretion, might reach the merits of some of their otherwise waived 

claims of trial error.… 

NOTES 

1. Means and methods of collateral review. As the Freeman decision highlights, 

in addition to providing criminal defendants opportunities for “direct review” of 

convictions and sentences through traditional appellate mechanisms, jurisdictions also 

provide defendants with opportunities for “collateral review” through various procedural 

systems. The most common, and most commonly discussed, method of collateral review 

is the writ of habeas corpus, and defendants in some cases will have access to both state 

and federal habeas corpus review. Indeed, particularly in state death penalty cases (where 

defendants have the greatest interest and opportunity to seek every possible appellate 

review), it is not uncommon for a conviction and sentence to be reviewed in seven 

distinct stages: 

(1) direct review by a state intermediate court, 

(2) direct review by the state supreme court, 

(3) collateral state habeas corpus review by a state trial court, 

(4) appellate review of the state habeas corpus decision by a state appellate court, 

(5) collateral federal habeas corpus review by a federal district court, 

(6) appellate review of the federal habeas corpus decision by a federal circuit court, 

and 

(7) final appellate review by the U.S. Supreme Court. 

Though many of these layers of review are available in all criminal cases, they are 

disproportionately invoked in death penalty cases. In capital cases, where the stakes are 

high and the consequences of an unlawful execution cannot be reversed, do you think 

these multiple layers of review are justified, or are capital defendants given too many 
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“bites at the apple” of appellate review? 

2. Relationship between direct and collateral review. As the Freeman case reveals, 

appellate courts reviewing convictions and sentences are often aware of the various other 

opportunities for review that a defendant might invoke, and there is an unavoidable 

(though not often expressly discussed) tendency for reviewing courts to alter their 

decisions in light of these realities. Freeman provides an interesting, but somewhat rare, 

example of a court limiting its approach to direct review because of the availability (and 

perceived appropriateness) of collateral review for certain claims. It is far more common 

to see courts that conduct collateral review limiting their examination of certain issues or 

claims because such matters were already decided (or preclusively waived) during a 

defendant’s pursuit of direct review. See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. §2254(b)-(e), (i) (setting forth 

various limits on when a federal court can grant a writ of habeas corpus on behalf of a 

person in custody following a state conviction). Is it a sound practice for reviewing courts 

to avoid duplicated effort by coordinating when and how certain legal claims will be 

examined? Or is a significant point of collateral review to give defendants a chance to 

have decisions made on direct review double-checked? 

3. The British Criminal Cases Review Commission. The United Kingdom has a 

very limited appellate review system in criminal cases, and many defendants forgo the 

right to appeal. In the wake of a number of high-profile miscarriages of justice in the 

mid-1990s, however, the British government created the Criminal Cases Review 

Commission to review the applications of criminal defendants who claim to be 

wrongfully convicted. If the commission considers it “a real possibility that the 

conviction, verdict, finding or sentence would not be upheld,” it refers the case to the 

court of appeal. As of October 2000, the Commission had referred 4.3% of the cases 

reviewed, and the court of appeal had overturned more than three-quarters of these 

convictions. 

Especially in light of recent evidence that many innocent persons were wrongly 

convicted and were able to establish their innocence only with the help of public interest 

organizations that donated time and money to conduct DNA testing and other forms of 

investigation, do you think such a commission should be created in the United States? 
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What might be some of the benefits of using a commission, rather than a traditional court, 

to review the lawfulness and appropriateness of criminal convictions and sentences? 

Should such a commission provide an additional means of review in criminal cases, or 

should it operate in place of certain levels of direct or collateral review? How would you 

try to structure its membership and operation to protect it from undue political influence? 

4. Political debates over federal habeas corpus review. A highly political debate 

about federalism arises when federal courts review and invalidate convictions obtained in 

state court through collateral review. Although the federal writ of habeas corpus has a 

constitutional foundation and a long history, debates over postconviction judicial review 

began to heat up following modern expansions of habeas corpus review of state court 

convictions in federal court. Expanded federal habeas review began in the mid-1960s 

after a few groundbreaking U.S. Supreme Court decisions, although there was some 

significant retrenchment in the methods of review in the 1980s and 1990s. See generally 

Jordan Steiker, Restructuring Post-conviction Review of Federal Constitutional Claims 

Raised by State Prisoners: Confronting the New Face of Excessive Proceduralism, 1998 

U. Chi. Legal F. 315 (discussing history and controversies over federal habeas review and 

suggesting ways to redesign federal habeas review of state convictions in capital cases). 

The impact of politics on federal habeas corpus review was reflected in Congress’s 

passage of the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act (AEDPA) in 1996 after the 

Oklahoma City bombing of the Murrah Federal Building by Timothy McVeigh. The 

AEDPA dramatically altered federal habeas corpus practice in many ways, establishing 

restrictions on the filing of federal habeas corpus petitions, new procedures for treating 

unexhausted claims and for appealing the denial or dismissal of a petition, and new 

standards for reviewing state court rulings. See generally Bryan A. Stevenson, The 

Politics of Fear and Death: Successive Problems in Capital Federal Habeas Corpus Cases, 

77 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 699 (2002). 

A Broken System: Error Rates in Capital Cases, 1973-1995, James S. Liebman et al. 

(2000) 

SUMMARY OF CENTRAL FINDINGS 
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[We] undertook a painstaking search, beginning in 1991 and accelerating in 1995, of 

all published state and federal judicial opinions in the U.S. conducting direct and habeas 

review of state capital judgments, and many of the available opinions conducting state 

post-conviction review of those judgments. We then (1) checked and catalogued all the 

cases the opinions revealed, and (2) collected hundreds of items of information about 

each case from the published decisions and the NAACP Legal Defense Fund’s quarterly 

death row census, and (3) tabulated the results. Nine years in the making, our central 

findings thus far are [set forth below.] 

• Between 1973 and 1995, approximately 5,760 death sentences were imposed in the U.S. 

Only 313 (5.4%; one in 19) of those resulted in an execution during the period. 

• Of the 5,760 death sentences imposed in the study period, 4,578 (79%) were finally 

reviewed on “direct appeal” by a state high court. Of those, 1,885 (41%; over two out of 

five) were thrown out because of “serious error,” i.e., error that the reviewing court 

concludes has seriously undermined the reliability of the outcome or otherwise “harmed” 

the defendant. 

• Nearly all of the remaining death sentences were then inspected by state post-conviction 

courts. Our data reveal that state post-conviction review is an important source of review 

in states such as Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, and 

Tennessee. In Maryland, at least 52 percent of capital judgments reviewed on state post-

conviction during the study period were overturned due to serious error; the same was 

true of at least 25 percent of the capital judgments that were similarly reviewed in 

Indiana, and at least 20 percent of those reviewed in Mississippi. 

• Of the death sentences that survived state direct and post-conviction review, 599 were 

finally reviewed in a first habeas corpus petition during the 23-year study period. Of 

those 599, 237 (40%; two out of five) were overturned due to serious error.… 

• The “overall error-rate” is…the proportion of fully reviewed capital judgments that were 

overturned at one of the three stages due to serious error. Nationally, over the entire 

1973-1995 period, the overall error-rate in our capital punishment system was 68 

percent.… 

• The most common errors are (1) egregiously incompetent defense lawyering (accounting 
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for 37 percent of the state post-conviction reversals), and (2) prosecutorial suppression of 

evidence that the defendant is innocent or does not deserve the death penalty (accounting 

for another 16%–19%, when all forms of law enforcement misconduct are considered).… 

• The seriousness of these errors is…revealed by what happens on retrial, when the errors 

are cured. In our state post-conviction study, an astonishing 82 percent (247 out of 301) 

of the capital judgments that were reversed were replaced on retrial with a sentence less 

than death, or no sentence at all. In the latter regard, 7 percent (22/301) of the reversals 

for serious error resulted in a determination on retrial that the defendant was not guilty of 

the capital offense. 

• The result of very high rates of serious, reversible error among capital convictions and 

sentences, and very low rates of capital reconviction and resentencing, is the severe 

attrition of capital judgments. As is illustrated by the flow chart…, [for] every 100 death 

sentences imposed and reviewed during the study period, 41 were turned back at the state 

direct appeal phase because of serious error. Of the 59 that got through that phase to the 

second, state post-conviction stage, at least 10 percent—meaning 6 more of the original 

100—were turned back due to serious flaws. And, of the 53 that got through that stage to 

the third, federal habeas checkpoint, 40 percent—an additional 21 of the original 100—

were turned back because of serious error. All told, at least 68 of the original 100 were 

thrown out because of serious flaws, compared to only 32 (or less) that were found to 

have passed muster—after an average of 9-10 years had passed.… 
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• The 68 percent rate of capital error found by the three stage inspection process is much 

higher than the error rate of less than 15 percent found by those same three inspections in 

noncapital criminal cases. 

• Appointed federal judges are sometimes thought to be more likely to overturn capital 

sentences than state judges, who almost always are elected in capital-sentencing states. In 

fact, state judges are the first and most important line of defense against erroneous death 

sentences. They found serious error in and reversed 90 percent of the capital sentences 

that were overturned during the study period.… 

• Finding all this error takes time.…It took an average of 7.6 years after the defendant was 

sentenced to die to complete federal habeas consideration in the 40 percent of habeas 

cases in which reversible error was found.…In the cases in which no error was detected 

at the third inspection stage and an execution occurred, the average time between 

sentence and execution was 9 years. Matters did not improve over time. In the last 7 

study years (1989-95), the average time between sentence and execution rose to 10.6 
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years. 

• High rates of error, and the time consequently needed to filter out all that error, frustrate 

the goals of the death penalty system. [As Figure 1 shows], where the rate of serious 

reversible error in a state’s capital judgments reaches 55 percent or above (as is true for 

the vast majority of states), the state’s capital punishment system is effectively stymied—

with its proportion of death sentences carried out falling below 7 percent. 

FIGURE 1 

Overall Error Rate and Percent of Death Sentences Carried Out, 1973-95 

 

The recent rise in the number of executions is not inconsistent with these findings. 

Instead of reflecting improvement in the quality of death sentences under review, the 

rising number of executions may simply reflect how many more sentences have piled up 

for review. If the error-induced pile-up of cases is the cause of rising executions, their 

rise provides no proof that a cure has been found for disturbingly high error rates. To see 

why, consider a factory that produces 100 toasters, only 32 of which work. The factory’s 

problem would not be solved if the next year it made 200 toasters (or added 100 new 
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toasters to 100 old ones previously backlogged at the inspection stage), thus doubling its 

output of working products to 64. With, now, 136 duds to go with the 64 keepers, the 

increase in the latter would simply mask the persistence of crushing error rates. The 

decisive question, therefore, is not the number of death sentences carried out each year, 

but the proportion.… 

• [As Figure 2 shows, in] contrast to the annual number of executions (the middle line in 

the chart), the proportion of death row inmates executed each year (the bottom line) has 

remained remarkably stable—and extremely low. Since post-Furman executions began in 

earnest in 1984, the nation has executed an average of about 1.3 percent of its death row 

inmates each year; in no year has it ever carried out more than 2.6 percent—or 1 in 39—

of those on death row.… 

FIGURE 2 

Persons on Death Row and Percent and Number Executed, 1974-99 
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NOTES 

1. Success or failure? Though the title of the groundbreaking report by Professor 

James Liebman and his colleagues speaks of “a broken system,” can one rely on some of 

this data to claim that the system works? From 1973 to 1995, two of every three death 

sentences were reversed at some point in the many layers of capital case reviews. Does 

this show that appellate courts have appropriately invested time and energy to instill 

greater confidence in the lawfulness and appropriateness of the death sentences that have 

been carried out? For an illuminating debate over the meaning and significance of the 

data in the Liebman study, see Joseph L. Hoffmann, Violence and the Truth, 76 Ind. L.J. 

939 (2001); Valerie West, Jeffrey Fagan & James S. Liebman, Look Who’s 

Extrapolating: A Reply to Hoffmann, 76 Ind. L.J. 951 (2001); Joseph L. Hoffmann, A 

Brief Response to Liebman, Fagan, and West, 76 Ind. L.J. 957 (2001). 

One way we might consider what conclusions to draw from the Liebman data is to 

reflect on the finding that the “68 percent rate of capital error found by the three stage 

inspection process is much higher than the error rate of less than 15 percent found by 

those same three inspections in noncapital criminal cases.” Why do you think the “error 

rate” is so much higher in capital than in noncapital cases? Does this finding suggest that 

more fundamental mistakes are made in capital cases, or does it instead reveal that there 

are more legal regulations that apply in death penalty cases and thus many more possible 

bases for committing error? More provocatively, does this finding suggest that courts in 

capital cases review verdicts and sentences more seriously and therefore that the only 

major difference between capital and noncapital cases is the rate at which error is 

detected? 

2. The time and costs of review. The Liebman study details not only the results of 

appellate review in death penalty cases, but also the considerable time it takes to conduct 

this review. Specifically, the study reports that “in the cases in which no error was 

detected at the third inspection stage and an execution occurred, the average time 

between sentence and execution was 9 years,” and that the time needed for all the layers 

of appellate review has grown longer, not shorter, over time. This timeline of appellate 

review is significant not only for the defendant sitting on death row and his family, but 
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also for the family members of the victim. In addition, though not specifically calculated 

in the Liebman study, the economic costs of all this review of capital verdicts is 

considerable (some rough estimates suggest that just the appellate review stages of a fully 

appealed capital case may cost up to $1 million). Not to be overlooked are the lost 

opportunities: the time that courts, state lawyers, and defense attorneys spend on death 

penalty appeals that could be devoted instead to other important aspects of the criminal 

justice system. 

In short, although it would be impossible to calculate precisely the economic and 

noneconomic costs of appellate review of capital cases, no one could reasonably question 

the conclusion that the costs are enormous in many respects. But like the data in the 

Liebman study, that determination does not suggest an obvious legal response. Should the 

enormity of the time and resources spent on appellate review in capital cases lead us to 

conclude that opportunities for review should be more sharply limited or that more 

money needs to be invested in ensuring that errors are not committed in capital cases in 

the first place? Or does the data suggest that we ought to abolish the death penalty 

altogether? See generally James Liebman, The Overproduction of Death, 100 Colum. L. 

Rev. 2030 (2000). 

3. Geographic and court variations in “error” data. What conclusions can and 

should we draw from the fact that Professor Liebman’s data reveals many variations in 

reversal rates based on geography and reviewing courts? This variation is most apparent 

in Figure 1 of the excerpt, which shows, for example, that less than 20% of all capital 

cases in Virginia are reversed on appeal, whereas nearly 100% of all capital cases in 

Tennessee are reversed on appeal. Do these numbers indicate that Tennessee is more 

“error-prone” in operating its capital sentencing system, or rather that the courts 

reviewing Tennessee death sentences detect more errors on appeal? More generally, do 

you need to know the reasons for reversals rather than just the cumulative numbers in 

order to assess what the Liebman study establishes? 

4. Appellate review and punishment purposes. The authors of the Liebman study 

assert that high rates of error “and the time consequently needed to filter out all that error 

frustrate the goals of the death penalty system.” Is that the conclusion you would draw? 
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Does a “successful” death penalty system really depend on executing offenders 

efficiently and at a low cost, or should success be measured more in terms of whether 

defendants who deserve to die, and only those who deserve to die, are executed? More 

generally, can one effectively assess the success of appellate review in capital cases or of 

other sentencing outcomes without first reaching some conclusions about the purposes of 

punishment canvassed in Chapter 1? 

5. “Error” in non-death cases. With some notable exceptions, the focus on errors 

in criminal convictions and sentences has been almost exclusively on death penalty cases. 

Perhaps this is due to the irreversibility of death sentences. Perhaps it is a reflection of the 

anti–capital punishment agenda of some scholars and lawyers. But is a system that is 

error-prone in death cases likely to function more accurately in other cases? How may the 

pressures vary between death and non-death cases? In countries without the death 

penalty, such as the United Kingdom, concern about error in criminal cases has focused 

almost exclusively on cases involving imprisonment. 

In contrast to the Liebman study of collateral review in death penalty cases, consider 

the following study by Professors Joseph Hoffmann and Nancy King. 

Rethinking the Federal Role in State Criminal Justice 

Joseph L. Hoffmann & Nancy J. King 84 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 791-797, 805-809, 815-818, 

826-828, 848-849 (2009) 

For almost half a century the federal courts have sought to ensure that state criminal 

defendants are convicted and sentenced in accordance with the Constitution. As a means 

to this end, federal courts and Congress have opted for case-by-case review of individual 

state criminal judgments. State compliance with federal procedural standards is tested 

through a repetitive combination of certiorari petitions to the United States Supreme 

Court from state appellate and post-conviction proceedings, followed by federal habeas 

corpus petitions in federal district courts after state court review has been completed. 

It is time to rethink the federal role in state criminal justice. The present approach is a 

failure because it wastes federal resources, spending them in the wrong places, and 
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because it does not effectively address the most serious constitutional deficiency in state 

criminal justice today—inadequate assistance of counsel. We need a new federal 

approach that focuses on avoiding constitutional errors instead of trying to fix them after 

they have occurred. 

Post-conviction litigation in the federal courts to enforce the Constitution may have 

made sense as a response to the particular structural and systemic problems that plagued 

state criminal justice in the 1960s and 1970s. But as a means of correcting or deterring 

routine, case-specific constitutional errors, habeas is completely ineffectual in all but 

capital cases. 

A recently completed empirical study,1 conducted by [Nancy King] along with a team 

of researchers from the National Center for State Courts, has exposed the futility of 

habeas review. In 99.99% of all state felony cases—excluding those cases in which the 

defendant is sentenced to death2—the time, money, and energy spent on federal habeas 

litigation is wasted, generating virtually no benefit for anyone. Noncapital federal habeas 

is, in essence, a lottery, funded at great expense by taxpayers, open almost exclusively to 

the small group of state inmates who are sentenced to the longest prison terms, and 

producing almost no marginal increase in the enforcement of constitutional rights. 

At the same time, state and local governments in fiscal crisis are struggling to provide 

minimal representation to indigent persons accused of crime. In the past two years alone, 

courts or government commissions have condemned underfunding of defense services in 

Michigan, Nevada, New York, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin. Defender offices in Arizona, 

Florida, Kentucky, Maryland, Minnesota, Missouri, and Tennessee have taken the drastic 

step of refusing to take new cases, citing crushing caseloads, far in excess of the 

maximum set by the U.S. Department of Justice’s National Advisory Commission on 

Criminal Justice Standards. The promise of Gideon, almost fifty years later, remains 

                                                 
1 Nancy J. King, Fred L. Cheesman II & Brian J. Ostrom, Final Technical Report: Habeas Litigation in U.S. 

District Courts (2007), available at http://www.ncjrs.gov/pdffiles1/nij/grants/219559.pdf. The study was 

funded by Vanderbilt University Law School and the National Institute of Justice. 
2 Of the approximately 1.1 million people convicted and sentenced for felonies in state court in 2004, only 

115 were sentenced to death. Matthew R. Durose & Patrick A. Langan, Felony Sentences in State Courts, 

2004, Bureau of Just. Stat. Bull. (U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Washington, D.C.), July 2007, at 2, 3, available at 

http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/pub/pdf/fssc04.pdf. 
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unfulfilled…. 

Although there were important reasons to support a system of duplicative post-

conviction litigation during the incorporation controversies of the 1960s and 1970s, those 

justifications are no longer compelling. The need for habeas review to force defiant state 

courts to obey federal constitutional law has diminished. Moreover, since the 1960s, all 

states have developed appellate and collateral review procedures that provide defendants 

an opportunity to litigate their constitutional claims and that today result in the reversal of 

a significant percentage of convictions and sentences. 

The particular structural and systemic problems in state criminal justice that led to 

widespread deprivations of federal rights and the Court’s corresponding expansion of the 

scope of federal habeas in the 1960s have largely dissipated. In light of this fundamental 

change, we should no longer support a wasteful system that relies on duplicative post-

trial litigation of individual state criminal cases, in both state and federal court, to pursue 

case-by-case compliance with the Constitution. Indeed, habeas review has never been 

capable—even during the Warren Court era—of effectively performing that kind of case-

specific, error-correcting role. 

Habeas is decidedly not the best place to invest federal resources today to ensure that 

individual state criminal cases comply with the Constitution. Most people convicted of 

crimes in state court never even get the chance to file a habeas petition because they are 

not in custody long enough to reach that stage of the litigation process. Others waive their 

rights in plea proceedings. Finally, habeas is ill-suited to address the longstanding and 

fundamental problem of inadequate defense counsel because the very nature of that 

inadequacy ensures that habeas courts usually will not have the ability to provide a 

meaningful remedy. 

It is time for Congress to end this fifty-year experiment in post hoc federal court 

enforcement of constitutional criminal procedure. By clinging to habeas review while 

ignoring the continuing crisis in indigent defense, Congress is pouring tax dollars down 

the drain and overlooking a more effective way to enforce the Constitution: helping states 

to provide competent representation in criminal cases. Posttrial review of individual state 
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criminal convictions and noncapital sentences for federal constitutional error should be 

left largely to the state courts. The federal role in criminal justice should focus instead on 

how best to help the states avoid constitutional error in the first place. 

Lack of resources, lack of political will, or both deprive far too many state criminal 

defendants of the vigorous lawyering that is essential to the effective protection of their 

rights. Until now, Congress and the Court have responded to the problem of defense 

representation by creating and maintaining the opportunity for convicted defendants to 

complain in federal court, after the fact and case by case, that they received ineffective 

assistance of counsel in violation of the Sixth Amendment. Such claims are almost 

always unsuccessful. Even the very rare new trial or sentencing order does nothing to 

force a change in the local system of defense representation, nor does it prevent future 

defendants from suffering exactly the same fate, sometimes even with the same lawyer. 

As a society, we can, and should, do better. 

If the federal government is serious about enforcing the Constitution in state criminal 

cases, including the right to counsel, using federal resources to spur serious reform of 

state and local defense representation systems is a better way to do it…. We should 

replace the doomed strategy of post hoc, case-by-case federal litigation with funding 

incentives already proven effective in prompting system-wide reforms at the local level. 

In this way, Congress could direct federal dollars toward the benefit of all criminal 

defendants, not just the vanishingly small number of prisoners who manage to win the 

habeas lottery. In political terms, our proposal creates opportunities for coalition by 

offering the kind of tradeoff that has facilitated criminal justice reform in the past. In 

institutional terms, our proposal defines a new federal role that not only allocates 

resources more efficiently but is also more likely, over time, to protect the constitutional 

rights of state criminal defendants…. 

The Cold, Hard Reality of Federal Habeas Litigation Today 

Even including the Warren Court’s heyday, habeas relief has always been extremely 

rare outside of the capital context. Recent reforms have only hobbled it further. Two 

decades of legislative proposals to reverse the Warren Court’s habeas expansions, based 
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on criticisms that these expansions undermined finality in state criminal justice, 

culminated in the passage of the 1996 Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act 

(AEDPA). AEDPA restricted habeas by creating a series of new procedural obstacles: a 

first-ever time limit for filing a first habeas petition; stricter barriers to review of second 

and successive petitions; and a new, tougher standard of review that precludes habeas 

courts from granting relief unless the state court’s prior decision was “contrary to, or 

involved an unreasonable application of, clearly established federal law” as declared by 

the Court. 

An empirical study of federal habeas litigation completed in 2007, the first 

comprehensive look at habeas since its substantial revision by AEDPA, found that 

between 1992 and 2006 both the average amount of time that elapses from conviction to 

filing and the median amount of time it takes federal courts to resolve habeas petitions 

once filed have increased, while by contrast the likelihood of obtaining habeas relief has 

decreased. The study’s findings suggest that federal habeas provides little meaningful 

relief for prisoners and little deterrence against constitutional violations in state criminal 

proceedings. Except in capital cases, where federal habeas continues to operate as a vital 

forum for litigation over the scope of the Constitution’s commands, habeas is an 

expensive but almost completely ineffectual remedy that is no longer worth preserving in 

its current form…. 

The prolonged time required to satisfy the prerequisites for filing a habeas petition, 

and then to obtain a decision on that petition from a habeas court, dramatically skews the 

distribution of habeas cases among the overall population of state prison inmates. The 

Vanderbilt-NCSC Study found that almost 30% of all noncapital habeas petitions were 

filed by inmates serving life sentences, even though only 1% of all prison sentences are 

for life. On the other hand, only 12% of all noncapital habeas petitions were filed by 

those serving sentences of five years or less, even though that group represents the 

majority of all those who are sent to prison. Because most federal habeas cases will not 

be resolved until years after the original conviction and sentencing, only inmates who 

receive life or other very long prison sentences will be in custody long enough even to 

file. For the vast majority of the more than two million people now incarcerated in 
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America, the Great Writ is a pipe dream. 

Moreover, except in capital cases, those inmates who do manage to obtain federal 

habeas review can expect to lose. Although federal judges are taking longer to resolve 

petitions, they ultimately reject almost all of them. The chances that a petitioner will 

obtain any relief are even more miniscule now than they were before AEDPA. The grant 

rate for noncapital cases has dropped from 1% in the early 1990s to only 0.34% today. 

Only eight of the 2384 noncapital habeas filings the study examined resulted in a grant of 

habeas relief, and one of those eight grants was later reversed on appeal. At this rate, we 

estimate that fewer than sixty-five of the more than 18,000 petitions filed each year by 

noncapital petitioners will eventually be granted by district courts. Efforts to improve the 

efficiency of habeas litigation only appear to have exacerbated this trend. 

Today, the necessary prelude in the state courts to a first federal habeas filing is so 

lengthy, the habeas review process itself so prolonged, and habeas relief so unlikely that 

post-AEDPA federal habeas in noncapital cases is approaching a lottery for lifers. 

The Vanderbilt-NCSC study suggests that habeas review represents a substantial 

commitment of societal resources for very little practical gain. The study cannot tell us, 

of course, whether the incredibly low rate of habeas grants reflects a comparably low 

frequency of meritorious claims, or whether there are many more habeas petitioners who 

deserve relief but do not obtain it. But both possibilities ultimately lead to the same 

conclusion: Habeas review, at least as a means for case-by-case correction and deterrence 

of constitutional errors, is a failure, either because it is wasteful or because it is 

ineffectual…. 

Despite the fact that federal habeas provides little meaningful relief to prisoners and 

little deterrence of constitutional violations by state courts, these cases entail a significant 

investment of resources by federal courts and states’ attorneys. Today, one out of every 

fourteen civil cases filed in federal district court is a habeas challenge by a state prisoner. 

Most of these cases are not summarily dismissed. Instead, noncapital habeas cases 

average eighteen docket entries per case, more than a third of the average number of 

docket entries in the capital cases included in the study. Almost six in ten noncapital 
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cases included at least one responsive motion and brief by the state, and nearly seven in 

ten of those cases included a reply by petitioner. On average, prisoners raised four claims 

per petition. More than one of every eight cases included an amended petition, and 

amended petitions generally require an additional responsive pleading. 

In half of the cases, the judge did not decide the case on the petition and responsive 

pleading alone but first referred the petition to a magistrate judge for disposition. A 

referral often generates a report and recommendation to the district judge, which affords 

the petitioner an opportunity to file a pleading objecting to the magistrate’s report and 

often requires yet another response from the state. Not surprisingly, the study found that 

the presence of a report and recommendation lengthened the case. 

In addition to the merits of these claims, courts and parties addressed many procedural 

issues along the way, including statute of limitations and procedural default, as well as 

substitution of counsel and motions for in forma pauperis status (filed in 56% of cases; 

granted 62% of the time). Litigation in these cases often involved motions filed by the 

petitioner (with replies by the state) even after the initial final order of dismissal or denial 

had been entered, including motions for reconsideration or for a certificate of 

appealability. 

Addressing the procedural and substantive questions raised in these petitions takes not 

only the time of the district and circuit judges and their clerks but in many districts the 

time of magistrate judges, their clerks, and pro se attorney staff as well. And unlike other 

civil and criminal cases in which documents are filed and distributed electronically, 

prisoner cases are exempted from e-government rules, requiring clerks to scan, print, 

copy, and mail documents by hand. 

To the states, these cases may appear to be less complex or demanding than other civil 

cases that states may litigate in federal court. Discovery and evidentiary hearings, for 

example, are rarely granted. But with more than 18,000 habeas petitions filed each year, 

the cost for the states adds up as well, particularly for those states with the largest prison 

populations. States can count on winning almost every one of these cases, but they can 

also count on a significant expenditure of state dollars to defend them. 
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Any system of justice that expends so much effort and produces so little benefit 

deserves reconsideration. Whatever we may think in theory about the importance of 

providing convicted state defendants an opportunity to vindicate their federal 

constitutional rights in a federal judicial forum, the opportunity provided today is a 

charade. For noncapital defendants, it may never have been much more. Ever since the 

Warren Court began its expansion of habeas, critics have condemned the result as a 

“debilitating,…court-clogging hydra.”… 

After four decades of habeas reform by the Court and Congress, prisoners today 

cannot claim access even to this. The new procedural barriers to review and relief 

imposed by Congress in AEDPA have failed to reduce either the number of filings or the 

time expended on each case, while the hope that habeas will correct, much less deter, any 

constitutional error that persists in state criminal proceedings has even less foundation 

than before. 

In light of the empirical evidence, it is time for Congress to consider whether this 

multilayered system of post-conviction review in criminal cases represents a justifiable 

use of societal resources. The unavoidable answer is that except in capital cases, federal 

habeas is not a judicial remedy worth preserving…. 

We believe that the time has come for Congress to acknowledge not only that effective 

criminal defense at the trial and appellate levels is a far better means of guaranteeing 

constitutional rights in criminal cases than post hoc habeas litigation but also that state 

criminal defense systems are in crisis and require federal support. Our adversarial system 

relies on defense counsel to protect individual rights in criminal cases. Yet case-by-case 

litigation under Strickland v. Washington has failed, and will continue to fail, as a means 

of ensuring the right to counsel in noncapital cases. Systematic underfunding of criminal 

defense representation in the state courts persists, resulting in repeated and widespread 

breakdowns in defense representation in many states. As a chorus of commentators has 

observed, the scant post-conviction reversals under Strickland have had little or no 

impact on the pervasive pressures on state and county legislative bodies to limit funding 

for defense services. This is a systemic problem that habeas is woefully inadequate to 

address. 
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Lawsuits seeking injunctive relief from these constitutional deficiencies, combined 

with political coalition-building and public awareness campaigns, have prompted some 

reform in a handful of states. Faced with the prospect of a court order commanding 

compliance with the Sixth Amendment, policy makers in Connecticut, Georgia, 

Louisiana, Massachusetts, Montana, New York, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and 

Washington have responded with reforms and increased resources. These scattered 

efforts have produced a growing body of research into successful (and failed) practices in 

the provision of defender services. They have also promoted wider acceptance of 

minimum standards in areas such as caseload, case assignment, and client contact, and 

have contributed to a growing consensus that state-level funding and oversight is crucial 

in states that leave the administration of defense representation to the uneven fiscal 

capability of county authorities. 

What is needed now is a comprehensive national plan to encourage state and local 

legislative bodies to provide adequate funding for representation services. Only the 

federal government possesses the power and the resources to provide the necessary 

encouragement…. 

It is time to start over and ask again: What is the best way—the most effective and 

most efficient way—for the federal government to ensure that federal constitutional 

rights are observed in state criminal proceedings? In our view, the current system cannot 

possibly be the right answer. Instead, it is time to implement a new paradigm, one that 

relies on state courts to do the heavy lifting of case-by-case judicial review but uses the 

leadership and financial strength of the federal government to bring about a sea change in 

state systems of defense representation. 

NOTES 

1. Is non-death different? Does the study by Hoffmann and King change your 

judgment about whether death is different—whether the line between the death penalty 

and all other sanctions so different that it can explain active collateral review for death 

sentences and virtually non-existent collateral review for non-death sentences? 

2. Grand bargains. Hoffmann and King suggest a significant tradeoff between 
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resources spent on appellate and collateral review, and resources spent in the adjudicative 

process—at the front end (with greater effect) rather than the back end (with little impact 

beyond watching the wheels of justice grind in non-death cases). What are the political, 

historical, and institutional elements that might make such a grand bargain possible? If 

you had a job for the next three years with a non-profit funded to make this grand bargain 

a reality, how would you spend your time? Would you focus on policy-makers, and if so, 

which ones? Actors in the system—and which actors? The general public? 

4. Supranational Review of Sentences 

While the U.S. Supreme Court is the highest binding authority in direct appeals and 

collateral review in the United States, U.S. citizens and residents may bring complaints 

about their sentences before the Inter-American Human Rights Commission and the 

United Nations Human Rights Committee. Both of these institutions can issue 

recommendations to the U.S. government, though their decisions are not binding on any 

U.S. official. 

In other countries, however, supranational courts may review sentences and issue 

decisions that can bind national governments and courts. Among such institutions are the 

European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) and the Judicial Committee of the Privy 

Council, the highest court for former Commonwealth countries that continue to accept its 

jurisdiction. In recent years the Judicial Committee has heard a large number of death 

penalty appeals. The most famous may be the one set out below. 

Earl Pratt and Ivan Morgan v. The Attorney General for Jamaica 

(Appeal No. 10 of 1993) 

JUDGMENT OF THE LORDS OF THE JUDICIAL COMMITTEE OF THE PRIVY COUNCIL 

LORD GRIFFITHS. 

The appellants, Earl Pratt and Ivan Morgan, were arrested 16 years ago for a murder 

committed on 6th October 1977 and have been held in custody ever since. On 15th 

January 1979 they were convicted of murder and sentenced to death. Since that date they 
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have been in prison in that part of Saint Catherine’s prison set aside to hold prisoners 

under sentence of death and commonly known as death row. On three occasions the death 

warrant has been read to them and they have been removed to the condemned cells 

immediately adjacent to the gallows.…The statement of these bare facts is sufficient to 

bring home to the mind of any person of normal sensitivity and compassion the agony of 

mind that these men must have suffered as they have alternated between hope and despair 

in the 14 years that they have been in prison facing the gallows. It is unnecessary to refer 

to the evidence describing the restrictive conditions of imprisonment and the emotional 

and psychological impact of this experience, for it only reveals that which it is to be 

expected. These men are not alone in their suffering for there are now 23 prisoners in 

death row who have been awaiting execution for more than ten years and 82 prisoners 

who have been awaiting execution for more than five years. It is against this disturbing 

background that their Lordships must now determine this constitutional appeal.… 

The death penalty in the United Kingdom has always been carried out expeditiously 

after sentence, within a matter of weeks or in the event of an appeal even to the House of 

Lords within a matter of months. Delays in terms of years are unheard of.…The Report 

of the Royal Commission on Capital Punishment 1949-53 (Cmd. 8932) gave the average 

delay in 1950 as six weeks if there was an appeal and three weeks if there was not. In 

1947 there was great public disquiet that men convicted of a murder on the Gold Coast 

had been under sentence of death for two years.… 

The murder was committed on 6th October 1977 and the appellants were sentenced to 

death on 15th January 1979. Their application for leave to appeal was dismissed by the 

Court of Appeal on 5th December 1980 who said that they would hand down their 

reasons later. Although notice of application for leave to appeal was given within three 

days of the conviction on 18th January 1979, it took almost two years to arrange a 

hearing by the Court of Appeal. Making every allowance for the pressure of work on the 

Jamaican courts this does seem a long time to arrange a hearing in a capital case which 

one would have expected to have been expedited. 

[In the meantime, the defendants could not pursue their appeals in the Jamaican Privy 

Council. On 16th August 1984, Pratt] wrote to the Registrar of the Court of Appeal 
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asking for the reasons why his application for leave to appeal was dismissed. It then 

transpired that no reasons had yet been prepared by the judge to whom the writing of the 

judgment had been assigned. The papers had apparently been put in the wrong bundle 

and forgotten. This was a serious oversight by the judge and by those in the office of the 

Court of Appeal who should have reminded him that reasons had not been provided in 

accordance with the practice of the Court of Appeal, which is to provide a reserved 

judgment or reasons within three months of a hearing. Prompted by Pratt’s request 

reasons were quickly prepared and handed down on 24th September 1984. No immediate 

steps were, however, taken to petition the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. 

On 3rd October the [Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR), which 

Pratt had petitioned, rejected his] submission that his trial was unfair; but recommended 

that his sentence be commuted for humanitarian reasons.…On 28th January 1986 Pratt 

petitioned the United Nations Human Rights Committee [UNHRC] under the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. 

On 13th March 1986 the appellants lodged notice of intention to petition for special 

leave to appeal to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. The application for 

special leave was heard with reasonable dispatch and special leave to appeal was refused 

by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council on 17th July 1986.…In dismissing the 

application Lord Templeman expressed the concern of the Judicial Committee that three 

years and nine months had elapsed between the dismissal of the appeal and the delivery 

of the reasons.… 

On 21st July 1986 the UNHRC requested Jamaica not to carry out the death sentence 

on Pratt and Morgan before it had an opportunity to consider the admissibility of the 

complaint. On 18th November 1986 the [Jamaican Privy Council (JPC)], apparently for 

the first time, considered the appellants’ case. They did not accede to the request of the 

UNHRC to stay the execution and the first warrant of execution was issued on 12th 

February 1987 for execution on 24th February. 

On 23rd February the Governor-General issued a stay of execution. The reasons for 

the stay are not entirely clear but may have been the result of a telegram from the 
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UNHRC urging a stay of execution and a letter from Mr. Noel Edwards Q.C., to the 

Governor-General informing him that the case of the appellants was due to be considered 

by the UNHRC on 23rd March 1987 and the IACHR on 26th March 1987.… 

On 9th July 1987 the IACHR pursuant to further representations of Pratt and Morgan 

informed the Jamaican government of the following findings: 

Pratt and Morgan suffered a denial of justice during the period 1980-1984 violative of Article 

5(2) of the American Convention on Human Rights. The Commission found that the fact that 

the Jamaican Court of Appeal issued its decision on December 5, 1980 but did not issue the 

reasons for that decision until four years later, September 24, 1984, was tantamount to cruel, 

inhuman and degrading treatment because during that four year delay the petitioners could not 

appeal to the Privy Council and had to suffer four years on death row awaiting execution. The 

Inter-American Commission on Human Rights… requests that the execution of Messrs. Pratt 

and Morgan be commuted for humanitarian reasons. 

…On 13th October 1987 the JPC reconsidered the appellants’ case. They did not 

accede to the request of the IACHR and on their advice the second warrant of execution 

was issued on 18th February 1988 for execution on 1st March. 

On 29th February 1988 the second stay of execution was issued by the Governor-

General. This time it appears to have been as a result of a further request from the 

UNHRC not to execute the men until the Committee had completed their review of the 

case.… 

On 6th April 1989 the UNHRC gave their decision on the merits. They held that the 

failure of the Court of Appeal to deliver reasons for 45 months was a violation of Article 

14 para. 3(c) and Article 14 para. 5 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights and Optional Protocol which [states that everyone “shall be entitled to…be tried 

without undue delay” and “shall have the right to his conviction and sentence being 

reviewed by a higher tribunal according to law.”]. 

The Committee gave the following reasons for their decision [and made the following 

recommendation]: 

…The Committee considers that the responsibility for the delay of 45 months lies with the 
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judicial authorities of Jamaica. This responsibility is neither dependent on a request for 

production by the accused in a trial nor is non-fulfilment of this responsibility excused by the 

absence of a request from the accused.… 

In the absence of a written judgement of the Court of Appeal, the authors were not able to 

proceed to appeal before the Privy Council. [It] matters not that in the event the Privy Council 

affirmed the conviction of the authors. The Committee notes that in all cases, and especially in 

capital cases, accused persons are entitled to trial and appeal without undue delay, whatever the 

outcome of those judicial proceedings turns out to be. 

[Although] capital punishment is not per se unlawful under the Covenant, it should not be 

imposed in circumstances where there have been violations by the State party of any of its 

obligations under the Covenant. The Committee is of the view that the victims of the violations 

of articles 14, paragraph 3(c)…are entitled to a remedy; the necessary prerequisite in the 

particular circumstances is the commutation of the sentence. 

Eighteen months then passed before a decision was taken by the JPC on this 

recommendation of the UNHRC. Press reports of parliamentary proceedings show that in 

June 1990 the question of the death penalty was under review by the Cabinet but that no 

conclusions had yet been reached on commuting sentences. 

On 17th September 1990 the JPC again reconsidered the appellants’ case. They 

rejected the recommendations made eighteen months earlier by the UNHRC. On 18th 

February 1991 the warrant of execution was issued for execution on 7th March 1991, the 

delay in issuing the warrant of execution from 17th September 1990 to 18th February 

1991 apparently being accounted for by the wish of the Governor-General to obtain the 

Attorney-General’s advice on the legal status of decisions of human rights bodies. This is 

advice which it would have been appropriate to place before the members of the JPC at a 

much earlier date, and before they considered any recommendations of such bodies. Their 

Lordships have not seen the Attorney-General’s advice but do not doubt that it correctly 

advised that, Jamaica being a signatory to the International Covenant on Civil and 

Political Rights and to the Optional Protocol, the views of the UNHRC should be 

afforded weight and respect but were not of legally binding effect; and that the like 

considerations applied to the IACHR. 
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On 28th February 1991 the appellants commenced these proceedings.… 

The primary submission of the appellants is that to hang them after they have been 

held in prison under sentence of death for so many years would be inhuman punishment 

or other treatment and thus in breach of section 17(1) of the Constitution. Section 17 of 

the Constitution provides [that]”No person shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or 

degrading punishment or other treatment.”… 

There is an instinctive revulsion against the prospect of hanging a man after he has 

been held under sentence of death for many years. What gives rise to this instinctive 

revulsion? The answer can only be our humanity; we regard it as an inhuman act to keep 

a man facing the agony of execution over a long extended period of time. But before their 

Lordships condemn the act of execution as “inhuman or degrading punishment or other 

treatment” within the meaning of section 17(1) there are a number of factors that have to 

be balanced in weighing the delay. If delay is due entirely to the fault of the accused such 

as an escape from custody or frivolous and time wasting resort to legal procedures which 

amount to an abuse of process the accused cannot be allowed to take advantage of that 

delay for to do so would be to permit the accused to use illegitimate means to escape the 

punishment inflicted upon him in the interest of protecting society against crime. 

A much more difficult question is whether the delay occasioned by the legitimate 

resort of the accused to all available appellate procedures should be taken into account, or 

whether it is only delay that can be attributed to the shortcomings of the State that should 

be taken into account. 

There is a powerful argument that it cannot be inhuman or degrading to allow an 

accused every opportunity to prolong his life by resort to appellate procedures however 

extended may be the eventual time between sentence and execution. This is the view that 

currently prevails in some States in the United States of America and has resulted in what 

has become known as the death row phenomenon where men are held under sentence of 

death for many years while their lawyers pursue a multiplicity of appellate procedures.… 

Support for this view is also to be found in previous decisions of the Privy 

Council.…There are other authorities which do not accept that delay occasioned by use 
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of appeal procedures is to be disregarded. In Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace 

in Zimbabwe v. Attorney-General [Judgment No. S.C. 73/93, unreported, delivered on 

June 24, 1993] Gubbay C.J. said: 

It seems to me highly artificial and unrealistic to discount the mental agony and torment 

experienced on death row on the basis that by not making the maximum use of the judicial 

process available the condemned prisoner would have shortened and not lengthened his 

suffering. The situation could be otherwise if he had resorted to a series of untenable and 

vexatious proceedings which, in consequence, had the effect of delaying the ends of justice.… 

In Soering v. United Kingdom (1989) 11 E.H.R.R. 439 the applicant, a West German 

national, alleged that the decision by the Secretary of State for the Home Department to 

extradite him to the United States of America to face trial in Virginia on a charge of 

capital murder would, if implemented, give rise to a breach by the United Kingdom of 

Article 3 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms (Cmd. 8969) which provides that no one should be subjected to 

torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.…The European Court of 

Human Rights recognised that the death row phenomenon in Virginia where prisoners 

were held for a period of six to eight years before execution arose from repeated 

applications by the prisoner for a stay of execution but nevertheless held that such a long 

period of delay might go beyond the threshold set by Article 3.… 

In their Lordships’ view a State that wishes to retain capital punishment must accept 

the responsibility of ensuring that execution follows as swiftly as practicable after 

sentence, allowing a reasonable time for appeal and consideration of reprieve. It is part of 

the human condition that a condemned man will take every opportunity to save his life 

through use of the appellate procedure. If the appellate procedure enables the prisoner to 

prolong the appellate hearings over a period of years, the fault is to be attributed to the 

appellate system that permits such delay and not to the prisoner who takes advantage of 

it. Appellate procedures that echo down the years are not compatible with capital 

punishment. The death row phenomenon must not become established as a part of our 

jurisprudence. 

The application of the appellants to appeal to the Judicial Committee of the Privy 
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Council and their petitions to the two human rights bodies do not fall within the category 

of frivolous procedures disentitling them to ask the Board to look at the whole period of 

delay in this case. The total period of delay is shocking and now amounts to almost 

fourteen years. It is double the time that the European Court of Human Rights considered 

would be an infringement of Article 3 of the European Convention and their Lordships 

can have no doubt that an execution would now be an infringement of section 17(1) of 

the Jamaican Constitution.… 

Their Lordships are very conscious that many other prisoners under sentence of death 

are awaiting the outcome of this appeal. In an attempt to assist the Jamaican authorities 

who may be faced with a large number of appeals their Lordships wish to make some 

general observations.… 

There may of course be circumstances which will lead the JPC to recommend a respite 

in the carrying out of a death sentence, such as a political moratorium on the death 

sentence, or a petition on behalf of the appellants to IACHR or UNHRC or a 

constitutional appeal to the Supreme Court. But if these respites cumulatively result in 

delay running into several years an execution will be likely to infringe section 17(1) and 

call for commutation of the death sentence to life imprisonment. 

Their Lordships are very conscious that the Jamaican government faces great 

difficulties with a disturbing murder rate and limited financial resources at their disposal 

to administer the legal system. Nevertheless, if capital punishment is to be retained it 

must be carried out with all possible expedition. Capital appeals must be expedited and 

legal aid allocated to an appellant at an early stage. The aim should be to hear a capital 

appeal within twelve months of conviction. [It] should be possible to complete the entire 

domestic appeal process within approximately two years. Their Lordships do not purport 

to set down any rigid timetable but to indicate what appear to them to be realistic targets 

which, if achieved, would entail very much shorter delay than has occurred in recent 

cases and could not be considered to involve inhuman or degrading punishment or other 

treatment. 

The final question concerns applications by prisoners to IACHR and UNHRC. Their 
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Lordships wish to say nothing to discourage Jamaica from continuing its membership of 

these bodies and from benefiting from the wisdom of their deliberations. It is reasonable 

to allow some period of delay for the decisions of these bodies in individual cases but it 

should not be very prolonged. The UNHRC does not accept the complaint unless the 

author “has exhausted all available domestic remedies.”…A complainant [can] lodge a 

complaint immediately after his case has been disposed of by the Judicial Committee of 

the Privy Council. If, however, Jamaica is able to revise its domestic procedures so that 

they are carried out with reasonable expedition no grounds will exist to make a complaint 

based upon delay. And it is to be remembered that the UNHRC does not consider its role 

to be that of a further appellate court. 

It therefore appears to their Lordships that provided there is in future no unacceptable 

delay in the domestic proceedings complaints to the UNHRC from Jamaica should be 

infrequent and when they do occur it should be possible for the Committee to dispose of 

them with reasonable dispatch and at most within eighteen months. 

These considerations lead their Lordships to the conclusion that in any case in which 

execution is to take place more than five years after sentence there will be strong grounds 

for believing that the delay is such as to constitute “inhuman or degrading punishment or 

other treatment.” If, therefore, rather than waiting for all those prisoners who have been 

in death row under sentence of death for five years or more to commence proceedings 

pursuant to section 25 of the Constitution, the Governor-General now refers all such 

cases to the JPC who, in accordance with the guidance contained in this advice, 

recommend commutation to life imprisonment, substantial justice will be achieved 

swiftly and without provoking a flood of applications to the Supreme Court for 

constitutional relief pursuant to section 17(1).… 

Their Lordships will accordingly humbly advise Her Majesty that this appeal ought to 

be allowed, and the sentences of the appellants be commuted to life imprisonment. 

NOTES 

1. The Privy Council and its death penalty jurisprudence. With the expansion of 

the British Empire during the nineteenth century, courts in the colonies increasingly 
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gained the right to appeal to the Privy Council and, later, its Judicial Committee. The 

Judicial Committee is an independent court composed of members of the high English 

judiciary and that of Commonwealth countries. Today it continues to hear appeals from 

British territories and the former English colonies that recognize it as their highest court. 

The modern line of death penalty jurisprudence in the Judicial Committee began with 

Pratt. In later cases, the Judicial Committee found a delay of less than five years 

unconstitutional. Moreover, the Judicial Committee found that not only delay but also 

unreasonable speed could lead to sentence commutation, since a defendant deserved 

reasonable notice of his execution. 

As a consequence of these decisions, in the Caribbean countries scores of death 

sentences were commuted to life, and new appellate procedures were instituted to shorten 

the delay. What problems do such changes entail? For the U.S. Supreme Court’s view of 

delay in capital cases (as well as a discussion of the value of foreign opinions on such 

issues), see Knight v. Florida, 528 U.S. 990 (1999) (concurrence and dissent from denial 

of certiorari). 

2. The Inter-American Human Rights system and the ECHR. The Inter-American 

Human Rights system consists of two organs, a commission and a court. While not all 

countries have accepted the court’s jurisdiction, their citizens and residents have the right 

to petition the commission unless expressly excluded. For signatories of the American 

Declaration of Human Rights only, such as the United States, the commission may issue 

a recommendation at the end of a factual investigation; if a country signed the American 

Convention on Human Rights, the commission can refer a complaint to the court. 

In past cases, the commission has held the United States in violation of the 

international prohibition of the execution of juveniles and has chastised it for the 

disparate application of the death penalty. The Inter-American court, while not outlawing 

the death penalty, has applied strict scrutiny in capital cases. 

The European Human Rights system, with the European Court of Human Rights 

(ECHR), has only rarely had the opportunity to consider the death penalty. In a seminal 

decision, the court ruled that Great Britain could not extradite a German national to 
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Virginia because of the so-called death row phenomenon—the delay between sentence 

imposition and execution and the conditions on death row—unless it received guarantees 

that the German would not be sentenced to death. Soering v. United Kingdom, 11 Eur. 

H.R. Rep. 439 (Eur. Ct. H.R. 1989). This opinion has had a lasting impact on other 

national and supranational tribunals around the world. For details on the recent European 

reaction to the death penalty in the United States, see Nora V. Demleitner, The Death 

Penalty in the United States: Following the European Lead?, 81 Or. L. Rev. 131 (2002). 

3. The U.N. Human Rights Committee. The U.N. Human Rights Committee is a 

treaty body under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and under the 

Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 

Punishment. In that capacity it can hear a complaint once an individual has exhausted 

domestic remedies. In 1994 the Human Rights Committee found the use of gas chambers 

in select U.S. states to be a violation of the International Covenant on Civil and Political 

Rights. Other subcommittees and U.N. rapporteurs have focused on the question of 

juvenile executions. Should a governor be influenced by pronouncements of the U.N. 

Human Rights Committee or other U.N. institutions in individual petitions or on larger 

questions pertaining to the application of the death penalty? 

4. The International Court of Justice (ICJ). The ICJ can hear only state-to-state 

complaints, some of them lodged by countries on behalf of individual citizens. In 1999 

Germany asked the ICJ to issue a stay of execution in the case of a German citizen 

sentenced to death in Arizona. It alleged that the United States had violated the Vienna 

Convention on Consular Rights by failing to inform him and his brother, who had already 

been executed, that they had the right to contact the German embassy, which would have 

paid for their defense attorneys. The state of Arizona proceeded to execute the German, 

in violation of the ICJ’s stay order. The ICJ held that it had the power to issue such 

provisional measures and stated that in future cases in which the United States failed to 

live up to its treaty obligations and sentenced someone severely, a sentence commutation 

and monetary compensation to the German government were in order. LaGrand Case 

(Germany v. United States of America), 40 I.L.M. 1069 (I.C.J. 2001). The case was 

styled not as a death penalty case but rather as a case involving the violation of an 
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important treaty. The Mexican government filed a similar case against the United States 

before the ICJ. Case Concerning Avena and other Mexican Nationals (Mex. v. U.S.), 

2004 I.C.J. No. 128 (Judgment of Mar. 31). Are Germany and Mexico merely trying to 

protect the right to consular notification, or are they attempting to change U.S. law on the 

death penalty? If the latter, is such action legitimate? 

B. EXECUTIVE RECONSIDERATION OF SENTENCES 

Even after trial, sentencing, appeals, and judicial postconviction challenges have 

ended and a convict begins to serve a sentence, the criminal justice process is not 

complete. A variety of mechanisms under the control of executive branch agencies 

determine whether, at some point before the sentence expires, an offender should be 

released from prison and what continuing controls are to be placed on an offender after 

release. 

The most common mechanism for early prison release decisions and for supervising 

offenders after release is parole, a period of conditional supervised release following a 

prison term. Parole was once a fundamental component of nearly every American 

sentencing system, but the past quarter-century has seen dramatic reforms. The purpose, 

structure, and operation of parole (and parole boards) have changed in significant ways 

over the past several decades, and in some jurisdictions, including the federal system, 

parole has been technically eliminated. Nevertheless, parole remains a key aspect of most 

state sentencing systems, and as of year-end 2005 more than 780,000 people were on 

parole. 

Another form of executive review takes place when a governor or president issues a 

pardon or commutation. The pardon power typically has a constitutional foundation; like 

the role of parole, however, the role of pardons in modern sentencing systems has 

evolved considerably. In recent times, an executive decision to grant a pardon or 

commutation has become both rare and often controversial. These two fundamental forms 

of executive sentence review will occupy the second part of this chapter. 

1. Parole 
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At the start of the twentieth century, reformers introduced parole as a cornerstone of a 

new approach to sentencing and corrections, and by 1950 all of the states, the federal 

system, and the District of Columbia relied heavily on the parole function as part of an 

indeterminate sentence system. In indeterminate sentencing, judges could impose both 

maximum and minimum sentences, choosing a range as broad as “zero to life” (though 

most sentences were imposed in a narrower range). Parole boards were authorized to 

consider offenders for release starting at a designated point within the broad sentencing 

ranges. Inherent in this system, and in the function of parole boards, was the belief that 

the primary purpose of imprisonment was to rehabilitate offenders. The prevailing belief 

was that experts in the social and psychological sciences would be able to determine 

when an individual was rehabilitated and therefore ready for release. 

In the 1970s many began to doubt the ability of the criminal justice system to 

rehabilitate offenders. The discretion of both judges and parole boards in indeterminate 

sentencing systems was criticized on various grounds, and an array of reforms led to a 

movement in many jurisdictions toward more determinate sentencing, in which offenders 

know their release date (subject to a slight decrease for good institutional behavior, so-

called good time) on the day they are sentenced. Nevertheless, the model of 

indeterminate sentencing that dominated American sentencing systems for most of the 

twentieth century can still be found in more than half of the states, and thus parole 

continues to be critical in many jurisdictions. 

As researchers Jeremy Travis and Sarah Lawrence have explained, parole and parole 

boards play three critical roles: 

First, parole boards determine the actual length of a prison sentence. With indeterminate 

sentencing, judges sentence an offender to a prison term, specifying a minimum and a 

maximum length of prison stay. The parole board, an executive branch agency, then decides on 

a case-by-case basis whether a prisoner is ready to be released to the community. 

Second, parole agencies supervise recently released individuals in the community for the 

remainder of their sentence. In the classic indeterminate sentencing model, a prisoner released 

on parole is not free. Rather, he or she is still serving a criminal sentence, in the community 

rather than in prison, and must abide by a number of conditions established by the parole board 
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at the time of release. Thus, parole agencies are expected to play a critical role in overseeing 

the reintegration of returning prisoners. 

Third, parole officers and parole boards are authorized to revoke a parolee’s conditional 

liberty and return him or her to prison. If a parole officer (also referred to as a parole agent) 

determines that the parolee has failed to observe a condition of his release—for example, has 

committed a new crime, failed to maintain employment, or failed a drug test—the officer can 

recommend that parole be revoked. The parole board, or in some states a judicial officer, then 

decides whether to send the parolee back to prison for some or all of the remainder of the 

prison sentence. 

Jeremy Travis & Sarah Lawrence, Beyond the Prison Gates: The State of Parole in 

America 2 (Urban Institute, Nov. 2002). 

In the sections that follow, we first examine the composition and authority of parole 

commissions, the key decision makers in parole systems. We then turn to an examination 

of the three major functions of parole commissions: (1) determining when inmates will be 

released from prison, (2) supervising offenders on parole, and (3) creating rules for parole 

revocation. As you read these materials, it is worthwhile to review some of the doctrines 

and issues concerning probation covered in Chapter 8, since probation and parole both 

involve conditional releases into the community. They differ, however, in that probation 

is imposed at sentencing by a judge whereas parole is imposed by a parole board after an 

offender has already served a prison term. 

a. Parole Commissions and Guidelines 

Early in their history parole boards had nearly unfettered discretion in making parole 

release decisions. One distinct feature of modern parole decision making is that boards 

are now typically governed by guidelines of varying detail. Usually those guidelines have 

been issued by the parole board itself, although they are sometimes produced under 

legislative direction. Some guidelines state principles to guide the parole board’s release 

decisions; others specify particular parole terms for a given offender committing a 

specific offense. Some guidelines are based on an unweighted list of factors related to the 

underlying offense: the offender’s threat to the community or to individuals, or the 
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inmate’s likelihood of reoffending. Other guidelines create a scoring system based on 

social science data reflecting risk factors and favor release of individuals who, based on 

their similarity to prior offenders, are designated as least likely to commit serious 

offenses in the near future. 

Iowa Code §§904A.1, 904A.2 

The board of parole is created to consist of five members. Each member, except the 

chairperson, shall be compensated on a day-to-day basis. Each member shall serve a term 

of four years.…The terms shall be staggered. The chairperson of the board shall be a full-

time, salaried member of the board. A majority of the members of the board constitutes a 

quorum to transact business. 

The membership of the board shall be of good character and judicious background, 

shall include a member of a minority group, may include a person ordained or designated 

as a regular leader of a religious community and who is knowledgeable in correctional 

procedures and issues, and shall meet at least two of the following three requirements: 

1. Contain one member who is a disinterested layperson. 

2. Contain one member who is an attorney licensed to practice law in this state and 

who is knowledgeable in correctional procedures and issues. 

3. Contain one member who is a person holding at least a master’s degree in social 

work or counseling and guidance and who is knowledgeable in correctional 

procedures and issues. 

Colorado Revised Statutes §17-22.5-404(1),(2) 

(1) As to any person…who is eligible for parole…, the board may consider all 

applications for parole,…and may parole any person who is sentenced or committed to a 

correctional facility when the board determines, by using the guidelines established by 

this section, that there is a strong and reasonable probability that the person will not 

thereafter violate the law and that his release from institutional custody is compatible 

with the welfare of society. The board shall first consider the risk of violence to the 
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public in every release decision it makes. 

(2)(a) In considering offenders for parole, the board shall consider, but need not be 

limited to, the following factors: 

(I) The testimony of the victim of the crime or a relative of the victim, if the victim has 

died…; 

(II) The offender’s conduct which would indicate whether he has substantially observed all 

of the rules and regulations of the institution or facility in which he has been confined and has 

faithfully performed the duties assigned to him; 

(III) The offender’s demonstration of good faith efforts to make restitution to the victim of 

his conduct for the actual damages that were sustained…; 

(IV) The offender’s demonstration of good faith efforts to pay reasonable costs of parole 

supervision…; 

(V) The offender’s demonstration of good faith efforts to devote time to a specific 

employment or occupation; 

(VI) The offender’s good faith efforts to enroll in a school, college, university, or course of 

vocational or technical training designed to fit the student for gainful employment; 

(VII) Whether the offender has diligently attempted but has been unable to obtain 

employment that provides the offender sufficient income, whether the offender has an 

employment disability, or whether the offender’s age prevents him or her from obtaining 

employment; 

(VIII) The offender’s demonstration of good faith efforts to remain within prescribed 

geographical boundaries and notify the court or the parole officer of any change in the 

offender’s address or employment; 

(IX) The offender’s demonstration of good faith efforts to report as directed to the parole 

officer; 

(X) The offender’s demonstration of good faith efforts to participate in some type of 

community service work; 

(XI) The offender has not harassed the victim either verbally or in writing; 
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(XII) The offender’s demonstration of good faith efforts to provide support, including any 

court-ordered child support, for any minor children; 

(XIII) The offender’s participation in the literacy corrections programs. 

(b) Nothing in this subsection…shall preclude the board from considering factors 

other than those stated in paragraph (a)…when considering applicants for parole. 

Michael McDermott v. James McDonald 

24 P.3d 200 (Mont. 2001) 

Petitioner Michael McDermott (McDermott) is serving a thirty-year sentence for 

assault and felony bail jumping in the Crossroads Correctional Center. The Board of 

Pardons and Parole (Board) has denied his application for parole, based in part on his 

failure to participate in a sexual offender program (SOP). He petitions this Court for a 

writ of habeas corpus, alleging that the Board has illegally denied him parole. We deny 

his petition. 

BACKGROUND 

In May 1989, McDermott was charged by information with four counts of assault and 

four counts of incest against his two stepsons, then aged five and six. The information 

alleged that, between June 1985 and January 1986, McDermott assaulted his stepsons 

physically and sexually by burning their arms on the stove, knocking out their teeth, 

beating them on their legs, buttocks and penis with a wooden spoon and forcing them to 

engage in anal and oral intercourse. After being charged and released on bond, 

McDermott fled the jurisdiction. Eventually recaptured, he was extradited back to 

Montana and charged with an additional count of felony bail jumping. 

McDermott pled guilty to the assault and bail jumping charges in exchange for 

dismissal of the four incest counts. The District Court sentenced him to five years on each 

assault charge and ten years on the bail jumping charge, for a total sentence of thirty 

years. Because of the violent nature of the assaults, because he committed them against 

young victims and because the court found that he represents a substantial danger to 

society, McDermott was designated a dangerous offender for purposes of parole. 
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McDermott began serving his sentence in May 1992. At that time, an initial needs 

assessment concluded that he suffers from “severe sexual problems” and recommended 

that he participate in the prison’s treatment program for sexual offenders. McDermott 

elected not to participate in the SOP, and the Board later considered this fact during 

evaluations for placement in a prerelease center, for parole and for inmate classification 

purposes. 

McDermott first applied for parole in September 1998. After notice and a hearing, the 

Board denied his application, citing McDermott’s multiple offenses as well as their 

nature and severity. It noted that participation in the SOP would “enhance success on 

parole and further ensure that the applicant is willing and able to fulfill the obligations of 

a law-abiding citizen.” McDermott again chose not to participate. As a result, he had four 

points added to his classification status for noncompliance with the Board’s SOP 

recommendation. In September 1999, the Board again denied McDermott’s parole 

application, citing the nature and severity of his offenses as well as his failure to comply 

with the Board’s previous SOP recommendation. 

McDermott contends that by requiring him to complete an SOP as a condition to early 

release on parole, the Board infringed upon his liberty interest in parole without due 

process of law. He petitions this Court for a writ of habeas corpus ordering his immediate 

release and rescinding the four points added to his classification status. 

DISCUSSION 

Our due process analysis requires us to determine whether McDermott has a protected 

liberty interest in parole, and, if so, what process he is due and whether he received that 

process. 

A. McDermott’s Liberty Interest in Parole 

As a general rule, inmates have no liberty interest in parole. Greenholtz v. Inmates of 

the Nebraska Penal and Correctional Complex, 442 U.S. 1, 7 (1979). We have, however, 

recognized an exception to this general rule for inmates who committed their offenses 

prior to 1989. Before that year, Montana’s parole eligibility statute stated: “the board 
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shall release on parole…any person confined in the Montana state prison…when in its 

opinion there is reasonable probability that the prisoner can be released without detriment 

to the prisoner or to the community.” Section 46-23-201, MCA (emphasis added). The 

United States Supreme Court held that the mandatory language of this provision created a 

liberty interest in parole that is protected by the due process clause of the federal 

constitution. Board of Pardons v. Allen, 482 U.S. 369, 377 (1987).… 

B. The Process Due McDermott 

There is no absolute standard for what constitutes due process. Rather, the 

requirements of due process are flexible, so that they may be adapted to meet the 

procedural protections demanded by a particular situation. Thus, the process due in any 

given case varies according to the factual circumstances of the case, the nature of the 

interests at stake, and the risk of making an erroneous decision. 

It is well established that a parole release determination is not subject to all the due 

process protections required to convict or confine. Nor must a parole release 

determination provide the same due process protections as are required in a parole 

revocation hearing. These situations present a much greater risk of error than a parole 

release determination because incarceration, whether as a result of conviction or parole 

revocation, involves a loss of liberty. Denial of parole, on the other hand, involves the 

loss of the mere anticipation of freedom—freedom to which the lawfully-convicted 

inmate is otherwise not entitled. As a consequence, the United States Supreme Court has 

held that due process is satisfied when the prisoner seeking parole is, at a minimum, 

provided with an opportunity to be heard and a written statement explaining why he was 

denied parole. Greenholtz, 442 U.S. at 16. 

C. The Board’s Authority to Consider McDermott’s Participation in the SOP 

McDermott does not contend that he was denied an opportunity to come before the 

Board or that he did not receive a statement of the reasons his parole was denied. Rather, 

he argues that the Board does not have authority to consider his lack of participation in an 

SOP as a basis for denying him early release on parole. For support, he relies on two of 

this Court’s recent decisions: State v. Ommundson, 974 P.2d 620 (Mont. 1999), in which 
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we held that a district court could not force an offender to complete a sexual offender 

program that had no correlation or connection to the underlying offense, and State v. 

Field, 11 P.3d 1203 (Mont. 2000), in which we held that the Board had no authority to 

impose conditions on a probationer that were not a part of his original sentence. We 

conclude, however, that neither of these cases limit the Board’s authority to consider 

McDermott’s failure to participate in the recommended SOP. 

In Ommundson, the defendant pled guilty to driving under the influence of alcohol 

(DUI). After a presentence investigation revealed that he had more than ten previous 

convictions for indecent exposure, the district court conditioned suspension of the 

defendant’s DUI sentence on his participation in an SOP. On appeal, we struck down the 

SOP condition, holding that “a sentencing limitation or condition must have…some 

correlation or connection to the underlying offense for which the defendant is being 

sentenced.” We based our decision on the requirement of MCA §46-18-202(1)(e), that a 

sentence be “reasonably related to the objectives of rehabilitation and protection of the 

victim and society.”…Since he was not convicted of a sex offense, McDermott contends 

that the Board has no authority to condition his parole on his participation in an SOP. We 

find this argument without merit.… 

McDermott’s argument fails to recognize the fundamental difference between 

imposition of a sentence—as in Ommundson—and release on parole. A sentence, or 

condition included in that sentence, is a limitation on liberty. A condition on parole is not. 

The district court’s authority is properly restrained when it acts to limit an individual’s 

freedom. Once lawfully sentenced, however, a prisoner is not entitled to release prior to 

the completion of his full sentence. Parole, therefore, is a grant of liberty. A condition on 

parole only limits freedom to which the inmate is otherwise not entitled. As a general 

proposition, then, it is invalid to assume, as McDermott does, that the Board’s authority 

to set conditions precedent to parole is necessarily limited by a court’s sentencing 

authority.… 

Under both Montana and federal precedent, parole is a privilege and not a right. Since 

parole is granted as a matter of grace, rather than right, the state may offer such grace 

under and subject to such conditions as it considers most conducive to accomplish the 
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desired purpose. In Montana, that grace is offered only when, in the Board’s opinion, 

three conditions have been satisfied: “there is a reasonable probability that the prisoner 

can be released without detriment to the prisoner or to the community,” MCA §46-23-

201(1); when it is in “the best interests of society”; and when the prisoner “is able and 

willing to fulfill the obligations of a law-abiding citizen.” MCA §46-23-201(2). Rather 

than restricting the authority of the Board to set conditions precedent to parole, these 

provisions obligate the Board to ensure that no prisoner is released on parole who cannot 

meet these three criteria. 

As a complement to its broad discretion to grant, deny, or condition parole, the Board 

is authorized to consider factors that may not be considered by the district court at trial 

and sentencing. For instance, parole authorities are not limited to consideration of 

formally adjudicated cases when determining the likelihood of a prisoner’s success on 

parole. Christopher v. U.S. Board of Parole, 589 F.2d 924 (7th Cir. 1978). Moreover, 

they may consider evidence of offenses which were charged in dismissed counts. 

Robinson v. Hadden, 723 F.2d 59 (10th Cir. 1983). A parole board may even hear and 

consider evidence excluded at trial under the exclusionary rule. In re Martinez, 463 P.2d 

734 (Cal. 1970). In Montana, the Board is specifically required to “consider all pertinent 

information regarding each prisoner, including the circumstances of his offense, his 

previous social history and criminal record, his conduct, employment and attitude in 

prison, and the reports of any physical and mental examinations which have been made.” 

MCA §46-23-202. 

We conclude that the Board’s authority to condition parole is not limited by our 

holding in Ommundson. Furthermore, the Board’s statutory authority is broad enough to 

permit its consideration of McDermott’s dismissed incest counts, the results of his initial 

needs assessment showing severe sexual problems and his refusal to participate in an 

SOP when determining whether to grant him an early release on parole. 

McDermott’s second argument is based on this Court’s recent holding in Field. In that 

case, we held that the Board could not impose a condition on a probationer’s postrelease 

conduct that was not specifically authorized by his sentence. Field dealt with a prisoner 

who had served the full term of his unsuspended sentence and was released on probation. 
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Prior to release, the Board imposed the condition that he have no unsupervised contact 

with minors. Violation of this condition was later used to rescind the probation and return 

Field to prison. On appeal, this Court applied MCA §46-18-801, which provides that no 

“offender may be deprived of a civil or constitutional right except as provided in the 

Montana Constitution or as specifically enumerated by the sentencing judge as a 

necessary condition of the sentence.…” We reversed recision of the suspended sentence 

after determining that the condition that Field have no unsupervised contact with minors 

was a violation of his constitutional right to freedom of association and that it was not 

specifically included as a condition of his sentence. 

McDermott argues that the Board’s authority to impose conditions on his parole can 

be no greater than its authority to impose postsentence conditions on Field. He contends 

that, even if the District Court had the authority to impose a condition that he participate 

in an SOP as part of his sentence, no such condition was included. Therefore, he asserts, 

as in Field, the Board cannot now impose it as a condition of his release. We disagree. 

In applying this Court’s holding in Field, it is important to distinguish release on 

parole and release on probation. Parole, as stated above, is a discretionary grant of 

freedom from incarceration. Probation is an original condition of sentence that, for some 

period of time, the offender will not be incarcerated.…Under Field, the Board has no 

authority to impose conditions on probation that were not part of the original sentence 

because, under the terms of the sentence, Field was entitled to be released at the time and 

under the conditions set by the court. But Field does not limit the Board’s authority to 

place conditions on parole. The Board’s placement of a condition on probation is a 

restriction on someone who would otherwise be free. A condition on parole is a limited 

grant of freedom to someone who would otherwise be incarcerated. We conclude that our 

holding in Field does not limit the Board’s authority to impose conditions on parole and 

is not relevant to McDermott’s case. 

CONCLUSION 

Under MCA §46-23-201,…the Board must consider “all pertinent information 

regarding the prisoner.” McDermott, while not a convicted sex offender, had four counts 
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of incest dismissed pursuant to a plea bargain. He has been identified as having severe 

sexual problems. His completion—or lack of completion—of the SOP is pertinent to his 

ability to be released without “detriment to the…community” and “to fulfill the 

obligations of a law-abiding citizen.” Therefore, the Board was well within its authority 

to consider McDermott’s refusal to enroll in the recommended SOP when it denied his 

application for an early release. 

PROBLEM 11-5. BEING UNDER THE WEATHER 

On October 20, 1981, Kathy Boudin was arrested in conjunction with the robbery of 

an armored car during which the driver, Peter Paige, had been killed. Boudin had not 

participated in the planning of the robbery of $1.6 million, and was unarmed at the time 

of her arrest. She belonged to a radical group, the Weather Underground, that was willing 

to use violence to support its goals. After the robbery Boudin was riding in a U-Haul 

truck with those who had participated in the robbery. When the U-Haul was stopped at a 

roadblock, Boudin immediately surrendered to the police. Shortly thereafter, as police 

attempted to open the back of the truck, shooting erupted, and two police officers were 

killed. 

Boudin pled guilty under New York’s felony murder statute. She was sentenced to 20 

years to life in prison for her role in the robbery. No charges were filed against her in 

connection with the death of the officers since she had already surrendered at the time 

they were killed. At sentencing, Judge Ritter imposed what he characterized as a 

“minimal” but “just” sentence. He explained his reasons for doing so: “In my judgment 

there is evidence of honest contrition and remorse, and abhorrence of violence as a 

technique to further goals, however noble.” He concluded that Boudin’s role in the 

tragedy was a “secondary one,” and stated that there was no evidence to believe she was 

guilty of “any form of terrorist activity.” Finally, Judge Ritter stated, “I see no reason in 

the world why Miss Boudin should not be paroled at the expiration of the twenty years.” 

In prison Boudin was a model inmate. At Bedford Hills, New York’s prison for 

women, she established a program for women inmates with HIV that served as the model 

for such programs nationwide. In addition, she set up programs in adult literacy and for 
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incarcerated women with children. In that capacity she organized workshops and 

developed curricula. She also completed a master’s degree in adult education while in 

prison and published widely on HIV, literacy, mother-child relationships, and higher 

education. 

At her first parole hearing in August 2001, Boudin was denied parole; the parole board 

stated that “due to the violent nature and circumstances of the instant offenses,” Boudin’s 

release “would be incompatible with the welfare of society and would serve to deprecate 

the seriousness of the criminal behavior herein so as to undermine respect for the law.” 

At her second parole hearing in May 2003, the board again refused to grant her parole, 

because of the seriousness of the crimes and the fact that three individuals died in the 

crime spree. 

After the second parole hearing, a New York judge ordered a new hearing because the 

parole board had failed to consider adequately Judge Ritter’s remarks at sentencing and 

Boudin’s remarkable record while in prison. At her third hearing in the summer of 2003, 

the board granted Boudin parole, effective October 1, 2003. 

To what extent should Judge Ritter’s remarks influence the parole board’s decision? 

Should it have mattered to the parole board that some but not all of the victims’ family 

members opposed the grant of parole? Would the parole decision for Boudin have been 

different under Colorado’s parole guidelines (reprinted above)? Under Montana’s parole 

rules (discussed in the McDermott case above)? 

NOTES 

1. Representation requirements and expertise. Parole board members are usually 

appointed by the governor for fixed terms. Traditional membership requirements include 

backgrounds in psychology and social work to assess the likely behavior and 

rehabilitation of inmates. More modern membership requirements focus on diverse 

representation, sometimes including specific allocation of spots to members of different 

political parties. The assumptions underlying the representation requirements on parole 

boards have changed over time. Why do statutes like the Iowa provisions now require 

membership of community members, religious leaders, and members of minority groups? 
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What influence can a “disinterested layperson” have if the other members of the parole 

board appear to be more knowledgeable in criminal justice matters? 

2. Political insulation. The structure and composition of parole boards can 

determine to what extent politics influences parole decision making. For instance, 

Colorado has two separate institutions to address parole issues: the parole board, which 

makes individual parole decisions, and the commission to review and approve parole 

guidelines. The commission membership includes the attorney general, the executive 

director of the department of public safety, the executive director of the department of 

corrections, the chairperson of the state board of parole, the chairperson of a community 

corrections board, a parole officer, a law enforcement officer, and a private citizen. Why 

would Colorado create a separate body to set parole policy? Should a jurisdiction seek to 

maximize the political insulation of parole decision makers or instead create structures 

that ensure political accountability in parole decisions? 

3. Right to parole. As noted in McDermott, in Greenholtz v. Inmates of the Nebraska 

Penal and Correctional Complex, 442 U.S. 1 (1979), the Supreme Court held that state 

prisoners do not have a constitutional right to parole and that there is no constitutionally 

protected interest in receiving parole unless a state’s parole statute contains mandatory 

language restricting the parole board’s discretion. In such a case, the prisoner develops a 

legitimate expectation of parole that cannot be denied without due process. In Greenholtz, 

the Supreme Court held that the due process requirement was satisfied through an 

informal hearing in which the inmate had an opportunity to present letters and statements 

on his behalf. 

4. Parole procedures. Parole hearings are typically open to the public, and the 

offender as well as the victim or the victim’s family are allowed to make statements. The 

members of the parole board are furnished information about the offense committed, the 

offender’s behavior while incarcerated, and reports from prison psychiatrists, if 

applicable. Although the precise contours of prisoners’ due process rights in parole 

proceedings have not been definitively established, most jurisdictions tend to provide a 

hearing (with prior notice provided), a defined opportunity for the presentation of 

information by the inmate, notice of the criteria used to make the parole decision, and 
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notice of the decision together with reasons for denial. See Victoria J. Palacios, Go and 

Sin No More: Rationality and Release Decisions by Parole Boards, 45 S.C. L. Rev. 567 

(1994). 

5. Discretionary and mandatory parole releases and good time. Parole release 

schemes in which parole boards have nearly unfettered discretion to determine a release 

date have fallen out of favor over the past few years. Parole decision making has become 

increasingly structured, and mandatory releases to parole supervision are much more 

common now than in the past. To reflect the increase in mandatory supervised released 

from prison—which defines 98 percent of prisoners released from the federal system, and 

a smaller proportion in the states—federal crime statisticians have changed the categories 

around which they monitor parole trends. See Lauren E. Glaze & Thomas E. Bonczar, 

Probation and Parole in the United States, 2010 (NCJ 236019, Nov. 2011). Mandatory 

release occurs largely in determinate sentencing systems, in which inmates are 

conditionally released from prison after serving a portion of their original sentence minus 

any good time earned. In the report on 2010 data, Glaze and Bonczar noted a several year 

decline in the total number of people on parole, after decades of growth. They note that 

“Declines in California, Florida, Minnesota, Texas, and Maryland accounted for 54% of 

the total decrease among states whose probation population declined during 2010. 

California (down 18,854 probationers) and Florida (down 11,228) accounted for almost a 

third of the decrease.” 

Inmates earn so-called good-time credit for obeying prison rules. The ceiling on good-

time credits varies by jurisdiction. In the past, inmates in some systems earned a day (or 

more) of good time for every day served. This led to heavy criticism, as inmates were 

released substantially earlier than the community and the victims expected. 

Many systems now cap good time at 15% of the total sentence imposed, and they have 

been encouraged to do so by federal funding criteria for prison construction grants. Under 

the federal prison-building “truth-in-sentencing” grants, states received building grants 

only if they kept violent offenders incarcerated for 85% of the prison time imposed. See 

generally Paula Ditton & Doris James Wilson, Truth in Sentencing in State Prisons 

(Bureau of Justice Statistics, NCJ 170032, 1999). The Minnesota system began with a 
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good-time provision allowing credits of up to 33% of the pronounced term, but 

legislation later cut back on that authorization. See Minn. Stat. ch. 244. Why would a 

legislature decrease good-time credits inmates can earn? What advantages are there in an 

increase of good-time credits? Consider these questions from the perspective of a warden, 

a state legislator, and a member of a crime-ridden community. 

6. Elimination of parole and other changes in parole rules. More than a dozen 

states have abolished early release by a parole board for all offenders, and several others 

have significantly restricted parole either through formal legal limits on eligibility or 

through the evolving decision making by parole boards. Even in states that have retained 

parole, parole boards have become more hesitant to grant it. In Texas, for example, 57% 

of all cases considered for parole release in 1988 were approved; by 1998 that figure had 

dropped to 20%. See Joan Petersilia, Parole and Prisoner Reentry in the United States, 26 

Crime & Just. 479 (1999). 

Defendants sometimes claim that formal changes in the rules governing parole 

eligibility can transgress the U.S. Constitution’s ex post facto clause. In Johnson v. 

Commissioner of Corrections, 786 A.2d 1091 (Conn. 2002), the Connecticut Supreme 

Court cited such constitutional concerns when interpreting a state change in release rules 

(the new rules made violent offenders eligible for parole release only after serving 85% 

rather than 50% of their sentences) to apply only prospectively. In a similar vein, but 

reaching a different sort of result, the Supreme Court in Garner v. Jones, 529 U.S. 244 

(2000), examined whether the retroactive application of a Georgia law permitting the 

extension of intervals between parole considerations violated the ex post facto clause. 

Defining the inquiry in terms of whether Georgia’s change in parole rules created “a 

sufficient risk of increasing the measure of punishment attached to the covered crimes,” 

the Court sent the case back to the court of appeals to determine whether the change in 

Georgia’s parole board rules did create a significant risk of increased punishment for 

inmate Jones. 

7. Supervised release under the federal sentencing guidelines. As part of the 

Sentencing Reform Act of 1984, federal law formally eliminated parole and recast post-

incarceration supervision in terms of “supervised release.” Federal judges must impose a 
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term of supervised release if the offender is sentenced to at least one year in prison. The 

length of supervised release depends on the seriousness of the felony committed, ranging 

from a minimum of one year for minor felonies and the most serious misdemeanors to 

five years for the most serious felonies. Select offenses allow for the imposition of a life 

term of supervised release. 

In addition, the district court may impose a specific condition of supervision so long as 

the condition meets four criteria: (1) it must be reasonably related to specified sentencing 

factors, namely the nature and circumstances of the offense and the history and 

characteristics of the defendant; (2) it must be reasonably related to the need to afford 

adequate deterrence, to protect the public from further crimes of the defendant, and to 

provide the defendant with necessary educational or vocational training, medical care, or 

other correctional treatment in the most effective manner; (3) it must involve no greater 

deprivation of liberty than is reasonably necessary to achieve these goals; and (4) it must 

be consistent with any pertinent policy statements issued by the U.S. Sentencing 

Commission. See 18 U.S.C. §§3583(d), 3563(d), 3553. 

To what extent do parole and supervised release differ? How are they similar? 

Suppose a person who runs a credit repair business is convicted of conspiracy to 

distribute methamphetamine and has a prior conviction for passing counterfeit notes. In 

light of the provisions for supervised release, would it be appropriate for a court to 

impose on the defendant an occupational restriction demanding that he inform his clients 

of the conviction? See United States v. Britt, 332 F.3d 1229 (9th Cir. 2003). 

8. International tribunals. Under the Statute of the International Criminal Court, the 

court reviews a sentence after the offender has served two-thirds of the sentence imposed. 

At that point the sentence may be reduced and the individual may qualify for early 

release. The statute contemplates that early release is to be granted only to individuals 

who have cooperated with prosecutors, have made attempts at reparation, and appear 

capable of benefiting from early release. The gravity of the offense also matters. How 

parole is to work in practice, however, remains unresolved. It is unclear, for example, to 

what country the offender should be released on parole—the country of imprisonment, 

the home state, or possibly a third country close to the home state. 
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b. Parole Conditions 

Like sentencing courts, which establish conditions of probation (see Chapter 8), parole 

boards often establish conditions of parole. Some parole conditions are mandated by 

statute, but others are imposed as individualized requirements. As you review the 

following materials, consider what sorts of parole conditions should be mandated in all 

cases, and which should be applied on a case-by-case basis or never applied at all. 

Alaska Statutes §33.16.150 

(a) As a condition of parole, a prisoner released on special medical, discretionary, or 

mandatory parole 

(1) shall obey all state, federal, or local laws or ordinances, and any court orders applicable 

to the parolee; 

(2) shall make diligent efforts to maintain steady employment or meet family obligations; 

(3) shall, if involved in education, counseling, training, or treatment, continue in the 

program unless granted permission from the parole officer assigned to the parolee to 

discontinue the program; 

(4) shall report (A) upon release to the parole officer assigned to the parolee; (B) at other 

times, and in the manner, prescribed by the board or the parole officer assigned to the parolee; 

(5) shall reside at a stated place and not change that residence without notifying, and 

receiving permission from, the parole officer assigned to the parolee; 

(6) shall remain within stated geographic limits unless written permission to depart from 

the stated limits is granted the parolee; 

(7) may not use, possess, handle, purchase, give, distribute, or administer a controlled 

substance…or a drug for which a prescription is required under state or federal law without a 

prescription from a licensed medical professional to the parolee; 

(8) may not possess or control a firearm…; 

(9) may not enter into an agreement or other arrangement with a law enforcement agency 

or officer that will place the parolee in the position of violating a law or parole condition 
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without the prior approval of the board; 

(10) may not contact or correspond with anyone confined in a correctional facility of any 

type serving any term of imprisonment or a felon without the permission of the parole officer 

assigned to a parolee; 

(11) shall agree to waive extradition from any state or territory of the United States and to 

not contest efforts to return the parolee to the state; 

(12) shall provide a blood sample, an oral sample, or both, when requested by a health care 

professional acting on behalf of the state to provide the sample or samples, or an oral sample 

when requested by a juvenile or adult correctional, probation, or parole officer, or a peace 

officer, if the prisoner is being released after a conviction of an offense requiring the state to 

collect the sample or samples for the deoxyribonucleic acid identification system under AS 

44.41.035. 

(13) from a conviction for a sex offense shall submit to regular periodic polygraph 

examinations.… 

(b) The board may require as a condition of special medical, discretionary, or 

mandatory parole, or a member of the board acting for the board under (e) of this section 

may require as a condition of mandatory parole, that a prisoner released on parole 

(1) not possess or control a defensive weapon, a deadly weapon other than an ordinary 

pocket knife with a blade three inches or less in length, or ammunition for a firearm, or reside 

in a residence where there is a firearm capable of being concealed on one’s person or a 

prohibited weapon…; 

(2) refrain from possessing or consuming alcoholic beverages; 

(3) submit to reasonable searches and seizures by a parole officer, or a peace officer acting 

under the direction of a parole officer; 

(4) submit to appropriate medical, mental health, or controlled substance or alcohol 

examination, treatment, or counseling; 

(5) submit to periodic examinations designed to detect the use of alcohol or controlled 

substances; 
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(6) make restitution ordered by the court according to a schedule established by the board; 

(7) refrain from opening, maintaining, or using a checking account or charge account; 

(8) refrain from entering into a contract other than a prenuptial contract or a marriage 

contract; 

(9) refrain from operating a motor vehicle; 

(10) refrain from entering an establishment where alcoholic beverages are served, sold, or 

otherwise dispensed; 

(11) refrain from participating in any other activity or conduct reasonably related to the 

parolee’s offense, prior record, behavior or prior behavior, current circumstances, or perceived 

risk to the community, or from associating with any other person that the board determines is 

reasonably likely to diminish the rehabilitative goals of parole, or that may endanger the public; 

in the case of special medical parole, for a prisoner diagnosed with a communicable disease, 

comply with conditions set by the board designed to prevent the transmission of the disease.… 

(f) In addition to other conditions of parole imposed under this section, the board may 

impose as a condition of special medical, discretionary, or mandatory parole for a 

prisoner serving a term for a crime involving domestic violence (1) any of the terms of 

protective orders…; (2) a requirement that, at the prisoner’s expense, the prisoner 

participate in and complete, to the satisfaction of the board, a program for the 

rehabilitation of perpetrators of domestic violence that meets the standards set by, and 

that is approved by, the department…; and (3) any other condition necessary to 

rehabilitate the prisoner.… 

Colorado Revised Statutes §16-11.7-105(2) 

Each sex offender placed on parole by the state board of parole…shall be required, as 

a condition of such parole, to undergo treatment to the extent appropriate to such 

offender.…Any such treatment shall be at a facility or with a person certified or approved 

by the board and at such offender’s expense, based upon such offender’s ability to pay for 

such treatment. 

PROBLEM 11-6. BANISHMENT 
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John Beavers was paroled from prison after serving 7 years of a 30-year sentence. As 

one of the special conditions of his parole, he was barred from Houston County, 

Alabama, where he and his family had lived prior to his incarceration. When he returned 

to Houston County without permission to see his two young daughters, he was arrested, 

and his parole was revoked. On appeal, what arguments should Beavers’s counsel make 

to attack the revocation? Is the underlying parole condition constitutional? What purpose 

does the condition serve? See Beavers v. State, 666 So. 2d 868 (Ala. Crim. App. 1995). 

PROBLEM 11-7. COMPUTER CONDITION 

Gregory Sofsky received on his home computer via the Internet more than 1,000 

images of child pornography in the form of both still and moving pictures. He did not 

produce any of the images but transferred some of them to CD-ROM disks. In addition, 

he used the Internet to exchange images of child pornography with other (apparently like-

minded) individuals. He is prosecuted for receiving child pornography, a federal offense. 

The presentence report recommended that the judge impose a three-year period of 

supervised release. In addition to the standard conditions of supervised release, the report 

suggested that the court impose three special conditions: (1) the defendant must 

participate in mental health treatment, including a program for sexual disorders; (2) the 

defendant must permit a search of his premises at any time on reasonable suspicion that 

contraband or evidence of a violation of a condition of supervision may be found; and (3) 

the defendant must not view, purchase, or possess child pornography. The court followed 

the report’s recommendations and added a fourth condition: the defendant must not 

“access a computer, the Internet, or bulletin board systems at any time, unless approved 

by the probation officer.” 

On appeal Sofsky challenges the conditions of his supervised release. What standard 

of review should the appellate court apply? How should it assess the validity of the four 

conditions? For different answers, see United States v. Sofsky, 287 F.3d 122 (2d Cir. 

2002); United States v. Paul, 274 F.3d 155 (5th Cir. 2002); United States v. White, 244 

F.3d 1199 (10th Cir. 2001); United States v. Crandon, 173 F.3d 122 (3d Cir. 1999). 

NOTES 
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1. Parole conditions. Paroled inmates are released before their maximum 

sentence has expired, but usually they must report regularly to a parole officer and 

comply with a host of conditions, such as finding a job, abstaining from alcohol and 

illegal drugs, and not associating with convicted felons. In what settings do such 

apparently benign conditions become more onerous? Consider the predicament of a 

parolee who, having returned from prison to live with his parents, is visited one afternoon 

by his elder brother, a convicted felon. 

At year-end 2005, about 70% of all parolees were under active parole supervision, 

which meant they were required to maintain regular contact with their parole officers. 

About 10% of parolees could not be located. Lauren E. Glaze & Thomas E. Bonczar, 

Probation and Parole in the United States, 2005 at 6 (NCJ 215091, November 2006). In 

2010, about 82% were on active status. Lauren E. Glaze & Thomas E. Bonczar, 

Probation and Parole in the United States, 2010 (NCJ 236019, Nov. 2011). 

2. Evolving nature of parole supervision and services. The rise of determinate 

sentences and the corresponding reduced reliance on parole mechanisms have 

significantly changed the nature of postrelease supervision. Professor Joan Petersilia has 

observed an evolution in parole supervision toward controlling the offender at the 

expense of providing social services necessary for reentry into society: 

Historically, parole agents were viewed as paternalistic figures who mixed authority with help. 

Officers provided direct services (e.g., counseling) and also knew the community and brokered 

services (e.g., job training) to needy offenders. Parole was originally designed to make the 

transition from prison to the community more gradual, and, during this time, parole officers 

were to assist the offender in addressing personal problems and searching for employment and 

a place to live. Many parole agencies still do assist in these “service” activities. Increasingly, 

however, parole supervision has shifted away from providing services to parolees and more 

toward monitoring and surveillance (e.g., drug testing, monitoring curfews, and collecting 

restitution).… 

There are a number of reasons for this. For one, a greater number of parole conditions are 

being assigned to released prisoners. In the federal system, for example, between 1987 and 

1996 the proportion of offenders required to comply with at least one special supervision 
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condition increased from 67 percent of entrants to 91 percent.… 

It is also true that the fiscal crises experienced in most states in recent years reduced the 

number of treatment and job-training programs in the community at large, and given the fear 

and suspicion surrounding ex-convicts, these persons are usually placed at the end of the 

waiting lists.…If there is one common complaint among parole officers in the United States, it 

is the lack of available treatment and job programs for parolees.… 

The main reason, however, that “services” are not delivered to most parolees is that parole 

supervision has been transformed ideologically from a social service to a law enforcement 

system. 

Joan Petersilia, Parole and Prisoner Reentry in the United States, 26 Crime & Just. 479, 

506-508 (1999). 

c. Parole Revocation 

Should parolees be returned to prison for committing any infraction of the terms of 

parole? What procedures should be used to determine whether an offender has violated 

parole? 

Consider the statistics described in the following study of prisoners. What accounts for 

the dramatic increase in reincarcerated parole violators? Should violation of a reporting 

condition, a geographic restriction, a work requirement, or a drug screen be cause for 

automatic parole revocation? If not, when is revocation called for? 

Trends in Parole Supervision, 1990-2000, Timothy A. Hughes, Doris James Wilson, 

and Allen J. Beck 

Bureau of Justice Statistics (Sept. 2001) 

RE-RELEASES AN INCREASING PORTION OF STATE PAROLE ENTRIES 

Among parole entries, the percentage who had been re-released rose between 1990 

and 1999. Re-releases are persons leaving prison after having served time either for a 

violation of parole or other conditional release or for a new offense committed while 

under parole supervision. In 1990, 27% of entries to parole were re-releases; in 1999, 
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45% were re-releases.… 

After having been returned to prison for a parole or conditional release violation, re-

releases served on average 13 months in prison in 1999. From 1990 to 1999 their average 

time served in prison following re-admission increased by 2 months. In both years about 

7 in 10 re-releases had served less than 12 months in prison.… 

PAROLE SUCCESS RATES UNCHANGED SINCE 1990 

Of the 410,613 discharges from State parole in 1999, 42% successfully completed 

their term of supervision, 43% were returned to prison or jail, and 10% absconded. In 

1990, 45% of State parole discharges were successful. Between 1990 and 1999 the 

percent successful among State parole discharges has ranged from 42% to 49%, without 

any distinct trend. 

States differed in their rate of success among parole discharges. States with the highest 

rates of success in 1999 were Massachusetts and Mississippi (at 83% each), followed by 

North Carolina (80%) and North Dakota (79%). Utah (18%) and California (21%) had 

the lowest rates of success in 1999. 

When comparing State success rates for parole discharges, differences may be due to 

variations in parole populations, such as age at prison release, criminal history, and most 

serious offense. Success rates may also differ based on the intensity of supervision and 

the parole agency policies related to revocation of technical violators. 

SUCCESS RATES HIGHEST AMONG FIRST RELEASES AND DISCRETIONARY PAROLE 

RELEASES 

In every year during the 1990’s, first releases to State parole were more likely to have 

been successful than re-releases. Among State parole discharges in 1990, 56% of first 

releases successfully completed their supervision, compared to 15% of re-releases. Of all 

those exiting parole in 1999, 63% of first releases were successful, compared to 21% of 

re-releases. 

Success rates also varied by method of release. In every year between 1990 and 1999, 
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State prisoners released by a parole board had higher success rates than those released 

through mandatory parole. Among parole discharges in 1999, 54% of discretionary 

parolees were successful compared to 33% of those who had received mandatory 

parole.… 

AMONG PAROLE DISCHARGES, SUCCESS RATES ROSE FOR BLACKS AND HISPANICS; 

DROPPED FOR WHITES 

Between 1990 and 1999 the success rates among State parole discharges increased 

from 33% to 39% among blacks and increased from 31% to 51% among Hispanics, but 

dropped from 44% to 41% among whites. The 11 percentage-point difference in success 

rates between white and black parole discharges in 1990 narrowed to less than 2 

percentage points in 1999.… 

For female parole discharges, the rate of success rose over 10 percentage points (from 

37% in 1990 to 48% in 1999). The success rate among male parole discharges increased 

from 36% to 39%. 

Older parole discharges had the highest rates of success in both years. Accounting for 

2.1% of discharges in 1999, parolees age 55 or older had the highest rate of successful 

completion (55%). Among parole discharges in other age groups, success rates fluctuated 

between 36% and 43%.… 

NUMBER OF PAROLE VIOLATORS RETURNED TO PRISON CONTINUED TO RISE 

DURING THE 1990’S 

In 1999, 197,606 parole violators were returned to State prison, up from 27,177 in 

1980 and 131,502 in 1990. As a percentage of all admissions to State prison, parole 

violators more than doubled from 17% in 1980 to 35% in 1999. Between 1990 and 1999 

the number of parole violators rose 50%, while the number of new court commitments 

rose 7%.… 

In 1999 parole violators accounted for more than 50% of State prison admission in 

California (67%), Utah (55%), Montana (53%), and Louisiana (53%). In five States—

Florida (7%), Alabama (9%), Indiana (10%), Mississippi (10%) and West Virginia 
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(10%)—parole violators comprised 10% or less of all admissions.… 

Based on personal interviews of State inmates, an estimated 24% of prisoners in 1997 

said they were on parole at the time of the offense for which they were serving time in 

prison (up from 22% in 1991).… 

70% OF PAROLE VIOLATORS IN PRISON IN 1997 RETURNED FOR A NEW OFFENSE 

Among parole violators in State prison in 1997, 215,964 (85%) reported that their 

parole had been revoked or taken away for violating the conditions of their release. Of 

that number, 70% said that their parole had been revoked because of an arrest or 

conviction for a new offense; 22% said they had absconded or otherwise failed to report 

to a parole officer; 16% said they had a drug-related violation; and 18% reported other 

reasons such as possession of a gun, maintaining contact with known felons, or failure to 

maintain employment. 

HALF OF PAROLE VIOLATORS INCARCERATED IN 3 STATES 

The three largest State prison systems (California, Texas, and New York) held over 

half of all parole violators in prison in 1997. California held 22% of all parole violators in 

prison, Texas, 21%, and New York, 8%. Within each of these States, the percentage of 

prisoners who were parole violators was higher than the national level: 39% in Texas, 

38% in California, and 28% in New York, compared to 24% nationally. 

Among parole violators returned to prison, those held in California (60%) were the 

least likely to have been arrested or convicted for a new offense and the most likely to 

have been returned for a drug violation (23%). About 11% of parole violators in New 

York and Texas reported a drug violation as a reason for their return to prison.… 

New York had the highest percentage of parole violators in prison who were black 

(54%), followed by Texas (50%) and California (33%). In New York, 11% of parole 

violators were white; in Texas, 23%; in California, 31%. The percent Hispanic among 

parole violators ranged from 26% to 33% in the three States. 

New York had the highest percentage of parole violators convicted of a violent offense 
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(41%), compared to 33% in Texas and 24% in California. New York also had the highest 

percentage of parole violators returned for a drug offense (34%), compared to 27% in 

California and 21% in Texas.… 

NOTES 

1. The purposes of parole. Traditionally, parole was supposed to help an offender 

reenter society successfully. Parole officers often had a background in social work. In 

recent years, the function of parole and the background of parole officers have changed 

dramatically. Parole is increasingly viewed as a way to control offenders once they are 

back in the community. Parole officers more often have a criminal justice background 

and see themselves as enforcers of rules rather than as assistants in the reintegration 

project. Parole violators thus tend to be returned to prison. In some jurisdictions, 

however, parole may be revoked but then immediately reinstated, often with new 

conditions added or following a warning that continued infractions will result in 

imprisonment. Do such differences in the enforcement culture account for the nationally 

disparate numbers of parole violators who return to prison? 

2. Types of violations. Data on parole violations tends to distinguish technical 

violations from new offenses. Technical violations may include failing to meet with the 

parole officer, testing positive for drugs, or leaving the jurisdiction without informing the 

parole officer. Why should technical violations lead to reincarceration? What other 

sanctions are available? A recent study of juvenile parolees indicated that young parolees 

who test positive for drugs during their first three months on parole are more likely to 

commit offenses while on parole than are other parolees. How can such findings be used 

to prevent later parole violations? 

3. Revocation procedures. The rights of parolees at revocation proceedings are limited 

since such proceedings are not part of a criminal prosecution and the liberty of parolees is 

considered only conditional. In Pennsylvania Board of Probation and Parole v. Scott, 524 

U.S. 357 (1998), for example, the Supreme Court held that the exclusionary rule does not 

apply to parole revocation hearings. In Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 470 (1972), 

however, the Supreme Court set out the necessary due process protections in parole 
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revocation hearings, including written notice of the claimed violations of parole, 

disclosure to the parolee of the evidence against him, opportunity to be heard in person 

and to present witnesses and documentary evidence, the right in general to confront and 

cross-examine adverse witnesses, the right to be heard by a “neutral and detached” body 

whose members need not be judicial officers, and a written statement by the factfinders 

as to the evidence relied on and reasons for revoking parole. In some states the 

proceeding is heard by the parole board, in others by an administrative law judge. Many 

states allow for appeals from an adverse decision. 

4. Reentry courts. Because of the large number of parole violators who return to 

prison and the concomitant expense, criminal justice professionals and politicians have 

renewed their focus on the reentry of prisoners into the community. Some federally 

funded projects have established reentry courts that follow the model of drug courts 

(discussed in Chapter 8). A judge regularly sees a parolee and monitors her progress. 

Successive violations carry sanctions of increasing magnitude, and successful program 

participation carries small rewards. The goal is to allow for occasional violations of 

parole rules but to prevent future crime while assisting the offender in her reintegration. 

2. Civil Commitment 

Parole provides a certain check on released offenders, largely by requiring that they 

report regularly to their parole officers, but it does not prevent all crime. Offenders who 

are considered very dangerous may be released from prison at their mandatory release 

date. What should society do in that situation? One possibility is an enhanced level of 

parole in which released offenders are monitored through electronic bracelets or are 

subject to unannounced visits by parole officers. 

In the highly charged cases of sexual offenders, however, state legislators may not be 

willing to risk another offense. Therefore, a number of states have adopted special civil 

commitment statutes for sexual offenders. In most such cases, civil commitment appears 

to equate to life imprisonment. Is civil commitment for sex offenders constitutional? 

What types of safeguards have to be in place? 

Kansas v. Leroy Hendricks 
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521 U.S. 346 (1997) 

THOMAS, J. 

In 1994, Kansas enacted the Sexually Violent Predator Act, which establishes 

procedures for the civil commitment of persons who, due to a “mental abnormality” or a 

“personality disorder,” are likely to engage in “predatory acts of sexual violence.” Kan. 

Stat. Ann. §59-29a01 et seq. The State invoked the Act for the first time to commit Leroy 

Hendricks, an inmate who had a long history of sexually molesting children, and who 

was scheduled for release from prison shortly after the Act became law. Hendricks 

challenged his commitment on, inter alia, “substantive” due process, double jeopardy, 

and ex post facto grounds.… 

I. BACKGROUND 

A. Sexually Violent Predator Act 

The Kansas Legislature enacted the Sexually Violent Predator Act (Act) in 1994 to 

grapple with the problem of managing repeat sexual offenders. [The] legislature 

determined that existing civil commitment procedures were inadequate to confront the 

risks presented by “sexually violent predators.” In the Act’s preamble, the legislature 

explained: 

[Sexually] violent predators’ likelihood of engaging in repeat acts of predatory sexual violence 

is high. The existing involuntary commitment procedure…is inadequate to address the risk 

these sexually violent predators pose to society. The legislature further finds that the prognosis 

for rehabilitating sexually violent predators in a prison setting is poor, the treatment needs of 

this population are very long term and the treatment modalities for this population are very 

different than the traditional treatment modalities for people appropriate for commitment under 

the [general involuntary civil commitment statute]. 

Kan. Stat. Ann. §59-29a01. 

As a result, the Legislature found it necessary to establish “a civil commitment 

procedure for the long-term care and treatment of the sexually violent predator.” The Act 

defined a “sexually violent predator” as: “any person who has been convicted of or 
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charged with a sexually violent offense and who suffers from a mental abnormality or 

personality disorder which makes the person likely to engage in the predatory acts of 

sexual violence.”§59-29a02(a). A “mental abnormality” was defined, in turn, as a 

“congenital or acquired condition affecting the emotional or volitional capacity which 

predisposes the person to commit sexually violent offenses in a degree constituting such 

person a menace to the health and safety of others.” 

As originally structured, the Act’s civil commitment procedures pertained to: (1) a 

presently confined person who, like Hendricks, “has been convicted of a sexually violent 

offense” and is scheduled for release; (2) a person who has been “charged with a sexually 

violent offense” but has been found incompetent to stand trial; (3) a person who has been 

found “not guilty by reason of insanity of a sexually violent offense”; and (4) a person 

found “not guilty” of a sexually violent offense because of a mental disease or defect. 

The initial version of the Act, as applied to a currently confined person such as 

Hendricks, was designed to initiate a specific series of procedures. The custodial agency 

was required to notify the local prosecutor 60 days before the anticipated release of a 

person who might have met the Act’s criteria. The prosecutor was then obligated, within 

45 days, to decide whether to file a petition in state court seeking the person’s involuntary 

commitment. If such a petition were filed, the court was to determine whether “probable 

cause” existed to support a finding that the person was a “sexually violent predator” and 

thus eligible for civil commitment. Upon such a determination, transfer of the individual 

to a secure facility for professional evaluation would occur. After that evaluation, a trial 

would be held to determine beyond a reasonable doubt whether the individual was a 

sexually violent predator. If that determination were made, the person would then be 

transferred to the custody of the Secretary of Social and Rehabilitation Services 

(Secretary) for “control, care and treatment until such time as the person’s mental 

abnormality or personality disorder has so changed that the person is safe to be at large.” 

In addition to placing the burden of proof upon the State, the Act afforded the 

individual a number of other procedural safeguards. In the case of an indigent person, the 

State was required to provide, at public expense, the assistance of counsel and an 

examination by mental health care professionals. The individual also received the right to 
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present and cross-examine witnesses, and the opportunity to review documentary 

evidence presented by the State. 

Once an individual was confined, the Act required that “the involuntary detention or 

commitment…shall conform to constitutional requirements for care and treatment.” 

Confined persons were afforded three different avenues of review: First, the committing 

court was obligated to conduct an annual review to determine whether continued 

detention was warranted. Second, the Secretary was permitted, at any time, to decide that 

the confined individual’s condition had so changed that release was appropriate, and 

could then authorize the person to petition for release. Finally, even without the 

Secretary’s permission, the confined person could at any time file a release petition. If the 

court found that the State could no longer satisfy its burden under the initial commitment 

standard, the individual would be freed from confinement. 

B. Leroy Hendricks 

In 1984, Hendricks was convicted of taking “indecent liberties” with two 13-year-old 

boys. After serving nearly 10 years of his sentence, he was slated for release to a halfway 

house. Shortly before his scheduled release, however, the State filed a petition in state 

court seeking Hendricks’ civil confinement as a sexually violent predator.… 

Hendricks…requested a jury trial to determine whether he qualified as a sexually 

violent predator. During that trial, Hendricks’ own testimony revealed a chilling history 

of repeated child sexual molestation and abuse, beginning in 1955.…He testified that 

despite having received professional help for his pedophilia, he continued to harbor 

sexual desires for children.… 

Hendricks admitted that he had repeatedly abused children whenever he was not 

confined. He explained that when he “gets stressed out,” he “can’t control the urge” to 

molest children. Although Hendricks recognized that his behavior harms children, and he 

hoped he would not sexually molest children again, he stated that the only sure way he 

could keep from sexually abusing children in the future was “to die.” Hendricks readily 

agreed with the state physician’s diagnosis that he suffers from pedophilia and that he is 

not cured of the condition; indeed, he told the physician that “treatment is bull—.” The 
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jury unanimously found beyond a reasonable doubt that Hendricks was a sexually violent 

predator. The trial court subsequently determined, as a matter of state law, that pedophilia 

qualifies as a “mental abnormality” as defined by the Act, and thus ordered Hendricks 

committed to the Secretary’s custody.… 

II. DISCUSSION 

A. Prerequisites of Civil Confinement: Dangerousness and Mental Abnormality 

Kansas argues that the Act’s definition of “mental abnormality” satisfies “substantive” 

due process requirements. We agree. Although freedom from physical restraint “has 

always been at the core of the liberty protected by the Due Process Clause from arbitrary 

governmental action,” Foucha v. Louisiana, 504 U.S. 71, 80 (1992), that liberty interest is 

not absolute. The Court has recognized that an individual’s constitutionally protected 

interest in avoiding physical restraint may be overridden even in the civil context. 

Accordingly, States have in certain narrow circumstances provided for the forcible 

civil detainment of people who are unable to control their behavior and who thereby pose 

a danger to the public health and safety. We have consistently upheld such involuntary 

commitment statutes provided the confinement takes place pursuant to proper procedures 

and evidentiary standards. It thus cannot be said that the involuntary civil confinement of 

a limited subclass of dangerous persons is contrary to our understanding of ordered 

liberty. 

The challenged Act unambiguously requires a finding of dangerousness either to one’s 

self or to others as a prerequisite to involuntary confinement. Commitment proceedings 

can be initiated only when a person “has been convicted of or charged with a sexually 

violent offense,” and “suffers from a mental abnormality or personality disorder which 

makes the person likely to engage in the predatory acts of sexual violence.” The statute 

thus requires proof of more than a mere predisposition to violence; rather, it requires 

evidence of past sexually violent behavior and a present mental condition that creates a 

likelihood of such conduct in the future if the person is not incapacitated. As we have 

recognized, “previous instances of violent behavior are an important indicator of future 

violent tendencies.” Heller v. Doe, 509 U.S. 312, 323 (1993). A finding of 
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dangerousness, standing alone, is ordinarily not a sufficient ground upon which to justify 

indefinite involuntary commitment. We have sustained civil commitment statutes when 

they have coupled proof of dangerousness with the proof of some additional factor, such 

as a “mental illness” or “mental abnormality.” These added statutory requirements serve 

to limit involuntary civil confinement to those who suffer from a volitional impairment 

rendering them dangerous beyond their control. The Kansas Act is plainly of a kind with 

these other civil commitment statutes: It requires a finding of future dangerousness, and 

then links that finding to the existence of a “mental abnormality” or “personality 

disorder” that makes it difficult, if not impossible, for the person to control his dangerous 

behavior.… 

The mental health professionals who evaluated Hendricks diagnosed him as suffering 

from pedophilia, a condition the psychiatric profession itself classifies as a serious mental 

disorder. Hendricks even conceded that, when he becomes “stressed out,” he cannot 

“control the urge” to molest children. This admitted lack of volitional control, coupled 

with a prediction of future dangerousness, adequately distinguishes Hendricks from other 

dangerous persons who are perhaps more properly dealt with exclusively through 

criminal proceedings. Hendricks’ diagnosis as a pedophile, which qualifies as a “mental 

abnormality” under the Act, thus plainly suffices for due process purposes. 

B. Civil v. Criminal Proceedings 

[Hendricks argues] that the Act establishes criminal proceedings; hence confinement 

under it necessarily constitutes punishment. He contends that where, as here, newly 

enacted “punishment” is predicated upon past conduct for which he has already been 

convicted and forced to serve a prison sentence, the Constitution’s Double Jeopardy and 

Ex Post Facto Clauses are violated. We are unpersuaded by Hendricks’ argument that 

Kansas has established criminal proceedings. 

The categorization of a particular proceeding as civil or criminal is first of all a 

question of statutory construction. We must initially ascertain whether the legislature 

meant the statute to establish “civil” proceedings. If so, we ordinarily defer to the 

legislature’s stated intent. Here, Kansas’ objective to create a civil proceeding is 
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evidenced by its placement of the Sexually Violent Predator Act within the Kansas 

probate code, instead of the criminal code, as well as its description of the Act as creating 

a “civil commitment procedure.” Nothing on the face of the statute suggests that the 

legislature sought to create anything other than a civil commitment scheme designed to 

protect the public from harm. 

Although we recognize that a civil label is not always dispositive, we will reject the 

legislature’s manifest intent only where a party challenging the statute provides the 

clearest proof that the statutory scheme [is] so punitive either in purpose or effect as to 

negate [the State’s] intention to deem it civil.… 

As a threshold matter, commitment under the Act does not implicate either of the two 

primary objectives of criminal punishment: retribution or deterrence. The Act’s purpose 

is not retributive because it does not affix culpability for prior criminal conduct. Instead, 

such conduct is used solely for evidentiary purposes, either to demonstrate that a “mental 

abnormality” exists or to support a finding of future dangerousness.…In addition, the 

Kansas Act does not make a criminal conviction a prerequisite for commitment—persons 

absolved of criminal responsibility may nonetheless be subject to confinement under the 

Act. An absence of the necessary criminal responsibility suggests that the State is not 

seeking retribution for a past misdeed. Thus, the fact that the Act may be tied to criminal 

activity is insufficient to render the statute punitive. 

Moreover, unlike a criminal statute, no finding of scienter is required to commit an 

individual who is found to be a sexually violent predator; instead, the commitment 

determination is made based on a “mental abnormality” or “personality disorder” rather 

than on one’s criminal intent. The existence of a scienter requirement is customarily an 

important element in distinguishing criminal from civil statutes. The absence of such a 

requirement here is evidence that confinement under the statute is not intended to be 

retributive. 

Nor can it be said that the legislature intended the Act to function as a deterrent. Those 

persons committed under the Act are, by definition, suffering from a “mental 

abnormality” or a “personality disorder” that prevents them from exercising adequate 
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control over their behavior. Such persons are therefore unlikely to be deterred by the 

threat of confinement.…The State has represented that an individual confined under the 

Act is not subject to the more restrictive conditions placed on state prisoners, but instead 

experiences essentially the same conditions as any involuntarily committed patient in the 

state mental institution. Because none of the parties argues that people institutionalized 

under the Kansas general civil commitment statute are subject to punitive conditions, 

even though they may be involuntarily confined, it is difficult to conclude that persons 

confined under this Act are being “punished.” 

Although the civil commitment scheme at issue here does involve an affirmative 

restraint, “the mere fact that a person is detained does not inexorably lead to the 

conclusion that the government has imposed punishment.” United States v. Salerno, 481 

U.S. 739, 746 (1987). The State may take measures to restrict the freedom of the 

dangerously mentally ill. This is a legitimate non-punitive governmental objective and 

has been historically so regarded.… 

Hendricks focuses on his confinement’s potentially indefinite duration as evidence of 

the State’s punitive intent. That focus, however, is misplaced. Far from any punitive 

objective, the confinement’s duration is instead linked to the stated purposes of the 

commitment, namely, to hold the person until his mental abnormality no longer causes 

him to be a threat to others. If, at any time, the confined person is adjudged “safe to be at 

large,” he is statutorily entitled to immediate release. 

Furthermore, commitment under the Act is only potentially indefinite. The maximum 

amount of time an individual can be incapacitated pursuant to a single judicial proceeding 

is one year. If Kansas seeks to continue the detention beyond that year, a court must once 

again determine beyond a reasonable doubt that the detainee satisfies the same standards 

as required for the initial confinement. This requirement again demonstrates that Kansas 

does not intend an individual committed pursuant to the Act to remain confined any 

longer than he suffers from a mental abnormality rendering him unable to control his 

dangerousness.… 

Finally, Hendricks argues that the Act is necessarily punitive because it fails to offer 
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any legitimate “treatment.” Without such treatment, Hendricks asserts, confinement 

under the Act amounts to little more than disguised punishment. Hendricks’ argument 

assumes that treatment for his condition is available, but that the State has failed (or 

refused) to provide it. 

[Under] the appropriate circumstances and when accompanied by proper procedures, 

incapacitation may be a legitimate end of the civil law.…While we have upheld state 

civil commitment statutes that aim both to incapacitate and to treat, we have never held 

that the Constitution prevents a State from civilly detaining those for whom no treatment 

is available, but who nevertheless pose a danger to others. A State could hardly be seen as 

furthering a “punitive” purpose by involuntarily confining persons afflicted with an 

untreatable, highly contagious disease. Similarly, it would be of little value to require 

treatment as a precondition for civil confinement of the dangerously insane when no 

acceptable treatment existed. To conclude otherwise would obligate a State to release 

certain confined individuals who were both mentally ill and dangerous simply because 

they could not be successfully treated for their afflictions.… 

Although the treatment program initially offered Hendricks may have seemed 

somewhat meager, it must be remembered that he was the first person committed under 

the Act. That the State did not have all of its treatment procedures in place is thus not 

surprising. What is significant, however, is that Hendricks was placed under the 

supervision of the Kansas Department of Health and Social and Rehabilitative Services, 

housed in a unit segregated from the general prison population and operated not by 

employees of the Department of Corrections, but by other trained individuals. And, 

before this Court, Kansas declared “absolutely” that persons committed under the Act are 

now receiving in the neighborhood of 31.5 hours of treatment per week. 

Where the State has “disavowed any punitive intent”; limited confinement to a small 

segment of particularly dangerous individuals; provided strict procedural safeguards; 

directed that confined persons be segregated from the general prison population and 

afforded the same status as others who have been civilly committed; recommended 

treatment if such is possible; and permitted immediate release upon a showing that the 

individual is no longer dangerous or mentally impaired, we cannot say that it acted with 
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punitive intent. We therefore hold that the Act does not establish criminal proceedings 

and that involuntary confinement pursuant to the Act is not punitive. Our conclusion that 

the Act is nonpunitive thus removes an essential prerequisite for both Hendricks’ double 

jeopardy and ex post facto claims.… 

Because we have determined that the Kansas Act is civil in nature, initiation of its 

commitment proceedings does not constitute a second prosecution. Moreover, as 

commitment under the Act is not tantamount to “punishment,” Hendricks’ involuntary 

detention does not violate the Double Jeopardy Clause, even though that confinement 

may follow a prison term.…The Ex Post Facto Clause, which forbids the application of 

any new punitive measure to a crime already consummated, has been interpreted to 

pertain exclusively to penal statutes.…Because the Act does not criminalize conduct legal 

before its enactment, nor deprive Hendricks of any defense that was available to him at 

the time of his crimes, the Act does not violate the Ex Post Facto Clause.… 

KENNEDY, J., concurring. 

[I write] to caution against dangers inherent when a civil confinement law is used in 

conjunction with the criminal process, whether or not the law is given retroactive 

application. [The] power of the state to confine persons who, by reason of a mental 

disease or mental abnormality, constitute a real, continuing, and serious danger to society 

is well established.…The Kansas law, with its attendant protections, including yearly 

review and review at any time at the instance of the person confined, is within this pattern 

and tradition of civil confinement. 

Notwithstanding its civil attributes, the practical effect of the Kansas law may be to 

impose confinement for life. At this stage of medical knowledge, although future 

treatments cannot be predicted, psychiatrists or other professionals engaged in treating 

pedophilia may be reluctant to find measurable success in treatment even after a long 

period and may be unable to predict that no serious danger will come from release of the 

detainee. 

A common response to this may be, “A life term is exactly what the sentence should 

have been anyway,” or, in the words of a Kansas task force member, “So be it.” The 
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point, however, is not how long Hendricks and others like him should serve a criminal 

sentence. With his criminal record, after all, a life term may well have been the only 

sentence appropriate to protect society and vindicate the wrong. The concern instead is 

whether it is the criminal system or the civil system which should make the decision in 

the first place.…We should bear in mind that while incapacitation is a goal common to 

both the criminal and civil systems of confinement, retribution and general deterrence are 

reserved for the criminal system alone. 

On the record before us, the Kansas civil statute conforms to our precedents. If, 

however, civil confinement were to become a mechanism for retribution or general 

deterrence, or if it were shown that mental abnormality is too imprecise a category to 

offer a solid basis for concluding that civil detention is justified, our precedents would 

not suffice to validate it. 

BREYER, J., dissenting. 

I agree with the majority that the Kansas Act’s definition of mental abnormality 

satisfies the “substantive” requirements of the Due Process Clause. Kansas, however, 

concedes that Hendricks’ condition is treatable; yet the Act did not provide Hendricks (or 

others like him) with any treatment until after his release date from prison and only 

inadequate treatment thereafter. These, and certain other, special features of the Act 

convince me that it was not simply an effort to commit Hendricks civilly, but rather an 

effort to inflict further punishment upon him. The Ex Post Facto Clause therefore 

prohibits the Act’s application to Hendricks, who committed his crimes prior to its 

enactment. 

[When] a State believes that treatment does exist, and then couples that admission with 

a legislatively required delay of such treatment until a person is at the end of his jail term 

(so that further incapacitation is therefore necessary), such a legislative scheme begins to 

look punitive.…I have found 17 States with laws that seek to protect the public from 

mentally abnormal, sexually dangerous individuals through civil commitment or other 

mandatory treatment programs. Ten of those statutes, unlike the Kansas statute, begin 

treatment of an offender soon after he has been apprehended and charged with a serious 
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sex offense. Only seven, like Kansas, delay “civil” commitment (and treatment) until the 

offender has served his criminal sentence (and this figure includes the Acts of Minnesota 

and New Jersey, both of which generally do not delay treatment). Of these seven, 

however, six (unlike Kansas) require consideration of less restrictive alternatives. Only 

one State other than Kansas, namely Iowa, both delays civil commitment (and consequent 

treatment) and does not explicitly consider less restrictive alternatives. But the law of that 

State applies prospectively only, thereby avoiding ex post facto problems. Thus the 

practical experience of other States, as revealed by their statutes, confirms…that for Ex 

Post Facto Clause purposes, the purpose of the Kansas Act (as applied to previously 

convicted offenders) has a punitive, rather than a purely civil, purpose.… 

To find that the confinement the Act imposes upon Hendricks is “punishment” is to 

find a violation of the Ex Post Facto Clause.…To find a violation of that Clause here, 

however, is not to hold that the Clause prevents Kansas, or other States, from enacting 

dangerous sexual offender statutes. A statute that operates prospectively, for example, 

does not offend the Ex Post Facto Clause. Neither does it offend the Ex Post Facto Clause 

for a State to sentence offenders to the fully authorized sentence, to seek consecutive, 

rather than concurrent, sentences, or to invoke recidivism statutes to lengthen 

imprisonment. Moreover, a statute that operates retroactively, like Kansas’ statute, 

nonetheless does not offend the Clause if the confinement that it imposes is not 

punishment—if, that is to say, the legislature does not simply add a later criminal 

punishment to an earlier one. 

The statutory provisions before us do amount to punishment primarily because, as I 

have said, the legislature did not tailor the statute to fit the nonpunitive civil aim of 

treatment, which it concedes exists in Hendricks’ case. The Clause in these circumstances 

does not stand as an obstacle to achieving important protections for the public’s safety; 

rather it provides an assurance that, where so significant a restriction of an individual’s 

basic freedoms is at issue, a State cannot cut corners. Rather, the legislature must hew to 

the Constitution’s liberty-protecting line. See The Federalist, No. 78, p. 466 (C. Rossiter 

ed. 1961) (A. Hamilton). 

NOTES 
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1. Civil commitment for sex offenders. The Supreme Court’s decision in Hendricks 

clearly labeled commitment for sex offenders a civil sanction that can follow a criminal 

conviction or be imposed instead of one. In Seling v. Young, 531 U.S. 250 (2001), the 

Court rejected the claim that Washington state’s sex offender commitment statute could 

be found punitive as applied to a particular sex offender. It found the “as applied” 

determination unworkable and rejected the notion that an “as applied” challenge could 

lead to release on ex post facto or substantive due process grounds. 

2. Prerequisites for sex offender commitment. In Hendricks, the Supreme Court 

held that the statutory requirement of a “mental abnormality or personality disorder” 

satisfied due process requirements. In Kansas v. Crane, 534 U.S. 407 (2002), the Court 

required the state to prove that a sex offender had difficulty controlling his sexual urges 

before he could be committed civilly. There is no constitutional requirement, however, 

that the individual be unable to control his urges before commitment. Why does the 

Court require the existence of a mental abnormality for civil commitment? Why does the 

continued dangerousness of the offender not suffice? 

3. Treatment during confinement. While the Hendricks Court showed some concerns 

about the minimal treatment Hendricks had received, Justice Breyer appeared the most 

concerned about the absence of treatment during imprisonment, which in turn seemed to 

imply the state’s lack of interest in curing Hendricks. Justice Kennedy, in his 

concurrence, noted that treatment, as it is currently available, may never be useful to 

offenders such as Hendricks, leaving them in preventive detention for the rest of their 

lives. For a discussion of substantive due process considerations during civil 

commitment, see Eric S. Janus & Wayne A. Logan, Substantive Due Process and the 

Involuntary Confinement of Sexually Violent Predators, 35 Conn. L. Rev. 319 (2003). 

Should society’s inability to develop successful treatment options be sufficient reason for 

virtual life imprisonment of offenders after they have served their criminal justice 

sanctions? 

4. Alternatives to civil commitment. Civil commitment statutes for sex offenders 

have generated much discussion in legal circles, but their practical impact has remained 

low as other risk control mechanisms have replaced or substituted for them. All states 
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have enacted sex offender notification and registration laws (see Chapter 8), and many 

have lengthened criminal penalties for sex crimes. Are longer sentences for sex offenders 

generally desirable, based on a risk analysis? Consider that predictions of recurrent acts 

of sexual violence have gotten more accurate in the short term, but psychiatrists and 

psychologists are loath to make long-term predictions. See Eric S. Janus & Robert A. 

Prentky, Forensic Use of Actuarial Risk Assessment with Sex Offenders: Accuracy, 

Admissibility and Accountability 40 Am. Crim. L. Rev. 1443 (2003). 

3. Sealed Records and Expungements 

Many convicted individuals carry their criminal records with them until they die. In some 

states, however, administrative procedures are available to seal or expunge criminal 

records. Sealed records, which are common for juveniles, are inaccessible to anyone 

other than law enforcement agencies and courts, in case of a later conviction. 

Expungement of records is no longer available to every offender. Some states allow 

expungement of criminal records only for certain first offenses, others for offenses in 

which the sentence was suspended or the offender successfully completed probation. In a 

few jurisdictions courts expunge records; in others administrative agencies fulfill this 

function. 

Christopher John Dillingham v. INS 

267 F.3d 996 (9th Cir. 2001) 

B. FLETCHER, J. 

In this case, we consider whether an alien’s right to equal protection is violated if, in 

the course of removal proceedings, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (“INS”) 

refuses to recognize the effects of a British expungement1 statute on a simple drug 

possession offense that would have qualified for federal first offender treatment had it 

occurred in the United States.… 

                                                 
1 Throughout this opinion, we use the term “expungement” to refer generally to the effect of a rehabilitative 

statute on a prior conviction—regardless of whether, as a procedural matter, the statute allows for a deferral 

of the conviction itself, such that no judgment is ever entered (as under the [Federal First Offender Act]), or 

a judgment of conviction is entered but later removed from the books (as under various state rehabilitative 

statutes, as well as the British statute at issue in this case). 
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I 

Dillingham pled guilty in April 1984 to criminal charges in Great Britain for 

possessing marijuana and cocaine, paying a £50 fine. As a first-time offender convicted 

of a minor controlled substance offense, Dillingham’s conviction was later expunged 

pursuant to Great Britain’s Rehabilitation of Offenders Act of 1974. Under the terms of 

the Act, a conviction is treated as “spent” if an offender complies with his sentence and is 

not convicted of a subsequent offense within five years. In such cases, the statute requires 

that the offender be treated “for all purposes in law as a person who has not committed or 

been charged with or prosecuted for or convicted of or sentenced for the offense,” except 

that any penalty resulting from the conviction that extends beyond the five-year period is 

unaffected, and evidence of the conviction may be introduced in a subsequent criminal 

proceeding. 

In September 1991, seven years after his drug conviction (and two years after his 

rehabilitation), Dillingham married his U.S.-citizen wife. Although his conviction 

rendered him inadmissible to the United States under [the Immigration and Naturalization 

Act], he was permitted to enter the country in July 1992 on a six-month nonimmigrant 

visitor visa, pursuant to the waiver provisions of 8 U.S.C. §1182(d)(3)(A). After his 

authorized period of stay had expired, Dillingham applied for adjustment of status to 

legal permanent resident on May 13, 1993, pursuant to an immediate relative visa petition 

filed by his wife. The INS district director in Portland, Oregon, denied his application on 

September 14, 1993, on the grounds that the British Rehabilitation of Offenders Act was 

not a counterpart to the Federal First Offender Act (“FFOA”), and that his prior drug 

conviction therefore rendered him inadmissible.… 

At his hearing before an Immigration Judge (“IJ”)…Dillingham cited the [Board of 

Immigration Appeals’ (BIA’s) decision in In re Manrique, Interim Decision 3250 (BIA 

1995)], in which the Board established a policy of treating aliens who had been convicted 

of simple possession and rehabilitated under any state’s expungement statute equivalently 

to those who had been convicted and rehabilitated under the FFOA.5 

                                                 
5 The BIA’s decision in Manrique followed our holding in Garberding v. INS, 30 F.3d 1187 (9th Cir. 
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On June 13, 1996, the IJ ruled that Manrique did not extend to foreign rehabilitation 

statutes and denied the application for adjustment of status.… 

On appeal, the BIA (sitting en banc)…affirmed the IJ’s decision.… Specifically, the 

Board analogized the expungement of Dillingham’s prior drug offense to a foreign 

pardon and declined to recognize it for U.S. immigration purposes.… 

IV… 

A 

As a general rule, the BIA does not recognize expungements of controlled substance 

offenses for federal immigration purposes. However, in 1970, Congress carved out a 

narrow exception for simple possession offenses when it enacted the Federal First 

Offender Act (“FFOA”). The FFOA, which applies exclusively to first-time drug 

offenders who are guilty only of simple possession, serves to expunge such convictions 

(after the successful completion of a probationary period) and was intended to lessen the 

harsh consequences of certain drug convictions, including their effects on deportation 

proceedings. Under the FFOA, no legal consequences may be imposed following 

expungement as a result of the defendant’s former conviction. 18 U.S.C. §3607. 

In Garberding v. INS, 30 F.3d 1187 (9th Cir. 1994), we rejected on equal protection 

grounds the BIA’s policy that only expungements under exact state counterparts to the 

FFOA could be recognized in deportation proceedings. We held that this policy was 

inconsistent with the Constitution’s equal protection guarantee, because there was no 

rational basis for treating two persons found guilty of the identical conduct differently 

based on the breadth of the rehabilitation statutes in their respective states, when both 

persons were eligible for relief under their own state’s law and both would have been had 

the state law been an exact counterpart of the federal Act.…The Constitution is 

                                                                                                                                                 
1994), and constituted a reversal of its former policy of not recognizing, for immigration purposes, the 

effects of state rehabilitation laws that were not the exact counterparts of the FFOA. Under Manrique, the 

BIA created a four-part test for determining when an expungement pursuant to a state rehabilitative statute 

should be recognized: (1) the alien is a first offender; (2) the alien has pled to or been found guilty of a 

simple possession offense; (3) the alien has not been accorded first offender treatment under any law; (4) 

the court has entered an order pursuant to a state rehabilitative statute either deferring or dismissing the 

criminal proceedings. 
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concerned with the differential treatment of persons not statutes. [Absent] a rational basis 

(and as long as the FFOA remains extant), the INS may not discriminate against aliens 

convicted of simple possession offenses whose subsequent conduct would have qualified 

them for FFOA rehabilitation, but for the fact that they were convicted and rehabilitated 

under the laws of another sovereign.… 

B 

We evaluate Dillingham’s constitutional challenge according to the requirements of 

equal protection law. In order to succeed on his challenge, the petitioner must establish 

that his treatment differed from that of similarly situated persons. Our prior cases dictate 

that persons similarly situated to petitioner for equal protection purposes are persons 

convicted of drug offenses based upon conduct for which they would have been eligible 

for relief under the FFOA, and whose convictions were ultimately expunged by the 

sovereign that imposed them. 

For this reason, we find that the Board’s categorical decision not to recognize foreign 

expungements for simple drug possession offenses did indeed result in differential 

treatment between the petitioner and persons whose federal and state expungements of 

identical crimes were honored by the INS. The BIA erred when it found that “the 

expungement of [Dillingham]’s conviction is akin to a foreign pardon and is therefore 

ineffective for immigration purposes.”…By likening foreign expungements of simple 

drug possession offenses to foreign pardons of crimes of moral turpitude—a category of 

crimes for which Congress has not enacted a domestic rehabilitation statute analogous to 

the FFOA—the Board improperly skirted the constitutional issue of differential treatment 

in this case.… 

Thus, having found differential treatment, we turn to the question of whether the 

Board’s decision is supported by a rational basis. The government’s chief contention is 

that its policy of not recognizing foreign expungements is justified because of the added 

administrative difficulty in verifying that an alien’s conviction has indeed been validly 

expunged, and that he or she in fact complied with the requirements of the foreign 

expungement statute such that the alien also would have qualified for relief under the 
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FFOA. The Supreme Court has held, however, that in cases where the petitioner’s interest 

is substantial and the government’s interest in putting forth the policy in question is 

unquantifiable or de minimis, such a policy cannot withstand even rational basis 

review.… 

The private liberty interests involved in deportation proceedings are indisputably 

substantial. [Yet the BIA would] establish, by way of its decision in this case, an 

irrebuttable presumption against the validity of all foreign expungements—irrespective of 

where the offense in question occurred; how comparable to ours the system of criminal 

justice (including the operation of the expungement law) may be; and what degree of 

evidence verifying the expungement the alien may present. 

[Although] procedure by presumption is always cheaper and easier than individualized 

determination, we find that the government’s interest in administrative convenience is 

insufficient to establish a rational basis for its categorical dismissal of foreign 

expungements. Indeed, we fail to see how the administrative burden of identifying and 

verifying foreign convictions (which the government already undertakes as a matter of 

course to determine whether an alien is admissible into the United States) is any different 

from the incremental burden of verifying foreign expungements—especially in light of 

the government’s failure to provide any evidence in support of this claim in regard to the 

present case. We accordingly find the government’s decision establishing an irrebuttable 

presumption against the validity of foreign expungements to be unacceptably overbroad, 

in light of an alien’s substantial interest in avoiding deportation, as well as the 

government’s minimal (or nonexistent) incremental burden in verifying that his or her 

conviction was expunged. Thus, we hold that the government’s purported interest in 

administrative convenience does not constitute a legitimate basis for distinguishing aliens 

like Dillingham, whose illicit conduct and subsequent rehabilitation occurred on British 

soil (but who would otherwise have qualified for relief under the FFOA), from aliens 

whose convictions and expungements took place domestically under state procedures.… 

FERNANDEZ, J., dissenting. 

Dillingham argues that as a matter of constitutional law expungements in all of the 
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countries of the world must be treated in the same manner as expungements within the 

United States because anything less would violate the principle of equal protection. I 

disagree. 

While Congress could, no doubt, so decree, it is not compelled to do so by the 

Constitution. As in other equal protection claims, what we must ask is whether there was 

a rational basis for the choice made here. And in the immigration area [w]e will only 

overturn a classification if it is “wholly irrational.” 

I see nothing irrational in a determination that we will not treat aliens who obtain 

expungement of drug offenses in other countries in the same way that we treat those who 

obtain expungement of offenses in this country. Of course, under the Federal First 

Offender Act, 18 U.S.C. §3607, some simple drug possession convictions can be 

expunged. When they are, they are not used as a predicate for deportation; the Attorney 

General has so decided. On equal protection grounds, we have extended that to 

expungements under state laws. 

As I see it, that is a far cry from stating that the Attorney General is equally required to 

treat the expungement statutes from all of the countries of the world in the same manner 

that he treats the FFOA and, by extension, state expungement statutes. It is no “mere 

fortuity” that foreign offenders are prosecuted in their own countries and not here. See 

Paredes-Urrestarazu v. INS, 36 F.3d 801, 812 (9th Cir. 1994). Nor do foreign 

expungement laws have anything to do with “uniform nationwide application of [our] 

immigration laws.” In fact, foreign countries and their ways are not necessarily, or even 

particularly, the same as this country and its ways. A much more complex task is placed 

upon the shoulders of an administrative agency when it is told that it must not only 

review the varying ways and means of expungements all over the world, but also the full 

records of aliens who have admittedly committed foreign offenses, not to mention the 

difficulties that can be encountered in authenticating the accuracy of those records.… 

That is not to say that it will be impossible to administer a system which requires 

ranging all over the world in that manner—we know that [people can live] with and 

administer just about any kind of system, no matter how difficult. But it is to say that it is 
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perfectly rational to decline to undertake that process.… 

In fine, equal protection does not require the progression we have here: recognition of 

FFOA expungements, to recognition of similar state statutes, to recognition of all state 

statutes and, finally, to recognition of enactments all over the world. To say that, does not 

enisle this country, although it does recognize that we are a separate nation. One world is 

a fine concept, but it is not a constitutional imperative. Not yet anyway. Thus, I 

respectfully dissent. 

PROBLEM 11-8. FIRE WHEN READY 

In 1970 a Pennsylvania state court sentenced Philip Rice to probation for a number of 

felonies involving stolen auto parts. Federal law prohibits a convicted felon whose crime 

was “punishable by a term exceeding one year” from possessing firearms. Rice would 

like to get a gun dealer’s license, despite this obstacle under federal law. 

Another part of the federal felon-in-possession statute grants the Secretary of the 

Treasury the right to reinstate a former felon’s firearms privileges if past good conduct 

indicates that his disability should be removed. Rice applied for restoration of his 

firearms privileges, but the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms refused to consider 

his application because Congress had not funded that part of its operation since 1992. 

Rice decided to petition a federal district court for review since the statute allows him 

to seek judicial review of the denial of his petition and it empowers the court to hear 

additional evidence to prevent a miscarriage of justice. What should the court do? See 

Rice v. United States Dep’t of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, 68 F.3d 702 (3d Cir. 

1995); but see United States v. McGill, 74 F.3d 64 (5th Cir. 1996). 

NOTES 

1. Expungement and sealing of records. While the term “expungement” carries no 

universally agreed-upon meaning, an expunged criminal record is generally considered to 

be one that is no longer available to the public. The files documenting the conviction may 

be physically destroyed or sealed. In the latter case they are frequently available to law 

enforcement personnel but not to others, such as private employers. 
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Once a criminal record is expunged, it has limited or no impact on the offender’s 

future prospects. The types of conviction that can be expunged and the ramifications of 

expungement, however, vary widely by statute. Juvenile records, for example, are 

automatically expunged in almost all states once the juvenile reaches a particular age. In 

some states, the ex-offender does not have to reveal expunged convictions on 

employment applications; in other states, even expunged convictions may limit 

employment opportunities. 

Criminal records may be expunged by administrative or judicial action. Some courts 

have recognized an inherent judicial power to expunge records, weighing privacy rights 

against the public’s right of access to criminal records. 

What purposes do expungement statutes serve? Some argue that ex-offenders should 

not continually pay for past crimes; others view expungement as a positive reward for a 

crime-free period. Expungement also restores the offender to the community. Without 

such statutes, an ever larger number of Americans would have criminal records. See 

Julian V. Roberts, The Role of Criminal Record in the Sentencing Process, 22 Crime & 

Just. 303, 356 (1997). Should expungement be available for all offenses? Should some 

types of crimes—such as drug offenses, sex crimes, and murder—be categorically 

excluded from expungement? What drawbacks, if any, do you see to expungement of 

criminal records? Why would Congress create but not fund a provision that would allow 

for the expungement of a record for a limited purpose, the ability to acquire a gun 

license? 

2. Prior expunged convictions at sentencing. The availability of expungement 

differs dramatically between the states. As we learned in Chapter 5, an offender’s 

criminal record influences sentencing decisions in both guideline and nonguideline states. 

Why should a sentencing court not be able to consider the prior conviction of an offender 

who benefited from a generous expungement statute? Does this scheme provide an 

inappropriate advantage to this offender? Or does it place at an unfair disadvantage the 

offender whose prior record could not have been expunged because of a less generous 

statutory regime? 
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3. Foreign convictions and expungement. As the Dillingham court indicates, foreign 

countries often have more generous expungement provisions than the United States. 

Should U.S. courts consider such expungements? Do you see practical problems to such 

determinations, or are you more concerned about inequities between U.S. and foreign 

offenders? Should a court be able to consider a foreign expunged conviction at 

sentencing? Are you more or less concerned about that scenario than about the impact of 

collateral sanctions (see Chapter 8), as in Dillingham? 

4. Pardons, Commutations, Clemencies, and Amnesties 

A form of executive review distinct from the parole system takes place when a governor 

or president considers a pardon or commutation. The history of the pardon power runs 

quite deep and has constitutional underpinnings. There have been times when the pardon 

power was a central and functional aspect of criminal justice systems. But the ancient 

origins of pardons have not insulated them from the same evolutionary developments that 

have occurred with the parole authority. Indeed, because pardons tend to be more visible, 

even though they are far less common than grants of parole, they also tend to be far more 

controversial. Most states give the governor unrestricted clemency power, although a 

substantial minority give the clemency power to special pardoning boards. 

The differences among pardons, commutations, clemencies, and amnesties are slight 

and more a matter of semantics than of substance. Clemency is an umbrella term 

encompassing pardons, commutations, and amnesties. A pardon typically removes all 

consequences of criminal conviction and may come with strings attached. A commutation 

is a partial pardon, usually reducing a sentence but not erasing such consequences of 

conviction as voting bars, prohibitions from holding office, and restrictions on future gun 

ownership. In the United States, amnesty is a term often used in the context of war to 

connote a pardon for a war-related crime. 

The number of pardons in states and the federal system has declined dramatically over 

the past century. Interestingly enough, in death cases more pardons were granted prior to 

the Supreme Court’s decision in Furman than after it. In the early to mid-1940s 

governors pardoned those condemned to death in between one-fifth and one-fourth of all 
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capital cases. In recent years presidents have granted fewer pardons and commutations. 

President George H. W. Bush granted 38 pardons and 1 commutation during his four-

year administration. In contrast, President Ronald Reagan granted 393 pardons and 13 

commutations during his eight years in office. Looking back to the 1960s, President 

Lyndon Johnson granted 960 pardons and 227 commutations in his five years in office. 

No federal pardons or commutations were granted in 1992 or 1994. In his first term 

President Obama pardoned only 23 people—a tiny fraction of those who requested 

pardon review, and an even more infinitesimal fraction of federal offenders. President 

Obama has probably pardoned more turkeys at Thanksgiving than human beings over 

four years. Ari Shapiro, Tough Turkey: People Have A Harder Time Getting Pardons 

Under Obama, National Public Radio (Nov. 20, 2012). 

Use of pardons and commutations varies substantially among the states. Pardons are 

granted for a variety of reasons. They may be granted in cases of miscarriage of justice, 

including a violation of substantive rules, or in cases in which the accused is proven to be 

innocent or is deemed highly likely not to have committed the offense. In addition, 

individuals may be pardoned when the goals of their sentence appear to have been 

accomplished, such as when they appear to be fully rehabilitated. Pardons are often 

requested for the purpose of removing certain disabilities that go with a felony 

conviction, such as loss of voting rights. Occasionally a death sentence is commuted to a 

life sentence without the possibility of parole, but such commutations have been rare in 

recent years. 

The use of pardons and commutations also reflects changing social perspectives on the 

seriousness of or justification for various kinds of crimes. Some governors, for example, 

have pardoned women who killed battering spouses or boyfriends after many years of 

abuse. At the time the women were convicted, the battered spouse syndrome was not 

used in their defense, and the governors believed that the women had served enough time 

for their offenses. 

U.S. Constitution Art. II, §2, Cl. 1 

The President shall…have Power to grant Reprieves and Pardons for Offences against 
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the United States, except in Cases of Impeachment. 

Alabama Constitution Art. V, §124 

GOVERNOR; PARDONS AND COMMUTATION OF SENTENCES 

The governor shall have power to remit fines and forfeitures, under such rules and 

regulations as may be prescribed by law; and, after conviction, to grant reprieves, paroles, 

commutations of sentence, and pardons, except in cases of impeachment. The attorney-

general, secretary of state, and state auditor shall constitute a board of pardons, who shall 

meet on the call of the governor, and before whom shall be laid all recommendations or 

petitions, for pardon, commutation, or parole, in cases of felony; and the board shall hear 

them in open session, and give their opinion thereon in writing to the governor, after 

which or on the failure of the board to advise for more than sixty days, the governor may 

grant or refuse the commutation, parole, or pardon, as to him seems best for the public 

interest. He shall communicate to the legislature at each session every remission of fines 

and forfeitures, and every reprieve, commutation, parole, or pardon, with his reasons 

therefor, and the opinion of the board of pardons in each case required to be referred, 

stating the name and crime of the convict, the sentence, its date, and the date of reprieve, 

commutation, parole, or pardon. Pardons in cases of felony and other offenses involving 

moral turpitude shall not relieve from civil and political disabilities, unless approved by 

the board of pardons and specifically expressed in the pardon. 

Washington Revised Code §9.94A.728 

(5) The governor, upon recommendation from the clemency and pardons board, may 

grant an extraordinary release for reasons of serious health problems, senility, advanced 

age, extraordinary meritorious acts, or other extraordinary circumstances;… 

(7) The governor may pardon any offender;… 

Ohio Adult Parole Authority v. Eugene Woodard 

523 U.S. 272 (1998) 

REHNQUIST, C.J. 
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The Ohio Constitution gives the Governor the power to grant clemency upon such 

conditions as he thinks proper. The Ohio General Assembly cannot curtail this 

discretionary decision-making power, but it may regulate the application and 

investigation process. The General Assembly has delegated in large part the conduct of 

clemency review to petitioner Ohio Adult Parole Authority. 

In the case of an inmate under death sentence, the Authority must conduct a clemency 

hearing within 45 days of the scheduled date of execution. Prior to the hearing, the 

inmate may request an interview with one or more parole board members. Counsel is not 

allowed at that interview. The Authority must hold the hearing, complete its clemency 

review, and make a recommendation to the Governor, even if the inmate subsequently 

obtains a stay of execution. If additional information later becomes available, the 

Authority may in its discretion hold another hearing or alter its recommendation. 

Respondent Eugene Woodard was sentenced to death for aggravated murder 

committed in the course of a carjacking. His conviction and sentence were affirmed on 

appeal. When respondent failed to obtain a stay of execution more than 45 days before 

his scheduled execution date, the Authority commenced its clemency investigation. It 

informed respondent that he could have a clemency interview on Sept. 9, 1994, if he 

wished, and that his clemency hearing would be on Sept. 16, 1994. 

Respondent did not request an interview. Instead, he objected to the short notice of the 

interview and requested assurances that counsel could attend and participate in the 

interview and hearing. When the Authority failed to respond to these requests, respondent 

filed suit in United States District Court on September 14, alleging that Ohio’s clemency 

process violated his Fourteenth Amendment right to due process and his Fifth 

Amendment right to remain silent.… 

Respondent argues first…that there is a life interest in clemency broader in scope than 

the “original” life interest adjudicated at trial and sentencing. This continuing life interest, 

it is argued, requires due process protection until respondent is executed.… 

In Connecticut Bd. of Pardons v. Dumschat, 452 U.S. 458 (1981), an inmate claimed 

Connecticut’s clemency procedure violated due process because the Connecticut Board 
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of Pardons failed to provide an explanation for its denial of his commutation application. 

The Court held that “an inmate has no constitutional or inherent right to commutation of 

his sentence.” It noted that, unlike probation decisions, “pardon and commutation 

decisions have not traditionally been the business of courts; as such, they are rarely, if 

ever, appropriate subjects for judicial review.” The Court relied on its prior decision in 

Greenholtz v. Inmates of Neb. Penal and Correctional Complex, 442 U.S. 1 (1979), 

where it rejected the claim “that a constitutional entitlement to release [on parole] exists 

independently of a right explicitly conferred by the State.” The individual’s interest in 

release or commutation “is indistinguishable from the initial resistance to being 

confined,” and that interest has already been extinguished by the conviction and sentence. 

The Court therefore concluded that a petition for commutation, like an appeal for 

clemency, “is simply a unilateral hope.” 

Respondent’s claim of a broader due process interest in Ohio’s clemency proceedings 

is barred by Dumschat. The process respondent seeks would be inconsistent with the 

heart of executive clemency, which is to grant clemency as a matter of grace, thus 

allowing the executive to consider a wide range of factors not comprehended by earlier 

judicial proceedings and sentencing determinations.… 

The reasoning of Dumschat did not depend on the fact that it was not a capital case. 

The distinctions accorded a life interest to which respondent and the dissent point are 

primarily relevant to trial. And this Court has generally rejected attempts to expand any 

distinctions further.…The Court’s analysis in Dumschat, moreover, turned, not on the 

fact that it was a non-capital case, but on the nature of the benefit sought: “In terms of the 

Due Process Clause, a Connecticut felon’s expectation that a lawfully imposed sentence 

will be commuted or that he will be pardoned is no more substantial than an inmate’s 

expectation, for example, that he will not be transferred to another prison; it is simply a 

unilateral hope.” A death row inmate’s petition for clemency is also a “unilateral hope.” 

The defendant in effect accepts the finality of the death sentence for purposes of 

adjudication, and appeals for clemency as a matter of grace. 

Respondent also asserts that as in Greenholtz, Ohio has created protected interests by 

establishing mandatory clemency application and review procedures.…Ohio’s clemency 
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procedures do not violate due process. Despite the Authority’s mandatory procedures, the 

ultimate decisionmaker, the Governor, retains broad discretion. Under any analysis, the 

Governor’s executive discretion need not be fettered by the types of procedural 

protections sought by respondent. There is thus no substantive expectation of 

clemency.… 

Respondent also…claims that under the rationale of Evitts v. Lucey, 469 U.S. 387 

(1985), clemency is an integral part of Ohio’s system of adjudicating the guilt or 

innocence of the defendant and is therefore entitled to due process protection. Clemency, 

he says, is an integral part of the judicial system because it has historically been available 

as a significant remedy, its availability impacts earlier stages of the criminal justice 

system, and it enhances the reliability of convictions and sentences. Respondent further 

suggests that Evitts established a due process continuum across all phases of the judicial 

process. 

In Evitts, the Court held that there is a constitutional right to effective assistance of 

counsel on a first appeal as of right. This holding, however, was expressly based on the 

combination of two lines of prior decisions [indicating] that a criminal defendant has a 

right to effective assistance of counsel on a first appeal as of right. 

The Court did not thereby purport to create a new “strand” of due process analysis. 

And it did not rely on the notion of a continuum of due process rights. Instead, the Court 

evaluated the function and significance of first appeal as of right, in light of prior cases. 

Related decisions similarly make clear there is no continuum requiring varying levels of 

process at every conceivable phase of the criminal system. Murray v. Giarratano, 492 

U.S. 1, 9-10 (1989) (no right to counsel for capital inmates in state postconviction 

proceedings). 

An examination of the function and significance of the discretionary clemency 

decision at issue here readily shows it is far different from the first appeal of right at issue 

in Evitts. Clemency proceedings are not part of trial—or even the adjudicatory process. 

They do not determine the guilt or innocence of the defendant, and are not intended 

primarily to enhance the reliability of the trial process. They are conducted by the 
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Executive Branch, independent of direct appeal and collateral relief proceedings.…And 

they are usually discretionary, unlike the more structured and limited scope of judicial 

proceedings. While traditionally available to capital defendants as a final and alternative 

avenue of relief, clemency has not traditionally been the business of courts.… 

Thus, clemency proceedings are not “an integral part of the…system for finally 

adjudicating the guilt or innocence of a defendant,” Evitts, 469 U.S. at 393. Procedures 

mandated under the Due Process Clause should be consistent with the nature of the 

governmental power being invoked. Here, the executive’s clemency authority would 

cease to be a matter of grace committed to the executive authority if it were constrained 

by the sort of procedural requirements that respondent urges. Respondent is already under 

a sentence of death, determined to have been lawfully imposed. If clemency is granted, 

he obtains a benefit; if it is denied, he is no worse off than he was before.… 

Respondent also [argues] that the provision of a voluntary inmate interview, without 

the benefit of counsel or a grant of immunity for any statements made by the inmate, 

implicates the inmate’s Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment right not to incriminate 

himself.… 

The Fifth Amendment protects against compelled self-incrimination. [We] do not 

think that respondent’s testimony at a clemency interview would be “compelled” within 

the meaning of the Fifth Amendment. It is difficult to see how a voluntary interview 

could “compel” respondent to speak.… 

A defendant who takes the stand in his own behalf may be impeached by proof of 

prior convictions without violation of the Fifth Amendment privilege. A defendant whose 

motion for acquittal at the close of the Government’s case is denied must then elect 

whether to stand on his motion or to put on a defense, with the accompanying risk that in 

doing so he will augment the Government’s case against him. In each of these situations, 

there are undoubted pressures—generated by the strength of the Government’s case 

against him—pushing the criminal defendant to testify. But it has never been suggested 

that such pressures constitute “compulsion” for Fifth Amendment purposes.… 

Here, respondent has the same choice of providing information to the Authority—at 
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the risk of damaging his case for clemency or for postconviction relief—or of remaining 

silent. But this pressure to speak in the hope of improving his chance of being granted 

clemency does not make the interview compelled. We therefore hold that the Ohio 

clemency interview, even on assumptions most favorable to respondent’s claim, does not 

violate the Fifth Amendment privilege against compelled self-incrimination. 

O’CONNOR, J., concurring in part and concurring in the judgment. 

…When a person has been fairly convicted and sentenced, his liberty interest, in being 

free from such confinement, has been extinguished. But it is incorrect…to say that a 

prisoner has been deprived of all interest in his life before his execution. Thus, although it 

is true that pardon and commutation decisions have not traditionally been the business of 

courts, and that the decision whether to grant clemency is entrusted to the Governor 

under Ohio law, I believe that…some minimal procedural safeguards apply to clemency 

proceedings. Judicial intervention might, for example, be warranted in the face of a 

scheme whereby a state official flipped a coin to determine whether to grant clemency, or 

in a case where the State arbitrarily denied a prisoner any access to its clemency process. 

In my view, however, a remand to permit the District Court to address respondent’s 

specific allegations of due process violations is not required. [Woodard] contends that 3 

days’ notice of his interview and 10 days’ notice of the hearing were inadequate; that he 

did not have a meaningful opportunity to prepare his clemency application because 

postconviction proceedings were pending; that his counsel was improperly excluded from 

the interview and permitted to participate in the hearing only at the discretion of the 

parole board chair; and that he was precluded from testifying or submitting documentary 

evidence at the hearing. I do not believe that any of these allegations amounts to a due 

process violation. The process respondent received, including notice of the hearing and 

an opportunity to participate in an interview, comports with Ohio’s regulations and 

observes whatever limitations the Due Process Clause may impose on clemency 

proceedings.… 

STEVENS, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part. 

…The text of the Due Process Clause properly directs our attention to state action that 
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may “deprive” a person of life, liberty, or property. When we are evaluating claims that 

the State has unfairly deprived someone of liberty or property, it is appropriate first to ask 

whether the state action adversely affected any constitutionally protected interest. [There 

is] no room for legitimate debate about whether a living person has a constitutionally 

protected interest in life. He obviously does.… 

There are valid reasons for concluding that even if due process is required in clemency 

proceedings, only the most basic elements of fair procedure are required. Presumably a 

State might eliminate this aspect of capital sentencing entirely, and it unquestionably may 

allow the executive virtually unfettered discretion in determining the merits of appeals for 

mercy. Nevertheless, there are equally valid reasons for concluding that these 

proceedings are not entirely exempt from judicial review. I think, for example, that no 

one would contend that a governor could ignore the commands of the Equal Protection 

Clause and use race, religion, or political affiliation as a standard for granting or denying 

clemency. Our cases also support the conclusion that if a State adopts a clemency 

procedure as an integral part of its system for finally determining whether to deprive a 

person of life, that procedure must comport with the Due Process Clause.… 

The interest in life that is at stake in this case warrants even greater protection than the 

interests in liberty at stake in [non-capital] cases. For “death is a different kind of 

punishment from any other which may be imposed in this country.…It is of vital 

importance to the defendant and to the community that any decision to impose the death 

sentence be, and appear to be, based on reason rather than caprice or emotion.” Gardner 

v. Florida, 430 U.S. 349, 357-358 (1977). Those considerations apply with special force 

to the final stage of the decisional process that precedes an official deprivation of life.… 

NOTES 

1. Due process in clemency procedures? Though Woodard’s claims were rejected, 

five justices appear to have held that at least some modicum of process is constitutionally 

required in clemency proceedings. What sorts of “minimum procedural safeguards” do 

you think are now required? What if a state denies a death row prisoner any hearing and 

allows its parole board members to vote individually on clemency petitions by fax or 
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phone, without providing any reason for their votes and without even having a meeting to 

discuss the petition? See Faulder v. Texas Bd. of Pardons and Paroles, 178 F.3d 343, 345 

(5th Cir. 1999). What if a lawyer for the state screens information before it reaches the 

governor so that the ultimate decision maker does not know all the mitigating facts that 

might justify clemency? See Alan Berlow, The Texas Clemency Memos, Atlantic 

Monthly (July/August 2003), at 91. 

2. The historical place for clemency. In Herrera v. Collins, 506 U.S. 390 (1993), a 

defendant sentenced to death claimed that habeas corpus had to be available as a means 

of establishing his innocence and thus of obtaining further review of his conviction and 

sentence after his initial appeals had been exhausted. In the course of rejecting this claim, 

Chief Justice William Rehnquist discussed the role of clemency in the criminal justice 

system, particularly as a means to redress wrongful convictions: 

Clemency is deeply rooted in our Anglo-American tradition of law, and is the historic remedy 

for preventing miscarriages of justice where judicial process has been exhausted. 

In England, the clemency power was vested in the Crown and can be traced back to the 

700’s. Blackstone thought this “one of the great advantages of monarchy in general, above any 

other form of government; that there is a magistrate, who has it in his power to extend mercy, 

wherever he thinks it is deserved: holding a court of equity in his own breast, to soften the 

rigour of the general law, in such criminal cases as merit an exemption from punishment.” 4 W. 

Blackstone, Commentaries *397. Clemency provided the principal avenue of relief for 

individuals convicted of criminal offenses—most of which were capital—because there was no 

right of appeal until 1907. It was the only means by which one could challenge his conviction 

on the ground of innocence. 

Our Constitution adopts the British model and gives to the President the “Power to grant 

Reprieves and Pardons for Offences against the United States.” Art. II, §2, cl. 1.…The original 

States were reluctant to vest the clemency power in the executive. And although this power has 

gravitated toward the executive over time, several States have split the clemency power 

between the Governor and an advisory board selected by the legislature. Today, all 36 States 

that authorize capital punishment have constitutional or statutory provisions for clemency. 

Executive clemency has provided the “fail safe” in our criminal justice system. It is an 
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unalterable fact that our judicial system, like the human beings who administer it, is fallible. 

But history is replete with examples of wrongfully convicted persons who have been pardoned 

in the wake of after-discovered evidence establishing their innocence. In his classic work, 

Professor Edwin Borchard compiled 65 cases in which it was later determined that individuals 

had been wrongfully convicted of crimes. Clemency provided the relief mechanism in 47 of 

these cases; the remaining cases ended in judgments of acquittals after new trials. Borchard, 

Convicting the Innocent (1932). Recent authority confirms that over the past century clemency 

has been exercised frequently in capital cases in which demonstrations of “actual innocence” 

have been made. See M. Radelet, H. Bedau, and C. Putnam, In Spite of Innocence 282-356 

(1992). 

In recent years, however, clemency has been granted in substantially fewer cases than 

was the case prior to the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1972 decision declaring the form then 

used for administering the death penalty unconstitutional. Michael A. G. Korengold et al., 

And Justice for Few: The Collapse of the Capital Clemency System in the United States, 

20 Hamline L. Rev. 349 (1996) (noting that in the United States from 1960 to 1970, 261 

people were executed and clemency was granted to 204 death row inmates, whereas from 

1985 to 1995, 281 people were executed and only 20 death row inmates were granted 

clemency). Among the factors accounting for this decline may be a changing political 

climate that encourages tougher criminal penalties and the erroneous belief that clemency 

is unnecessary today because death row inmates receive “super due process” in the 

courts. 

3. Pardon patterns. Although many state legislatures require the governor or pardon 

board to issue reports on pardons every year, there is no readily available information on 

the number of pardons granted in the states, the basis for particular decisions, or pardon 

patterns over time. Consider Professor Daniel Kobil’s summary of pardons in Ohio: 

At the close of his second term, former Ohio Governor Richard Celeste granted clemency to 

sixty-eight individuals. Many of the cases were controversial, with Celeste being alternately 

praised and vilified for reducing the punishments of, among others, twenty-five battered 

women who had killed or assaulted their purported abusers, eight condemned murderers, a 

famous country-western singer, and an embezzler of hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

Daniel Kobil, Do the Paperwork or Die: Clemency, Ohio Style?, 52 Ohio St. L.J. 655 
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(1991). The country music star, for fans of such music, was Johnny Paycheck, the creator 

of the unforgettable song “Take This Job and Shove It.” According to a newspaper 

article, Governor Celeste found the 7-to-9-year sentence for the 1985 shooting of a man 

in a bar “unbelievably harsh.” See Celeste Orders Paycheck Freed, Columbus Dispatch 

(January 11, 1991), at 5B, col. 1. 

4. Clemency procedures. The chief executive traditionally holds the clemency and 

pardon powers, with little judicial interference. The offender has only limited due process 

rights, such as the right to notice of the clemency proceeding and the right to be heard at 

the proceeding. 

Nine states require that the governor have a recommendation of clemency from a 

board or advisory group before granting clemency. In three states the board makes the 

ultimate decision, and in another three states the governor sits on this board. In the 

remaining states, the governor is largely responsible for the decisions herself. See 

generally Death Penalty Information Center, Clemency Process by State (available at 

www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/article.php? did=126&scid=13#process). The setup of 

clemency procedures influences the number of clemencies granted. They are more likely 

to occur when an administrative board rather than the governor holds clemency authority. 

Why do you suppose this is the case? 

5. The effect of a pardon. Many, and possibly all, nations recognize some possibility 

of obtaining a pardon, but the effects of pardons vary. In England, for example, pardons 

do not exonerate the accused but merely amount to nonenforcement of the sentence. 

England also recognizes sentence remissions to reward prisoners who cooperate with 

authorities or to release those who are terminally ill. In the United States a pardon allows 

a person to hold himself out as innocent. However, disciplinary boards and professional 

licensing bodies may deny professional licenses based on the underlying criminal 

conduct even after the offender has received a pardon. See In re William A. Borders, Jr., 

797 A.2d 716 (D.C. Ct. App. 2002). 

6. Pardons and politics. Critics have charged that the number of pardons and the 

types of cases in which they are granted depend on the political situation. Governors at 
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the end of their terms seem more inclined to take political gambles in granting pardons. 

Charges of influence peddling and outright corruption sometimes crop up in the pardon 

process. As Helen Prejean recounts, the former chair of the Louisiana Board of Pardons 

described some of the political maneuvering that went on: 

[The governor’s chief legal counsel] told me that I knew the governor did not like to be 

confronted with these cases and wanted us to handle it. [This implied that the board, out of 

loyalty to the governor, had to follow the governor’s decision, independent of their own 

opinion. Otherwise they would be replaced.] 

[Before] our Board hearings, I’d get the word from the governor’s office about which deals 

would go down when the Board met. “The governor wants this one or that one,” that’s what 

they’d say. [T]here would be cases sometimes, where…some of the Board members would 

balk at giving the pardon, and [I’d] have to pull them aside and tell them the governor had 

already committed to the pardon and their task was to put it through. 

Helen Prejean, Dead Man Walking 171, 173 (1993). Here the pardon board functioned 

less to insulate the governor from a difficult decision-making process than to camouflage 

the decision already made. 

Female governors seem even less inclined than their male counterparts to issue 

pardons and commute sentences. How do you account for this disparity? 

7. Women and clemency. Women receive executive clemency substantially more 

often than men. Even though their numbers on death row are already very small, they 

benefit disproportionately from gubernatorial commutations of death sentences. See 

Michael Heise, Mercy by the Numbers: An Empirical Analysis of Clemency and Its 

Structure, 89 Va. L. Rev. 239, 275-278 (2003). No longer is it the case, however, that 

governors can pardon women or commute their sentences merely because they are 

women. Frequently, pardons are granted to women who killed spouses or boyfriends who 

allegedly abused them and to women whose criminal activity stemmed from duress 

caused by a male figure in their lives. Nevertheless, governors frequently reserve such 

pardons and commutations for the very end of their terms in office. 

8. Clemency abroad. In some western European countries amnesties for entire 
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groups of incarcerated offenders occur regularly. Often they are announced around 

Christmas. Why do you think such amnesties are not used in the United States? 

9. Compensation after release from wrongful conviction. In some cases governors have 

issued pardons when it became clear that an incarcerated offender was innocent of the 

offense but no judicial recourse remained to overturn his conviction. In such situations 

most European countries would allow for compensation after release from imprisonment 

following a wrongful conviction. The same does not hold true in all U.S. states. 

Moreover, even states that provide for such compensation often strictly limit it. Under 

New York’s Unjust Conviction and Imprisonment Act, for example, the claimant must 

show by clear and convincing evidence that his conviction was reversed, that he did not 

commit any of the acts charged, and that he did not by his own conduct cause or bring 

about his conviction. N.Y. Ct. Cl. Act §8-b (1984). Of the 12 successful claimants in 

New York—out of 200 claims filed between 1984 and 2002—the awards ranged from 

$40,000 to $1.9 million, the latter to compensate for almost 20 years in prison. 

Pardon Us: Systematic Presidential Pardons, Charles Shanor and Marc Miller 

13 Fed. Sent’g Rep. 139 (2001) 

Scholars, judges and commentators often emphasize the individualized and mercy-

driven nature of the pardon power.…We consider whether it is constitutional and 

appropriate to use the pardon power in a systematic way, applied to a group of offenders 

selected through consistent criteria and processes, and for reasons that may reflect 

concerns of justice, equality, and wise policy, rather than mercy. 

1. THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF SYSTEMATIC PARDONS 

One constitutional objection might be made to systematic use of the pardon power by 

a president to further a policy goal. If Congress passes a statute that directs differential 

penalties for two crimes, and the judiciary implements this law, even upholding its 

constitutionality in the process, does it violate the separation of powers to allow the 

president to undo what Congress and the courts have approved? 

Of course, the president has an obligation to “take Care that the Laws be faithfully 
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executed.” Art. II, §3. However, we do not believe this obligation overrides, much less 

obliterates, the distinct constitutional power stating that the President “shall have Power 

to grant Reprieves and Pardons for Offences against the United States, except in Cases of 

Impeachment.” Art II, §2, cl. 1. 

Were the “faithful execution” duty extended so far, it would effectively remove the 

pardon power from the Constitution altogether. This power, explicitly given to the 

Executive responsible for enforcing the law rather than sharing with Congress, should be 

viewed as a limited exception to the general duty of the president to faithfully execute the 

laws. The pardon power qualifies the duty only in connection with enforcement of 

criminal statutes. It has no bearing on enforcement of regulatory statutes or on private 

civil actions established by Congress. 

Moreover, even as to criminal law statutes, the pardon power operates only as a check 

on prosecutions or sentences; it in no way alters congressional criminalization of 

particular behavior. Indeed, because the pardon power is explicit in the Constitution’s 

text, it seems less vulnerable to criticism on separation of powers grounds than the 

authority of the executive branch, regularly exercised, to decline to prosecute particular 

cases or to plea bargain for lesser offenses than those recognized by Congress as 

applicable to particular behaviors.… 

At least a third of all United States presidents, including many of our greatest 

presidents, and from the earliest administrations, have used systematic pardons. This long 

history convinces us that even class-wide pardons, with the potential to dramatically limit 

the impact of federal criminal laws, are constitutional.… 

1795 Washington Pardoned participants in the Pennsylvania Whiskey Rebellion.… 

1801 Jefferson Pardoned all persons convicted under the Alien and Sedition Acts.… 

1862-

1864 

Lincoln Granted amnesty to Confederate sympathizers. 
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1865-

1868 

Johnson Granted amnesty to Confederate soldiers, officials, and 

sympathizers.… 

1945 Truman Pardoned pre-war convicts who served in the U.S. armed forces 

during World War II subject to review by presidential board. 

1961-

1963 

Kennedy Pardoned offenders sentenced under mandatory minimum penalties 

of Narcotics Act of 1956. 

1974-

1975 

Ford Pardoned Vietnam-era violators of Service Act subject to review by 

presidential board. 

1977 Carter Pardoned Vietnam-era violators of the Selective Service Act. 

While a quick review of the historical record makes it difficult to determine the extent to 

which these were systematic pardons, this review does suggest a history of using the 

pardon power, not simply as an act of individualized mercy, or as a political tool to 

reward supporters, but as a tool to reconcile national divisions.… 

2. UNPARDONABLE AND IRREGULAR PARDONS 

…The recent focus on pardon abuse may arise in part from the fact that the federal 

pardon power has fallen into desuetude. There have been over 20,000 presidential 

pardons and commutations granted during the twentieth century, and many thousands of 

additional war-related amnesties falling within the pardon power. However, the vast 

majority of those pardons occurred before 1980, and the percentage of pardons granted to 

those sought has been declining steadily for the past 40 years.… 

President  Pardons Sought  Pardons Granted  Percent Granted  

Nixon 2,591 923 35.6% 

Ford 1,527 404 26.5% 

Carter 2,627 563 21.4% 
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Reagan 3,404 406 11.9% 

Bush 1,466 77 5.3% 

Clinton 6,622 456 6.9% 

Looking back even further, around 1300 pardons and commutations were granted in 

Lyndon Johnson’s five years in office (around 31% of requests), and around 600 pardons 

were granted during John Kennedy’s three years (around 36% of requests).… 

The combination of the recent controversial pardons [at the end of President Clinton’s 

second term] and the highly sporadic use of non-controversial pardons has obscured two 

important dimensions of the pardon power. 

First, when the numbers of pardons are insubstantial, the pardon power offers little 

possibility for more consistent and substantial executive assessments of sentences. The 

low and decreasing number of pardons is even more striking in light of [large] size of the 

federal prison population.… 

The significance of the small numbers and percentages of pardons in recent years is 

magnified even further by the fact that, prior to the implementation of the [federal 

sentencing] guidelines in 1987, all sentences were subject to standardized executive 

review of the U.S. Parole Commission. It seems that the elimination of the Parole 

Commission should have led to an increase in the use of presidential pardons, since one 

of the two major forms of traditional executive post-conviction review and adjustment is 

no longer available. 

Second, the irregular and seemingly random Clinton pardons obscure the possibility of 

presidents using the pardon power as a principled, systematic policy tool. 

3. SOME MODERN SYSTEMATIC PARDONS 

Presidents have sometimes issued multiple pardons on the same or different dates, and 

given the same reason for those pardons. Such pardons are not necessarily systematic, 

unless they are the product of articulated principles applied consistently to an identified 
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group, so that all members of the group who satisfy the principles are pardoned or subject 

to a standard and reasonably structured process of review. 

Wars. The most common form of systematic pardons in the twentieth century 

appear to be amnesty or clemency for those who avoided military service or even 

opposed the U.S. during a conflict. The most recent illustration of this type of systematic 

pardon was President Carter’s decision to pardon Vietnam-era violators of the Selective 

Service Act.… 

Drugs. An example of what may have been systematic, non-wartime, drug offense 

pardons appears, in brief form, in the Annual Reports of the Attorney General issued 

during the Kennedy administration. Those reports suggest that there was a large number 

of pardons or commutations reducing sentences under the Narcotic Control Act of 1956 

[which included mandatory minimum sentences of five to thirty years for various drug 

offenses].… 

The 1964 report confirmed that “[as] in the years preceding, the commutations of 

sentence granted included some long-term narcotics offenders who, by statute, were not 

eligible for parole but whose sentences were considerably longer than average.” The 

1964 report also explicitly refers to efforts to make review of pardons and commutations 

more systematic: 

During the year, the Director of the Bureau of Prisons was called upon to encourage the 

wardens of the federal prisons to review cases in their institutions and present to the Attorney 

General selected cases which they considered to be worthy of clemency and whose sentences 

could be considered disparate. For the first time there is a policy of attempting to systematically 

review cases which may be deserving of commutation. As a result, a very sizeable increase in 

commutations has resulted. 

While it is not clear whether the Narcotics Act commutations were fully systematic in the 

sense we suggest, they do combine a statement of principle (disparity) and a suggestion 

of regularized review to identify similarly situated offenders.… 

4. WISE USE OF SYSTEMATIC PARDONS 
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Even if systematic pardons are constitutional, are they a desirable tool for the president 

compared to other possible strategies available to the executive branch, such as 

advocating changes in the laws, or changing executive charging, plea, or sentencing 

policies? 

A president might believe that a distinction made by a federal criminal law is 

unconstitutional. This was the basis for President Jefferson’s pardons of those convicted 

of violating the Alien and Sedition Acts, which Jefferson believed to be 

unconstitutional.…Under the oath of office, the president not only has the power but the 

duty to apply the commands of the constitution in the exercise of his office. 

A president also might use systematic pardons when the constitutionality of the 

conviction and sentence is abundantly clear.…Presidents Truman, Ford, and Carter all 

believed that a process of amnesty would help to heal the many wounds of war at home. 

President Kennedy did not suggest that convictions under the mandatory minimum 

penalties of the Narcotics Act of 1956 were unconstitutional, but he did point to the 

excessive and unequal sentences imposed under those laws. 

As a political matter, a president might hesitate to issue a series of class-wide pardons 

in the face of Congressional or public criticism. When Lincoln used the pardon power in 

1865, he referenced not only his constitutional authority, but also Congressional support 

for pardoning a large class of southerners “guilty of treason.” When Congress had passed 

laws calling for forfeiture of property by those in rebellion against the Union, it granted 

the President the authority to grant pardons or amnesty “on such conditions as he may 

deem expedient for the public welfare.” The legislation was perhaps helpful to Lincoln, 

but it was also unnecessary, for Lincoln could have granted the pardons without it. 

Systematic pardons would likely initiate reconsideration of punishment and 

incarceration policies by Congress. Given the political difficulty of generating rich 

discussions of criminal justice policy, confident and wise chief executives may be in the 

best position to generate such debate. Systematic pardons thus offer the chance for a 

visible and public dialogue about important legal issues. On the other hand, pardons 

cannot and should not supplant the legislative role on a continuing basis. 
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NOTES 

1. Systematic clemencies. Perhaps one of the most noteworthy and dramatic examples 

of the systematic use of the clemency power occurred in January 2003, when outgoing 

Illinois governor George Ryan granted clemency to all of the 156 death row inmates in 

Illinois (as well as 11 inmates who were awaiting sentencing or resentencing) in response 

to the flawed process in Illinois that led to these sentences. (A portion of Governor 

Ryan’s speech announcing his decision is reprinted in Chapter 3.) Note that these grants 

of clemency did not result in the release of the inmates, since many still faced sentences 

of life in prison. Governor Ryan also completely pardoned four wrongly convicted death 

row inmates. 

Do you think it is appropriate for governors or presidents to use their pardon and 

clemency powers systematically? Are such actions an effective way to influence criminal 

justice or sentencing policy? Should a change in administration and in criminal justice 

priorities provide a sound basis for considering the systematic use of the pardon power? 

2. Unsystematic pardons. Perhaps equally noteworthy and even more controversial 

than systematic pardons or clemencies are instances in which the pardon power is used in 

ways that seem particularly unsystematic. Only two hours before surrendering the White 

House, President Bill Clinton pardoned some persons involved in various scandals that 

touched the Clinton presidency, along with former Cabinet members, onetime fugitive 

heiress Patricia Hearst Shaw, and his own brother, Roger Clinton. The number and nature 

of these pardons not only surpassed the scope of last-minute pardons granted by previous 

presidents, but also generated widespread public outrage. Both the Senate Judiciary 

Committee and the House Government Reform Committee scheduled hearings to 

investigate particularly whether Clinton’s pardon of financier Marc Rich was motivated 

by campaign contributions made by Rich’s former wife. For an insightful discussion of 

these pardons and the lessons to be learned from them, see Margaret Colgate Love, Fear 

of Forgiving: Rule and Discretion in the Practice of Pardoning, 13 Fed. Sent’g Rep. 125 

(2001). See also Harold Krent, Conditioning the President’s Conditional Pardon Power, 

89 Cal. L. Rev. 1665 (2001). 
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3. The decline in clemency. The drop in presidential pardons over the past few 

decades is startling, particularly in view of the dramatic rise in imprisonment rates during 

the same period (see Chapter 7). How do you explain the decrease in individual pardons? 

Is the current pardon process fatally flawed, as some have argued? In light of more 

systematic guideline sentencing, should we increasingly object to unsystematic executive 

clemency? Have presidents become less courageous? See Margaret Colgate Love, The 

Twilight of the Pardon Power, 100 Journal Crim. L. & Criminology 1169 (2010). Are 

there specific and substantive uses of the pardon power that might still be functional and 

politically defensible? See, e.g., Nora Demleitner, Using the Pardon Power to Prevent 

Deportation: Legitimate, Desirable, or Neither in a Federal System, 12 Loy. J. Pub. Int. L 

365 (2011). 

PROBLEM 11-9. A CURIOUS COMMUTATION 

In July 2007 President George W. Bush exercised his clemency power to commute the 

30-month prison term given to former White House aide I. Lewis “Scooter” Libby before 

he was to start serving this sentence. The prison sentence was imposed in June 2007 after 

a federal court convicted Libby of perjury, obstruction of justice, and lying to 

investigators in the course of a special counsel’s investigation of possible White House 

involvement in the leak of the name of a CIA operative. Here is part of the statement 

made by President Bush in support of his decision: 

From the very beginning of the investigation into the leaking of Valerie Plame’s name, I made 

it clear to the White House staff and anyone serving in my administration that I expected full 

cooperation with the Justice Department. Dozens of White House staff and administration 

officials dutifully cooperated. 

After the investigation was under way, the Justice Department appointed United States 

Attorney for the Northern District of Illinois Patrick Fitzgerald as a special counsel in charge of 

the case. Mr. Fitzgerald is a highly qualified, professional prosecutor who carried out his 

responsibilities as charged. 

This case has generated significant commentary and debate. Critics of the investigation 

have argued that a special counsel should not have been appointed, nor should the investigation 

have been pursued after the Justice Department learned who leaked Ms. Plame’s name to 
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columnist Robert Novak. Furthermore, the critics point out that neither Mr. Libby nor anyone 

else has been charged with violating the Intelligence Identities Protection Act or the Espionage 

Act, which were the original subjects of the investigation. Finally, critics say the punishment 

does not fit the crime: Mr. Libby was a first-time offender with years of exceptional public 

service and was handed a harsh sentence based in part on allegations never presented to the 

jury. 

Others point out that a jury of citizens weighed all the evidence and listened to all the 

testimony and found Mr. Libby guilty of perjury and obstructing justice. They argue, correctly, 

that our entire system of justice relies on people telling the truth. And if a person does not tell 

the truth, particularly if he serves in government and holds the public trust, he must be held 

accountable. They say that had Mr. Libby only told the truth, he would have never been 

indicted in the first place. 

Both critics and defenders of this investigation have made important points. I have made 

my own evaluation. In preparing for the decision I am announcing today, I have carefully 

weighed these arguments and the circumstances surrounding this case. 

Mr. Libby was sentenced to 30 months of prison, two years of probation and a $250,000 

fine. In making the sentencing decision, the district court rejected the advice of the probation 

office, which recommended a lesser sentence and the consideration of factors that could have 

led to a sentence of home confinement or probation. 

I respect the jury’s verdict. But I have concluded that the prison sentence given to Mr. 

Libby is excessive. Therefore, I am commuting the portion of Mr. Libby’s sentence that 

required him to spend 30 months in prison. 

My decision to commute his prison sentence leaves in place a harsh punishment for Mr. 

Libby. The reputation he gained through his years of public service and professional work in 

the legal community is forever damaged. His wife and young children have also suffered 

immensely. He will remain on probation. The significant fines imposed by the judge will 

remain in effect. The consequences of his felony conviction on his former life as a lawyer, 

public servant and private citizen will be long-lasting. 

The Constitution gives the president the power of clemency to be used when he deems it to 

be warranted. It is my judgment that a commutation of the prison term in Mr. Libby’s case is an 

appropriate exercise of this power. 
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Is there something unique (and uniquely troubling) about a president’s decision to use 

his clemency power to mitigate the sentence of an executive branch official convicted of 

an offense during a criminal investigation into suspect activities taking place within that 

president’s administration? Should Congress have some means (short of initiating the 

process for a constitutional amendment) to oversee or regulate the use of clemency 

powers that may appear to be part of an effort to cover up activities of high-ranking 

executive branch officials? 

Also, in light of all the materials in this text, are the president’s stated reasons for this 

commutation in harmony with prevailing modern sentencing doctrines? Are they 

convincing? 
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